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A new world for insurance 
KPMG welcomes the release of the revised proposals for insurance contracts accounting. These mark a major step forward 
towards implementing a common insurance reporting framework across much of the world.

The new accounting model for insurance contracts proposed by the IASB may introduce more volatility to the profit or loss 
account but more accurately reflect the risks and liabilities undertaken by entities, bringing insurance accounting into the 
21st century – but not without a cost. The level of change and the complexities associated with implementing these proposals 
should not be underestimated. Entities would be likely to feel the consequences throughout their organisations. The devil is in 
the detail and the scale of change would depend on the accounting bases that entities use today.

The IASB has made substantial efforts to improve the proposals by considering the key concerns of constituents while retaining 
the objective of a current-value basis for measuring insurance contract liabilities – bringing a final standard for insurance a great 
deal closer. The length of the debate on the insurance project indicates that there is not a single model that will please everyone. 
The proposals are likely to be complex to implement and this is the last chance for preparers and users to influence the outcome 
of the project. Given the current diversity in practice, we consider it essential that the IASB finalises a global insurance standard. 

The overall impact on operating performance would be significant for most entities, especially for life insurers. The IASB’s 
proposals would affect the way in which entities report their profitability and financial position and would be likely to result in an 
overall increase in volatility in profit or loss and equity as a result of having to remeasure insurance contract liabilities at a current 
value each period, rather than on an historical cost basis. Some of the remeasurement would be through other comprehensive 
income (OCI) and the extent to which this mitigates volatility in profit or loss would be highly influenced by whether financial 
assets that back insurance contract liabilities under proposed revisions to IFRS 9 Financial Instruments are measured at fair 
value through OCI (FVOCI), fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL) or amortised cost. The need to consider the implications for 
asset-liability management may be accelerated, because the finalised requirements of IFRS 9 may come into effect before the 
insurance proposals. 

In addition, those entities writing long-term life business with options and guarantees may need to report changes in these 
items’ value in profit or loss. As a result, there may be debate about the residual volatility expected in both earnings and equity. 

The re-exposure also introduces a new presentation approach for both the statement of profit or loss and OCI and the 
statement of financial position, which would dramatically change the way entities – especially life insurers – report 
performance. Insurance contract revenue would be allocated over the coverage period in proportion to the value of the services 
provided in each period, which would be completely different from the premium figures presented today.

A new global standard for insurance accounting would mean a big improvement in transparency and consistency, with benefits 
for both investors and the industry. This would be a new world for insurance – a world in which financial reporting metrics and 
stakeholders’ perceptions of entities would change.

The proposals would be likely to result in greater emphasis on the entire statement of profit or loss and OCI, rather than just 
profit or loss. These changes to the accounting and financial reporting requirements would need to be explained to analysts, 
investors and other stakeholders.

Entities may have to contemplate major changes to data and systems, education and communication to stakeholders, and 
changes to asset-liability management. Profit profiles and offerings may be impacted, and in many cases entities would need 
to ramp up resourcing in the finance and actuarial functions. However, some entities would be able to re-use and repurpose 
current efforts to implement accounting change for financial assets and for regulatory purposes. 

If entities start planning now, then the wave of change could open up opportunities for synergies in areas such as data 
collection, modelling capability and investment in systems and resources. The bottom line is that the technical aspects of the 
proposals would need to be made operational.

Joachim Kölschbach (Leader)
Darryl Briley (Deputy leader)
Chris Spall 

KPMG’s global IFRS insurance contracts leadership team
KPMG International Standards Group
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1 The proposals at a glance

1.1 Key facts

The IASB published ED/2013/7 Insurance Contracts (the ED or the proposals) on 20 June 
2013. The proposals would apply to all insurance contracts, rather than insurance 
entities, and to investment contracts with a discretionary participation feature (DPF) issued 
by entities that also issue insurance contracts. 

The proposals comprise the following key elements.

●● A comprehensive accounting and measurement model, based on current fulfilment value. 
The package of cash flows would be measured using a ‘building-block approach’, 
comprising four blocks. 

1. Explicit, unbiased and probability-weighted future cash flows.

2. Discounting to reflect the time value of money.

3. Risk adjustment.

4. Contractual service margin.

 The first three blocks are also referred to as the ‘fulfilment cash flows’. ‘Directly attributable’ 
acquisition costs would be included in measurement and current assumptions and discount 
rates would be used.

●● A ‘mirroring’ approach would apply for some participating contracts, to better align 
measurement of these contracts to their underlying items. This would:

– apply to contracts that require the entity to hold underlying items; and 

– specify a link to the returns on those underlying items.

●● A simplified (or ‘premium-allocation’) measurement approach would apply for some 
short-duration contracts. This would:

– be optional, and intended to be a proxy for the building-block approach; 

– take a similar approach to current practices for non-life contracts; and

– require discounting, but with some practical expedients.

●● Fulfilment cash flows, including discount rates, would be updated each reporting period 
with:

– effects of changes in discount rates for insurance liabilities presented in OCI;

– contractual service margin adjusted (‘unlocked’) for changes in future cash flows related 
to future coverage and services, which would change the timing of profit emergence over 
the service period of the contract;

– other changes in insurance liabilities recognised in profit or loss; and 

– ‘mirrored’ cash flows of participating contracts presented consistently with underlying 
items.

●● New presentation and extensive disclosure requirements, with insurance contract 
revenue and expenses presented in profit or loss.
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●● Retrospective application, with practical expedients if impracticable. Practical expedients 
would apply when determining contractual service margins and discount rates. There would 
be a limited ability to redesignate some financial assets on initial application.

●● Earliest possible effective date would be 1 January 2017 (1 January 2018 more likely). 
The IASB will allow approximately three years between final standard and effective date. 
Comparative financial information would need to be restated on initial application.

The ED includes the full text of the proposed standard, but the IASB is seeking feedback only 
on the key changes from the 2010 exposure draft. In addition, the ED includes questions on 
cost/benefit aspects of the proposals and the clarity of the drafting. 

The IASB developed the proposals in the ED jointly with the FASB. The IASB and the FASB 
reached the same conclusions in many areas, but reached different conclusions on some 
aspects – e.g. scope and certain aspects of the measurement model. The FASB has issued a 
separate exposure draft containing its proposals.

The comment deadline for both exposure drafts is 25 October 2013.

 

Expected
cash outflows

Discounting
Risk

adjustment

Zero
Contractual

service
margin

Expected cash
inflows

Presentation of changes:

Initial measurement:

Building block 1 Building block 2 Building block 3 Building block 4

*   Recognised in profit or loss if no contractual service margin.

Changes in risk
adjustment:
profit or loss

Changes in cash flows unrelated
to services: profit or loss

Changes in cash flows related to past
and current services: profit or loss

Release of margin:
profit or loss

Offset changes
related to

future services

Unwind of locked-
in discount rate:

profit or loss

Changes in
discount rate:

OCI

Changes related to future
services: *

in cash flows
offset against the margin
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1.2 Key impacts
 Increased volatility possible in profit or loss and equity 

●● Volatility may increase because current information and assumptions would be used in 
measuring insurance liabilities. 

●● Applying the new financial instruments proposals may mitigate or increase volatility. 

●● The degree of volatility would depend on how insurance liabilities and financial assets 
are measured under the current and proposed 
requirements.

●● Discounting insurance liabilities would be a 
significant change for many non-life insurers.

 Measurement and reporting of operational 
performance 

●● The proposed measurement model would change 
the way insurance liabilities are measured and 
presented, and consequently affect operating 
performance.

●● The presentation and disclosure proposals 
are expected to change the communication of 
performance because:

– the performance metrics would be less familiar;

– multi-line businesses may be more complex to explain; 

– reporting processes may take longer; 

– non-GAAP measures may be used to explain financial performance; and

– differences between IFRS and US GAAP may need to be considered.

●● Analysts, investors and shareholders may need time to understand the new reporting. 

 Capital management and interaction with regulatory capital requirements in some jurisdictions

●● Increased volatility in reported equity may impact capital positions.

●● Entities would need to incorporate accounting change into planning for solvency and 
regulatory reporting.

 Impacts on asset-liability management and financial instruments accounting

●● The revised effective date of IFRS 9 may precede the effective date of the insurance proposals.

●● The interaction with future financial instruments models may impact investment allocations 
and asset-liability management.

●● Entities would have limited ability to redesignate some financial assets on initial application.

●● Accounting mismatches may result if: 

– changes in conditions have offsetting effects on the economic values of assets and 
liabilities; but 

– gains and losses are not recognised symmetrically. 
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 Broad business impacts

●● The measurement proposals may change decisions on product profile, features or pricing. 

●● Growing businesses may see a negative impact on results if earnings patterns become more 
back-ended on long-duration contracts.

●● More volatile products may become less desirable – e.g. long-duration insurance products 
with guarantees.

●● The new reporting basis may have tax implications in some jurisdictions.

 New systems and processes 

●● Significant time may be needed to develop, test and implement processes and controls 
throughout the organisation. 

●● Systems may need upgrading to ensure that they can handle the new requirements – for 
example, to:

– collect and store data; 

– track contractual service margins and their release; and 

– track and adjust discount rates. 

●● There would be increased pressure on timelines for preparing financial information, because 
reported results would be dependent on current estimates.

●● Actuarial models would need to be updated. 

●● A co-ordinated response would be necessary, incorporating system and process changes 
driven by regulatory changes and financial instruments proposals.

●● Retrospective application would require early planning and parallel runs during the transition 
phase.

 Significant impacts on people

●● Compensation arrangements and performance targets may need to be changed. 

●● Additional resources may be needed to manage transition and actuarial/reporting processes.
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2 Setting the standard
 The ED forms part of the second phase of the IASB’s insurance project, which was introduced more 

than 15 years ago to implement a common global insurance accounting framework. The proposals 
are intended to improve the transparency of the effects of insurance contracts on an entity’s financial 
position and performance, and reduce diversity in the accounting for insurance contracts.

 Phase I – IFRS 4

 The International Accounting Standards Committee, the IASB’s predecessor, initiated a project on 
insurance contracts in 1997 by releasing an issues paper and a draft statement of principles on 
insurance accounting. The IASB was constituted in 2001 and included that project in its workplan. 
Because it was not feasible to develop a comprehensive set of proposals before many entities were to 
adopt IFRS in 2005, the IASB decided to split the project into two phases. In 2004, it introduced IFRS 4 
Insurance Contracts, an interim standard that represented the first phase of the insurance project. At 
the time, the IASB sought to minimise the amount of change required to current accounting policies 
and practices, to avoid changes that might be reversed in the second phase. 

 Phase II – A new world for insurance

 The second phase of the insurance project was launched in May 2007, when the IASB published a 
discussion paper Preliminary Views on Insurance Contracts, focusing on an ‘exit value’ measurement 
approach for insurance contracts. As the next step in the second phase of this project, the IASB 
released its exposure draft ED/2010/8 Insurance Contracts in July 2010 (the 2010 ED). The 2010 ED 
introduced a measurement model based on a ‘fulfilment’ objective, which reflects the fact that an 
entity generally expects to fulfil its liabilities over time by paying benefits and claims to policyholders as 
they become due, rather than transferring the liabilities to a third party. The proposals also included a 
simplified measurement approach for certain short-duration contracts. 

  The IASB received a large volume of feedback on the 2010 ED and undertook extensive deliberations 
to consider the concerns raised by respondents. After completing its redeliberations on the 2010 ED, 
the IASB has re-exposed revised insurance contracts proposals for public comment by publishing the 
exposure draft ED/2013/7 Insurance Contracts (the ED). 

 Interaction with other standards

 Throughout its redeliberations, the IASB considered many of the decisions made in IFRS 9 – including 
the way in which that standard might interact with the insurance proposals – because IFRS 9 covers a 
large majority of an insurer’s invested assets. The IASB also considered whether other existing standards 
or future projects would sufficiently address the accounting for insurance contracts, including the 
proposals on revenue recognition1. Ultimately, the IASB concluded that, although the revenue recognition 
proposals would address many service elements of an insurance contract, this model might be difficult 
to apply to certain types of insurance products. Consequently, many of the proposals contained in the ED 
are designed to align with the IASB’s and the FASB’s (together, the Boards) joint proposals on revenue 
recognition.

1 ED/2011/6 Revenue from Contracts with Customers.
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 The consultation process 

 Because the proposals in the ED benefit from the IASB’s previous consultations, the IASB is focusing 
this consultation on the significant changes to the proposals in the 2010 ED. The ED covers the full 
standard, but the IASB is seeking feedback only on the issues shown below, plus:

●● whether there are unintended consequences from these changes; 

●● the costs and benefits of the proposals as a whole; and

●● the clarity of the drafting of the proposals.

 

Measurement
proposals

Treatment of
contractual service
margin (unlocking)
Treatment of
participating contracts

Approach to
transition

Retrospective
application
Some practical
expedients
provided

Presentation
proposals

Presentation of
revenue, claims and
expenses in profit
or loss
Presentation of
changes in discount

in OCIrate
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 Significant changes and clarifications from the 2010 ED

 During the Boards’ redeliberations on the proposals, they made significant changes [!] and significant 
clarifications [X] to proposals in the 2010 ED and the FASB’s discussion paper Preliminary Views on 
Insurance Contracts. These are indicated throughout the following sections of this publication.

Areas with significant changes [!] Areas with significant clarifications [X]

●● Scope of financial guarantees

●● Separating components of an insurance 
contract

●● Recognition

●● Contract modifications

●● Contract boundaries

●● Acquisition costs

●● Contractual service margin/single margin

●● Simplified premium-allocation approach

●● Participating contracts

●● Reinsurance

●● Presentation of the statement of profit or loss 
and OCI 

●● Effective date 

●● Transition

●● Scope of fixed-fee service contracts

●● Level of measurement

●● Costs included in measurement

●● Discount rate

●● Risk adjustment

●● Investment contracts with a DPF

●● Disclosures

 Effective date for the new insurance standard

 The ED does not propose an effective date for the new standard. The IASB proposes to allow 
approximately three years between the finalisation and the effective date of the standard. The ED states 
that the IASB expects the earliest possible mandatory effective date for the proposed standard to be for 
reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017. A more likely effective date is 1 January 2018. 
Early application of the standard would be permitted.

 The FASB proposals do not specify an effective date, but include a question about the key drivers 
affecting the timing of implementation. The FASB would not permit early application of its standard.

 Convergence

 Although the insurance project is not a project under the memorandum of understanding between 
the Boards, the FASB joined the insurance project in late 2008 with the aim of converging the Boards’ 
proposals for insurance accounting.
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 The following key differences between the Boards’ proposals are addressed throughout this publication, 
in the sections shown. For a more detailed summary of these differences, see Section 14.

Area Topic IASB FASB

Scope Investment 
contracts with DPF 

(4.1.2)

In scope (if issued by an insurer). Out of scope.

Financial guarantee 
contracts (including 
mortgage 
guarantee 
insurance) 

(4.1.3)

Out of scope unless previous 
explicit assertion that contracts 
are treated as insurance and 
applicable insurance accounting 
has been applied.

All guarantees that 
meet the definition of 
an insurance contract 
are in scope. However, 
current scope exclusions 
in FASB ASC Topic 460 
Guarantees are retained 
and certain other 
exclusions are added.

Measurement Four vs three 
building blocks

(Section 6; Chapter 
6.4)

Includes risk adjustment. No risk adjustment.

Definition of 
portfolio

(6.2.2)

Defined as a group of insurance 
contracts that:

●● provide coverage for similar 
risks and are priced similarly, 
relative to the risk taken on; and 

●● are managed together as a 
single pool.

Defined as a group of 
insurance contracts that:

●● are subject to similar 
risks and priced 
similarly, relative to 
the risk taken on; and 

●● have a similar duration 
and similar expected 
patterns of release 
from risk.

Unit of account for 
releasing margin

(6.5.1)

Not prescribed. Portfolio.

Acquisition costs

(6.2.6.1)

Successful and unsuccessful 
acquisition efforts included in 
measurement.

Only successful 
acquisition efforts 
included in 
measurement.

Transaction-based 
taxes and levies

(6.2.6)

Included in the measurement of 
fulfilment cash flows.

Excluded from the 
measurement of 
fulfilment cash flows.

Subsequent 
recognition

Margins

(6.5.2)

Contractual service margin 
unlocked for changes in estimates 
of cash flows relating to future 
coverage or service. Recognised 
over coverage period.

No unlocking of single 
margin. Recognised 
over both coverage and 
settlement periods.
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Area Topic IASB FASB

Simplified 
premium-
allocation 
approach

Eligibility

(Chapter 7.1)

Permitted – considered to be a 
proxy for building-block approach.

Required when certain 
criteria are met – 
considered to be a 
separate model.

Participating 
contracts

‘Mirroring’ 
exception 
eliminating 
accounting 
mismatches 
for qualifying 
participating 
contracts

(Chapter 8.1)

Required for all expected cash 
flows that vary directly with 
returns on underlying items that 
the entity is required to hold.

Not permitted if:
●● policyholder’s 

participation is 
determined on a basis 
other than GAAP 
measure and does 
not reflect a timing 
difference; and

●● discretionary 
cash flows to the 
policyholder.

Discount rate

(Chapter 8.2)

Updated when entity expects 
changes in returns on underlying 
items to affect policyholders.

Reset on a level-yield 
basis when entity 
expects a change in 
crediting rates and 
related ultimate cash 
flows.

Mutual entities 

(Chapter 8.5)

When policyholders participate 
in the whole of the surplus, no 
equity remains.

Equity is the amount of 
surplus that the entity 
does not intend to pay 
out to policyholders.

Reinsurance Cedant’s 
application of 
building-block 
or simplified 
premium-allocation 
approach

(9.2.1)

Approach evaluated in the same 
manner as a direct insurance 
contract.

Same approach applied 
as for the underlying 
direct insurance 
contracts.

Credit risk of 
reinsurer and 
policyholder

(9.2.3)

Accounted for consistently with 
the treatment of estimates in the 
measurement model.

Accounted for on an 
expected-value basis 
based on US GAAP 
guidance on credit 
losses.

Business 
combinations

Accounting for 
difference between 
fulfilment cash 
flows and fair value 
of the contracts 

(Section 10)

Any excess of the fulfilment cash 
flows for insurance contracts 
above the fair value of those 
contracts would be recognised 
as an adjustment to the initial 
measurement of the goodwill 
or bargain purchase gain in 
accordance with IFRS 3 Business 
Combinations.

Any excess of the 
fulfilment cash flows 
for insurance contracts 
above the fair value of 
those contracts would 
be recognised as a loss 
at the acquisition date.
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Area Topic IASB FASB

Presentation 
and disclosure 

Statement of 
financial position 
and statement of 
profit or loss and 
OCI

(Chapters 11.1 and 
11.2)

Portfolios of insurance contracts 
would be presented as separate 
assets or liabilities in the 
statement of financial position.

Insurance contract portfolios 
would be presented separately 
from reinsurance contract 
portfolios.

Insurance contract revenue and 
expenses would be presented in 
profit or loss.

The effects of changes in discount 
rates would be presented in OCI.

Extensive disclosure 
requirements.

More detailed 
presentation 
requirements (including 
further disaggregation of 
certain balances) in the 
statement of financial 
position and statement 
of profit or loss and OCI.

The FASB’s disclosure 
requirements are 
generally aligned with 
the IASB proposals 
and also include some 
additional disclosures.

Transition Practical 
expedients for 
determining 
margin at contract 
inception

(Chapter 13.2)

Use the ED’s definition of 
portfolio.

Option to use the entity’s 
determination of the 
portfolio immediately 
before transition.

If no objective 
information is reasonably 
available to estimate the 
margin using practical 
expedients, then record 
the single margin at zero.

Redesignation of 
financial assets

(Chapter 13.3)

Limited ability to redesignate 
some financial assets at initial 
application of insurance standard.

Entity is permitted to 
designate and classify 
financial assets that 
are designated to its 
insurance business, 
by either legal entity or 
internal designation, 
as if relevant current 
classification and 
measurement guidance 
for financial instruments 
were adopted on 
that date.
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3 Overview of the proposals
 The following diagram illustrates how key elements of the proposals are explained throughout this 

publication. The corresponding chapter numbers are in brackets.
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4 When to apply the proposals

4.1 Scope
ED 3–4 The proposals apply not only to entities that are generally considered insurance entities, but to all 

entities that:

●● issue insurance or reinsurance contracts;

●● issue or hold reinsurance contracts;

●● issue investment contracts with a DPF, provided that they also issue insurance contracts; or

●● issue certain financial guarantees.

  As a result, and subject to certain exceptions discussed in 4.1.4 below, some non-insurance entities 
may need to apply the proposals to some of their contracts. 

ED 6, BCA153 The proposals do not address other aspects of the accounting by entities that issue insurance contracts 
– e.g. accounting for financial assets and financial liabilities – except for: 

●● amendments to other standards to permit an entity to measure treasury shares, own debt and 
owner-occupied property at FVTPL, if they are held in a unit-linked investment fund; and

●● some transitional provisions relating to the limited ability to redesignate some financial assets.

 

In scope Out of scope

Contracts that transfer significant
insurance risk

Contracts that do not transfer
significant insurance risk

Investment
contracts with DPFs
– if entity also issues
insurance contracts

Investment
contracts with DPFs

if entity does not
issue insurance

contracts

–

Contracts
specifically

excluded e.g.
certain fixed-fee
service contracts

–

Financial guarantee
contracts

... currently
accounted for as

insurance contracts

[X]

[!] Financial guarantee
contracts

... not currently
accounted for as

insurance contracts
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Observations – Applicability of proposals for non-insurance entities

Consequences for IFRS reporters

IFRS 4 scopes in contracts that meet the definition of insurance, as well as investment contracts with 
a DPF, rather than providing or applying a definition of insurance entities. The ED generally follows the 
same approach – except that investment contracts with a DPF would only be in scope if they are issued 
by an entity that also issues insurance contracts (see 4.1.2). Also, there are some revisions to the scope 
that expand exemptions for certain guarantees issued in relation to the sale or lease of non-insurance 
goods. In addition, fixed-fee service contracts that transfer significant insurance risk may be exempt if 
certain qualifying conditions are satisfied.

Entities that do not consider themselves insurance entities but that issue contracts that would fall in 
the scope of the ED may find that the impacts are significant. Whereas IFRS 4 has allowed such entities 
to continue to apply their pre-existing accounting policies (subject to a liability adequacy test), they 
would be required to apply the requirements of the ED to any contracts that are within its scope. These 
entities might have to make significant changes to and investment in systems and processes, including 
obtaining requisite actuarial resources, to apply those requirements.

ED BC49 The proposals also include amendments to the accounting for an entity’s own debt and shares and 
owner-occupied property held by funds underlying unit-linked contacts (see Chapter 8.3). These extend 
to unit-linked contracts that are not insurance contracts.

Consequences for US GAAP reporters

The scope ramifications are further-reaching for entities reporting under US GAAP. Under current 
US GAAP, the insurance standard is applied to insurance entities rather than to contracts that meet 
the definition of insurance. As a result, non-insurance entities that currently do not apply insurance 
accounting may have to apply the proposals. Particularly, third parties that issue extended auto 
warranties and entities that issue certain types of guarantees would be in the scope of the proposals, 
representing a significant change from current practice. 

4.1.1 Insurance contracts

4.1.1.1 What is an insurance contract?

ED B2–B5 The proposals include a definition of an insurance contract that is consistent with the current definition 
of an insurance contract in IFRS 4. 

ED App A An insurance contract is “a contract under which one party (the issuer) accepts ‘significant insurance 
risk’ [see 4.1.1.4] from another party (the policyholder) by agreeing to compensate the policyholder or 
the beneficiaries of the policyholder if a specified ‘uncertain future event’ [the insured event; see 4.1.1.2] 
adversely affects the policyholder.”

4.1.1.2 What is an uncertain future event?

ED B3 Uncertainty (or risk) is the essence of an insurance contract. Therefore, for the contract to be an 
insurance contract, uncertainty is required at the inception of an insurance contract regarding:

●● whether an insured event will occur; 

●● when it will occur; or 

●● how much the entity will need to pay if it occurs.
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ED B4 The ‘insured event’ is not only a loss that arises from an event that occurs during the coverage period, 
but can arise from an event that occurred before the inception of the contract and that is subsequently 
discovered during the coverage period. Conversely, the insured event can be a loss that arises from an 
event occurring during the coverage period and that is discovered after the end of the contract term.

ED B5 Some insurance contracts cover events that have already occurred but for which the ultimate payout 
is still uncertain. Some retrospective reinsurance agreements provide coverage against adverse 
development of claims that have already been reported by policyholders at inception of the contract. In 
these cases, the insured event is the discovery of the ultimate cost of those claims. 

4.1.1.3 What is insurance risk?

ED B7 A contract that exposes the issuer to financial risk without significant insurance risk would not be 
an insurance contract under the proposals. The specified uncertain future event that is covered by 
an insurance contract creates insurance risk. ‘Insurance risk’ is any risk, other than financial risk, 
transferred from the holder to the issuer of a contract. The following table includes examples of 
insurance risk and financial risk.

Insurance risk Financial risk

Risks to the holder, such as:

●● death

●● illness

●● disability

●● loss of property due to damage or theft

●● failure of a debtor to make payment when 
due.

The risk of a potential future change in one or 
more of: 

●● interest rates 

●● financial instrument prices 

●● commodity prices 

●● foreign exchange rates 

●● indices of prices or rates 

●● credit ratings or credit indices

●● any other variable, except for a non-financial 
variable that is specific to a party to the 
contract.

 The risk of a possible future change in a non-financial variable would not be insurance risk if the non-
financial variable is not specific to a party of the contract. The following table includes examples of non-
financial variables that are:

●● not specific to a party to the contract, and excluded from the definition of insurance risk; and

●● specific to a party to the contract, and included in the definition of insurance risk. 
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ED B8 Non-financial variables that are not specific 
to a party to the contract 

Non-financial variables that are specific to a 
party to the contract

●● Weather or catastrophe indices – e.g. an index 
of earthquake losses in a particular region.

●● Risk of changes in the fair value of a non-
financial asset reflecting only changes in 
market prices.

●● Occurrence or non-occurrence of a fire that 
damages or destroys an asset of that party.

●● Risk of changes in the fair value of a non-
financial asset held by a party to the contract, 
reflecting changes in market prices and 
the condition of the specific non-financial 
asset. For example, if a contract guarantees 
the residual value of a vehicle owned by 
the holder of the contract, and the amount 
payable under the guarantee will vary 
significantly depending on the specific 
condition of the vehicle at the date of sale, 
then the contract is an insurance contract.

ED B14–B15 ‘Lapse risk’ or ‘persistency risk’ is the risk that the counterparty will cancel the contract earlier or later 
than the issuer had expected in pricing the contract. ‘Expense risk’ is the risk of unexpected increases 
in the administrative costs associated with the servicing of a contract, rather than in costs associated 
with the insured events. Lapse, persistency and expense risk are not considered to be insurance risks, 
because they are not risks that are transferred by the holder to the issuer of a contract, and they do not 
adversely affect the holder.

 However, if the issuer of a contract: 

●● is exposed to lapse, persistency or expense risk (but not, from the perspective of the issuer, 
insurance risk); and

●● mitigates those risks by using a second contract to transfer all or part of those risks to another party, 

 then the second contract exposes that other party to significant insurance risk and would therefore be 
an insurance contract from the perspective of that other party (issuer). However, the holder (transferor 
of insurance risk) is the policyholder of that second contract, and therefore would not apply the 
insurance proposals to that contract (see 4.1.4).

ED B16 Mutual entities generally accept risk from individual policyholders and then pool these risks. Although 
policyholders of contracts issued by mutual entities bear the pooled risks of the contracts in their role as 
owners, the mutual entity would still be considered a separate entity that has accepted insurance risk.

Observations – Definition of an insurance contract

The application guidance in IFRS 4 on the definition of an insurance contract is retained in the ED.

The implementation guidance accompanying IFRS 4 illustrating how to apply the definition of an 
insurance contract is not retained in the ED. Although this may not have a significant impact on those 
entities already reporting under IFRS, the implementation guidance has been helpful in determining 
whether certain types of contracts were in the scope of the insurance standard. 

In many cases, contracts that do not meet the definition of an insurance contract would be financial 
instruments. Differences in measurement would arise if a contract is treated as a financial instrument 
rather than an insurance contract. Under the financial instruments proposals, liabilities would be 
measured at fair value or amortised cost. Under the insurance proposals, all liabilities would be 
measured at fulfilment value, unless a financial component is separated from the insurance contract. 
For further discussion on separating components from an insurance contract, see Chapter 4.2.
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4.1.1.4 What is significant insurance risk?

 Consistent with IFRS 4, the proposals do not provide quantitative guidance for assessing the 
significance of insurance risk. However, they do provide the following qualitative guidance.

 Guidance carried forward from IFRS 4 

ED B18 Insurance risk would be significant if there is at least one scenario that has commercial substance – i.e. 
that has a discernible effect on the economics of the transaction – in which an insured event causes 
the entity to pay significant additional amounts. It would not matter that the insured event is extremely 
unlikely or that the expected present value of contingent cash flows is a small proportion of the 
expected (probability-weighted) present value of all remaining contractual cash flows. 

ED B20 Additional amounts to be paid by the entity can include a requirement to pay a benefit earlier – e.g. 
on death – than it would if the policyholder survived for a longer period. For example, an investment 
contract that not only pays a fixed amount at maturity, but also pays the same amount in the case of 
death during the term of the contract, would be an insurance contract – provided that the death benefit, 
in present value terms, could significantly exceed the present value of the amount payable at maturity. 

ED B22 The significance of insurance risk would be assessed at the individual contract level. As a result, 
insurance risk can be significant even if there is a minimal probability of significant losses for a portfolio 
of contracts. 

ED B24 Some contracts do not transfer any insurance risk to the issuer at inception, although they do transfer 
insurance risk later. In these cases, the contract would not be considered to be an insurance contract 
until the risk transfer occurs. For example, a contract may provide a specified investment return and 
also specify that the policyholder can elect to receive a life-contingent annuity at current annuity rates 
determined by the entity when the annuity begins. This would not be an insurance contract until the 
election is made. For a similar contract to be an insurance contract at the outset, the annuity rate or the 
determination basis would need to be specified at inception of the contract.

 New guidance in the ED

ED B19 Under the proposals, a contract would not transfer insurance risk if there is no scenario with commercial 
substance in which the present value of the net cash outflows paid by the entity can exceed the 
present value of the premiums.

ED B20 In determining whether significant additional benefits would be paid in a particular scenario, the entity 
would consider the impact of the time value of money. There may be scenarios in which additional 
amounts are payable on a present value basis, even if the nominal value of the payment is the same – 
e.g. if an insurance contract requires payment when the insured event occurs earlier and the payment 
is not adjusted for the time value of money. In addition, the proposals specifically state that contractual 
terms that delay timely reimbursement to the policyholder may eliminate significant insurance risk.

ED B19 Also, a reinsurance contract, even if it does not expose the issuer to the possibility of a significant loss, 
would still be deemed to transfer significant insurance risk if it transfers, to the issuer of the reinsurance 
contract, substantially all of the insurance risk relating to the reinsured portions of the underlying 
insurance contracts.
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Example – Significant insurance risk

ED B20 Fact pattern

Company X issues insurance contracts that provide a fixed death benefit when the policyholder dies, 
with no expiry date for the cover – e.g. whole-life insurance for a fixed amount of benefit. 

Analysis

It is certain that the policyholder will die, but the date of death is uncertain. If an individual policyholder 
dies earlier than expected, then X has to make a payment earlier than was expected. Even if there is no 
overall loss resulting from the contracts, significant insurance risk could arise because the payment of 
the fixed death benefit is not adjusted for the time value of money.

Observations – New guidance for significant risk transfer test

ED BCA156 In developing the proposals, the IASB compared the existing definition in IFRS 4 with the current 
US GAAP requirements, to identify possible improvements. 

Under current IFRS, an entity considers whether an insured event could require significant additional 
benefits in any scenario that has commercial substance – i.e. that has a discernible effect on the 
economics of the transaction. Under US GAAP, insurance risk is not considered to exist if there is not a 
scenario in which the present value of net cash outflows exceeds the present value of premiums. 

The IASB decided to include an additional test that insurance risk would not be considered to have been 
transferred unless there is a scenario that has commercial substance in which the present value of the 
net cash outflows of the entity can exceed the present value of the premiums.

Some reinsurance contracts reinsure defined groups of contracts in aggregate, for example ‘quota 
share’ reinsurance, under which the reinsurer assumes a stated percentage of premiums and claims on 
a defined group of contracts from the insurer. Consistent with current US GAAP guidance, the revised 
proposals also clarify that a reinsurance contract would transfer significant insurance risk if it transfers 
substantially all of the insurance risk relating to the reinsured portions of the direct contracts assumed 
by the reinsurer, even if that reinsurer is not exposed to a loss from the reinsurance contract.

4.1.1.5 Combining insurance contracts

ED 8 An entity would combine two or more contracts that are entered into at, or near, the same time with 
the same counterparty (or related counterparties) and account for those contracts as a single contract if: 

●● the contracts are negotiated as a package with a single commercial objective; 

●● the amount of the consideration to be paid for one contract depends on the consideration or 
performance of the other contract; or 

●● the coverage provided by each contract relates to the same insurance risk.

4.1.2  Investment contracts with a DPF 

ED BCA172–BCA174 The proposals also address the treatment of certain investment contracts issued by an entity that 
also issues insurance contracts, which allow the policyholder to participate in profits of the entity or 
investment returns on a specified pool of assets held by the entity through DPFs. These contracts are 
often referred to as ‘investment contracts with a DPF’ or ‘participating investment contracts’. 
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 Investment contracts with a DPF do not meet the proposed definition of an insurance contract. 
However, these types of contracts often have characteristics that are similar to insurance contacts and 
are usually issued by insurance entities. 

 Under IFRS 4, investment contracts with a DPF are in the scope of the insurance standard and excluded 
from the scope of IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation. However, under the ED these contracts 
would be in the scope of the proposed insurance standard only if they are issued by an entity that also 
issues insurance contracts. [X]

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED BC63–BC64 The FASB proposals would not apply to investment contracts with a DPF.  These contracts would be in 
the scope of the financial instruments guidance under US GAAP.

Observations – Whether investment contracts with a DPF are in scope

During the deliberations, most IASB members supported the proposal to include investment contracts 
with a DPF in the scope of the insurance standard, because:

●● they are typically issued by insurers and managed with participating insurance contracts; and 

●● they would not be specifically addressed in the current and future financial instrument standards. 

Consequently, it is expected that investment contracts with a DPF that are in scope today under IFRS 4 
would continue to be in scope of the insurance proposals. However, to avoid scope creep, and to avoid 
creating opportunities to structure contracts artificially to qualify for insurance contract accounting, the 
IASB limited the scope of the ED to financial instruments with a DPF issued by entities that also issue 
insurance contracts. 

Financial instruments with a DPF issued by entities that do not issue insurance contracts would be 
outside the scope of the proposals and within the scope of IAS 32.

The ED does not discuss how the notion of an ‘entity’ should be applied to reporting entities that 
include multiple businesses or operations; groups that include both banks and insurers may need to 
further consider how to apply the proposals.

4.1.3  Financial guarantee contracts 

ED B27(f) To meet the definition of an insurance contract, the issuer would be required to compensate the 
policyholder if an insured event causes the policyholder a loss. 

 Financial guarantee contracts grant the policyholder the right to be reimbursed by the entity only when a 
specified debtor fails to make payment when due under the terms of a debt instrument. These types of 
financial guarantees would usually meet the definition of an insurance contract. 

 Conversely, a credit-related contract that is structured to pay the policyholder when it has not incurred a 
loss on an underlying debt would not meet the definition of an insurance contract.

ED 7(f), B30 The ED proposes to retain the existing IFRS approach of:

●● permitting an issuer of a financial guarantee contract to account for the contract as an insurance 
contract if it had previously asserted that it regards such contracts as insurance contracts and had 
accounted for them on that basis; and
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●● requiring an issuer to account for a financial guarantee contract in accordance with the financial 
instruments standards in all other cases. [!]

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-15-5 The FASB proposals would apply to all guarantees that meet the definition of an insurance contract – 
including those guarantees currently in the scope of FASB ASC Topic 460. However, the current scope 
exclusions in FASB ASC Topic 460 would be retained, and certain other exclusions would be added. 

As a result, some non-insurance entities – e.g. banks that issue financial guarantee contracts – may 
need to apply the proposals to some of their contracts.

4.1.4 Scope exemptions

ED 7 The proposals in the ED would not apply to the following contracts. The issuer would generally account 
for these contracts under the applicable accounting standard(s) listed.

Not in scope Applicable accounting standard

Product warranties issued directly by a 
manufacturer, dealer or retailer

●● IAS 18 Revenue or forthcoming revenue 
recognition standard 

●● IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and 
Contingent Assets

Employers’ assets and liabilities under employee 
benefit plans 

●● IAS 19 Employee Benefits

●● IFRS 2 Share-based Payment

Retirement benefit obligations reported by 
defined benefit retirement plans

●● IAS 26 Accounting and Reporting by 
Retirement Benefit Plans

Contractual rights or contractual obligations that 
are contingent on future use of, or right to use, a 
non-financial item

●● IAS 18 Revenue or forthcoming revenue 
recognition standard

●● IAS 17 Leases

●● IAS 38 Intangible Assets

Residual value guarantees provided by a 
manufacturer, dealer or retailer, as well as a 
lessee’s residual value guarantee embedded in a 
finance lease

●● IAS 18 Revenue or forthcoming revenue 
recognition standard 

●● IAS 17 Leases
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Not in scope Applicable accounting standard

Fixed-fee service contracts that meet the 
following requirements:

●● the primary purpose is the provision of 
services;

●● the contract price set by the entity does not 
reflect an assessment of the risk associated 
with an individual customer;

●● the contact compensates customers by 
providing a service rather than by making cash 
payments; and

●● the insurance risk that is transferred by the 
contract arises primarily from uncertainty 
about the frequency of the counterparty’s use 
of services. [X]

●● IAS 18 Revenue or forthcoming revenue 
recognition standard

Financial guarantee contracts, unless the issuer: 

●● has previously asserted explicitly that 
it regards such contracts as insurance 
contracts; and 

●● has used accounting applicable to insurance 
contracts.

●● IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and 
Measurement or IFRS 9 Financial Instruments

Contingent consideration payable or receivable 
in a business combination

●● IFRS 3 Business Combinations

●● IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and 
Measurement or IFRS 9 Financial Instruments

●● IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation

 Insurance contracts in which the entity is the policyholder are not in the scope of the proposals, unless 
those contracts are reinsurance contracts.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-15-5 The FASB proposals include an explicit scope exemption for charitable gift annuities. 

4.1.4.1 Fixed-fee service contracts

ED BCA181–BCA182 Fixed-fee service contracts would meet the definition of insurance contracts if:

●● it is uncertain whether, or when, a service will be needed;

●● the policyholder is adversely affected by the occurrence of the event; and

●● the issuer compensates the policyholder if a service is needed. 

 The fact that the issuer provides goods or services to the policyholder to settle its obligation to 
compensate the policyholder for insured events would not preclude a contract from being an insurance 
contract. However, the Boards concluded that if a fixed-fee service contract has the characteristics 
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specified in 4.1.4 above (i.e. the scope exemption for fixed-fee service contracts), then the contract 
should be excluded from the scope of the insurance contracts standard and instead be accounted for 
like other service contracts with customers. [X]

Observations – Revised scoping criteria for fixed-fee service contracts

ED BCA183 The proposed scope exclusions are similar to those in IFRS 4, except that there is an additional 
exclusion for some types of fixed-fee service contracts. Feedback on the 2010 ED highlighted general 
confusion about how a service provider would determine whether the primary purpose of the fixed-fee
contract was insurance or the provision of services – particularly because some would consider the 
provision of insurance to be a service. During the redeliberations, the Boards added further criteria, 
under which fixed-fee service contracts would be excluded from the scope of the proposed insurance 
standard. Under these revised criteria, many roadside assistance programmes are expected to be 
outside the scope.

FASB ED 834-10-55-29 The FASB proposals include several examples illustrating how an entity would determine whether a 
to 834-10-55-39 fixed-fee service contract would meet the conditions to be excluded from the insurance proposals. 

Examples include certain road-side assistance programs, capitation and fixed-fee medical service 
arrangements and equipment and maintenance contracts.

 

Observations – Warranties

ED BCA179 Warranties issued by a manufacturer, dealer or retailer to cover any defects that were undetected 
in manufacturing the product would not be in the scope of the proposals. This is because they are 
intended to ensure that the seller satisfies its performance obligation, rather than to compensate for an 
uncertain future event. 

Warranties that provide coverage for the customer for faults that arise after the product is transferred to 
the customer also would not be in the scope of the proposals. However, a warranty issued by a third party 
would be in the scope of the proposals – e.g. extended automobile warranty coverage issued by an entity 
that is not a manufacturer, dealer or retailer – unless it qualifies as an exempt fixed-fee service contract.

4.2 Separating components from an insurance contract
ED 9–11, B31–B35 Insurance contracts create a bundle of rights and obligations that work together to generate a package 

of cash flows. Some types of insurance contracts provide only insurance coverage – e.g. most short-
term non-life contracts. Many types of life insurance and unit-linked and participating contracts contain 
one or more components that would be in the scope of another IFRS if the entity accounted for those 
components as if they were separate contracts – e.g. an investment component or a service component.

 For example, some insurance contracts contain:

●● investment components – e.g. pure deposits, such as financial instruments whereby an entity 
receives a specified sum and undertakes to repay that sum with fixed interest on a fixed date;

●● service components – e.g. non-insurance services, such as pension administration, claim protection 
services, asset management or custody services; and

●● embedded derivatives – e.g. financial derivatives, such as interest rate options or options linked to an 
equity index.
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4.2.1 Separating investment and service components

ED 10(b)–(c) Investment components and service components – i.e. a performance obligation to provide goods or 
non-insurance services – would be separated (‘unbundled’) from an insurance contract if the investment 
or service components are distinct.

ED BCA208  An entity would be prohibited from applying the revenue recognition or financial instruments standards 
to components of an insurance contract when unbundling is not required.

4.2.1.1 Investment components [!]

ED 10(b), B31–B32 An investment component would be separated from the host insurance contract and accounted for in 
accordance with IFRS 9 if that investment component is ‘distinct’. Unless the investment component 
and the insurance component are highly inter-related, an investment component would be ‘distinct’ if a 
contract with equivalent terms is sold or could be sold separately in the same market or jurisdiction.

 Investment and insurance components are ‘highly inter-related’ if:

●● a policyholder cannot benefit from one component without the other being present – e.g. the lapse 
or maturity of one component causing the lapse or maturity of the other; or 

●● the entity cannot measure one without considering the other.

ED 58, BC90, BCA206 Investment components that are not distinct from the insurance contract would not be separated from 
the insurance contract, but accounted for together with the insurance component under the insurance 
contracts standard. However, receipts and payments from these investment components would be 
excluded from insurance contract revenue and claims in profit or loss. 

4.2.1.2 Service components [!]

ED 10(c), B33–B34 A performance obligation to provide goods or services would be distinct and separated from the 
insurance contract if:

●● the entity (or another entity that does not issue insurance contracts) regularly sells the service 
separately in the same market or jurisdiction; or
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●● the policyholder can benefit from the service either on its own or with resources that are readily 
available to the policyholder.

ED B35,  However, a service would not be distinct and would be accounted for together with the insurance
FASB ED 834-10-25-7 component if:

●● the service is highly inter-related with the cash flows and risks of the insurance component; and 

●● the entity “provides a significant service of integrating the good or service into the combined 
insurance contract” – e.g. the entity is using the service as an input to produce the output specified 
in the insurance contract.

Example – Separating components from a life insurance contract with an account balance

ED IE3 Fact pattern

A life insurance contract with an account balance has the following terms. 

●● The policyholder pays a premium of 1,000 at contract inception.

●● The account balance is: 

– increased annually by voluntary amounts paid by the policyholder;

– increased or decreased by investment returns from specified assets; and

– decreased by asset management fees (at an annual rate of 1.5% of the account balance) and an 
insurance charge (at an annual rate of 125, being 2.5% of the death benefit of 5,000).

●● The contract matures on the earlier of the policyholder’s death or decision to cancel to the contract. 

●● The payout comprises:

– a death benefit of 5,000 if the policyholder has died; plus 

– an amount equal to the account balance, whether the policyholder has died or cancelled 
the contract.

Another financial institution sells an investment product equivalent to the account balance, but without 
the insurance coverage.

Analysis

Separating the asset management services

The asset management services are distinct and would be separated from the insurance contract 
because:

●● the policyholder can benefit separately from the asset management services and the insurance 
coverage by: 

– receiving returns from the specified assets – i.e. the entity’s performance obligation to provide 
asset management services; and 

– receiving a death benefit from the insurance component; and

●● the risk and value of the death benefit do not depend on the amounts that are accumulated in the 
account balance.
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Separating the account balance

The fact that a comparable investment product is sold by another financial institution indicates that the 
components may be distinct. However, the insurance and investment components are highly inter-
related because the right to death benefits provided by the insurance cover either lapses or matures 
at the same time as the account balance. As a result, the account balance would not be considered 
distinct and would not be separated from the insurance contract.

Observations – Expected impacts of unbundling requirements

ED BCA190–BCA191 The Boards’ unbundling proposals are intended to improve transparency because:

●● unbundled non-insurance components may be more comparable to similar contracts that are issued 
as separate contracts if these non-insurance components are accounted for under other applicable 
standards; and

●● risks undertaken by entities in different businesses or industries may be more comparable.

However, the Boards also acknowledged the limitations of separating non-insurance components. If 
the cash flows of the components are interdependent, then separating interdependent cash flows may 
be arbitrary and result in complex and uninformative accounting.

The proposed unbundling criteria may result in limited unbundling because of the ‘highly inter-related’ 
notion, because it is unusual:

●● for there not to be an interdependence between the values of the insurance and investment 
components; or

●● for one component to be able to lapse or mature without the other component also lapsing or 
maturing.

Observations – Disaggregation from insurance contract revenue

ED BC90 Under the proposals, cash inflows and cash outflows arising from non-distinct investment components 
would be disaggregated from the premium income and claims and other expenses in the statement of 
profit or loss and OCI. Investment components would be the amount that the entity is required to repay 
to the policyholders or their beneficiaries regardless of whether an insured event occurs. Amounts 
such as some explicit account balances, cash surrender values of whole-life contracts and other cash 
flows under endowment or annuity contracts may need to be considered for disaggregation.

4.2.2  Separating embedded derivatives

ED 10(a) An embedded derivative would be separated from the host insurance contract and accounted for under 
IFRS 9 if:

●● the economic characteristics and risks of the embedded derivative are not closely related to the 
economic characteristics and risks of the host contract; and

●● a separate instrument with the same terms as the embedded derivative would meet the 
definition of a derivative and would be in the scope of IFRS 9 – e.g. the derivative itself is not an 
insurance contract.
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IFRS 9.B4.3.8(h),  In accordance with IAS 39 and IFRS 9, the economic characteristics and risks of the embedded
IAS 39.AG33(h) derivative would be ‘closely related’ to the economic characteristics and risks of a host insurance 

contract if, for example, the embedded derivative and the host insurance contract are so interdependent 
that an entity cannot measure the embedded derivative separately – i.e. without considering the host 
contract.

Observations – Differences from current practice

The proposals are generally consistent with the current accounting for embedded derivatives under 
IAS 39 and IFRS 4. However, unlike under IFRS 4, an entity could not have a policy of separately 
accounting for embedded derivatives that do not meet the criteria for separation under IAS 39 or 
IFRS 9. Conversely, the proposals would not permit an entity to avoid separation under IAS 39 or IFRS 9
by having a policy of accounting for the whole of an insurance contract at FVTPL.

IFRS 4.8 In addition, IFRS 4 contains an exception to the requirements of IAS 39 and IFRS 9 for a policyholder’s 
option to surrender an insurance contract for a fixed amount. This exception would not be carried 
forward to the proposed standard. Instead, the entity would apply the requirements in IAS 39 or IFRS 9 
to decide whether it needs to bifurcate a surrender option. 

IFRS 9.B4.3.8(h),  Applying the guidance in paragraph AG33(h) of IAS 39 or paragraph B4.3.8(h) of IFRS 9, an entity would 
IAS 39.AG33(h) need to determine whether the surrender option is closely related to the host contract. This guidance 

clarifies that an embedded derivative in an insurance contract is closely related to the host contract if 
the embedded derivative and host contract are so interdependent that an entity cannot measure the 
embedded derivative separately.

The additional implementation guidance in IFRS 4, which illustrates how the bifurcation requirements 
of IAS 39 and IFRS 9 for embedded derivatives apply to certain insurance contracts, has not been 
retained.

 

4.2.3  Allocating components [!]
ED 11 An entity would attribute cash flows to a distinct investment component and to an embedded derivative 

on a stand-alone basis. This means that an entity would measure an investment component or 
embedded derivative as if it had issued that item as a separate contract. 

 After excluding the cash flows related to unbundled investment components and embedded derivatives, 
an entity would allocate cash inflows of any distinct performance obligation to provide services based 
on a stand-alone selling price, in accordance with IAS 18 or the forthcoming revenue recognition 
standard. 

 The allocation of cash outflows would first be based on whether they directly relate to the insurance 
component or the performance obligation to provide services. Any other cash outflows – including 
acquisition costs and overhead costs – would be allocated between the insurance component and any 
distinct performance obligation to provide services on a rational and consistent basis, reflecting the 
costs that the entity would expect to incur if it had issued that component as a separate contract.
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Observations – Allocation based on stand-alone selling price

ED BCA201– BCA202 Under the proposals, cash inflows of an insurance contract would be allocated between the host 
insurance contract and the distinct service component, based on the stand-alone selling price of the 
components. 

If the stand-alone selling price is not directly observable – e.g. because the consideration charged for 
the two components together differs from the stand-alone selling prices, or because of cross-subsidies 
– then an entity would need to estimate the stand-alone selling prices of each component to allocate 
the transaction price.

Discounts and cross-subsidies would be allocated to one or both components on the basis of 
observable evidence.

4 When to apply the proposals  27
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5 Recognition, derecognition and 
contract modifications

5.1 Recognition
ED 12 Under the proposals, an entity would recognise an insurance contract that it issues from the earliest of:

●● the beginning of the coverage period; 

●● the date on which the first payment from the policyholder becomes due; and 

●● if applicable, the date on which facts and circumstances indicate that the portfolio of insurance 
contracts to which the contract will belong is onerous. [!]

ED 15 A portfolio of insurance contracts would be ‘onerous’ if the sum of the fulfilment cash flows and any 
pre-coverage cash flows is greater than zero.

Example – Recognition of an insurance contract

Fact pattern

●● Company X is bound by the terms of an insurance contract at 1 November Year 1. 

●● The coverage period of the insurance contract starts on 1 January Year 2 – which is the same as the 
premium due date.

1 January

Assess whether
contract is

onerous

1 November

Entity recognises
insurance contract

Bound by terms of
insurance contract

Coverage begins/
premium due

31 December

Analysis

As a result, Company X would usually recognise the insurance contract at 1 January. However, 
between 1 November and 31 December, it would assess whether any facts or circumstances indicate 
that the portfolio of insurance contracts to which the contract belongs is onerous and, if so, recognise 
the contract from that date.

ED 14 In the absence of a contractual due date, the first payment from the policyholder is deemed to be due 
once it has been received. An entity would not recognise as a liability or asset any amounts relating to 
premiums that are outside the boundary of the contract (see 6.2.1), because such amounts relate to 
future insurance contracts.

 Pre-coverage cash flows – e.g. acquisition costs – would be recognised as part of the portfolio of 
insurance contracts that will contain the contract.
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Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-25-11 Under the FASB proposals, an insurance contract would be recognised when the coverage period 
to 834-10-25-12 begins. Before the beginning of the coverage period, a liability would be recognised if facts and 

circumstances indicate that a portfolio of insurance contracts is onerous and the entity can no longer 
withdraw from its obligation to provide insurance coverage.

Observations – Recognition

The date on which an entity recognises the insurance contract is particularly important for the following.

●● Determining the contractual service margin: At recognition, the entity would measure the cash 
flows arising from an insurance contract and determine a contractual service margin, which would 
subsequently be recognised over the coverage period (see Chapter 6.5).

●● Determining the locked-in discount rate: Interest would generally be accreted on the insurance 
liabilities using the discount rate at initial recognition of the contract (see 6.5.3 and Chapter 11.2).

What the 2010 ED proposed 

The 2010 ED proposed that an entity would recognise an insurance contract when it becomes a party to 
the contract. In some cases, the entity may become party to the contract long before coverage starts.

ED BCA210–BCA211 Respondents to the 2010 ED were concerned that under the recognition proposals of the 2010 ED, 
the contract would need to be tracked and accounted for even before the coverage period begins. This 
would require system changes and may result in significant implementation costs outweighing the 
benefits. 

What the ED proposes

The Boards changed the timing of the recognition of contracts that are not onerous to the earlier of:

●● the beginning of the coverage period; and 

●● the date on which the first payment from the policyholder becomes due (to address contracts with 
coverage periods starting after the entity becomes party to the contract).

ED BCA214 In addition, an onerous contract would be recognised in the pre-coverage period, but only if the portfolio 
of insurance contracts to which the contract will belong is onerous. As a result, adverse changes in 
circumstances would be recognised without the need to track the contract individually before the 
coverage period. High-level reviews of portfolios of contracts may be sufficient.

Similar to IFRS 4, under the proposals an entity would not recognise any liability or asset relating to 
possible claims under future contracts – e.g. catastrophe or equalisation provisions.
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5.2 Derecognition
ED 50–51 An insurance contract (or a part thereof) would be derecognised from the statement of financial position 

only when it is extinguished – i.e. when the obligation specified in the insurance contract is discharged 
or cancelled or expires.

 If an entity buys reinsurance, then it would not derecognise the underlying contract(s) until the 
obligations to the underlying policyholder(s) are extinguished.

Observations – Derecognition

IFRS 9.B3.3.1,  The proposed derecognition criteria are consistent with the derecognition requirements for financial 
IAS 39.39 liabilities in IAS 39 and IFRS 9.

5.3 Contract modifications [!]
5.3.1 Substantial contract modifications

ED 49(a) An existing contract would also be derecognised and a new contract would be recognised if the contract 
is amended in a way that would have resulted in a different assessment of the following items – i.e. a 
substantial contract modification – at inception of the contract:

●● whether the contract is in the scope of the standard; 

●● whether to use the simplified premium-allocation approach to account for the insurance contract; or

●● whether the modified contract would be included in a different portfolio.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-40-4 The FASB proposals exclude the third criterion above – i.e. whether the modified contract would be 
to 834-10-40-6 included in a different portfolio – when determining whether to derecognise a modified contract. 

Furthermore, the FASB proposals include additional criteria for substantial contract modifications under 
which an existing contract would be derecognised and a new contract would be recognised. These 
additional criteria have been carried forward from existing US GAAP guidance. 

5.3.2 Non-substantial contract modifications

ED 49(b) A non-substantial contract modification would be accounted for as follows.

●● If the modification entitles the policyholder to additional benefits, then that obligation would be 
treated as a new contract. The contractual service margin for the new contract would be determined 
with reference to the additional premium charged for the modification. The entity would continue to 
account for the original contract.

●● If the modification eliminates the entity’s obligation to provide some of the benefits that the contract 
would previously have required, then that portion of the obligation (including any related portion of 
the contractual service margin) would be derecognised. 

●● If the modification amends the cash inflows without changing the level of the policyholder’s 
entitlement to benefits, then the change in cash flows would be treated as a change in estimate. For 
the presentation of changes in estimates, see Chapter 11.2.
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5.3.3 Recognising a gain or loss on modification

ED 53 An entity would recognise a gain or loss when it:

●● derecognises an insurance contract and recognises a new insurance contract as a result of a 
substantial contract modification; or 

●● derecognises a portion of an insurance contract as a result of a non-substantial contract modification. 

 The gain or loss would be equal to the difference between: 

●● the premium that the entity would have charged a policyholder if it had entered into a contract with 
equivalent terms at the date of the contract modification; and 

●● the carrying amount of the derecognised contract. 

ED 52 When a reinsurance contract is substantially modified, both the holder and the issuer would present any 
related gains or losses as an adjustment to the cash outflows arising from the contract.

5 Recognition, derecognition and contract modifications  31
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6 Measurement model
ED BCA22–BCA24 The proposals contain one comprehensive measurement model for all types of insurance contracts 

issued by entities. However, a simplified form of the model, the premium-allocation approach, could be 
applied to some short-duration contracts – e.g. many property, liability and short-term health contracts. 
For further discussion on the simplified premium-allocation approach, see Section 7.

 Fulfilment objective

 Consistent with the 2010 ED, the proposed measurement model is based on a current ‘fulfilment’ 
objective, which reflects the fact that an entity generally expects to fulfil its liabilities over time by paying 
benefits and claims to policyholders as they become due, rather than transferring the liabilities to a third 
party. The core principles in the 2010 ED have largely been retained, with revisions to provide further 
clarification on key principles and the addition of both:

●● unlocking of the contractual service margin; and

●● a ‘mirroring’ approach for certain participating contracts.

Observations – Fulfilment value

The measurement model focuses on fulfilment cash flows, which would include a risk adjustment 
based on the compensation that the entity would require for bearing the risk regarding the amount and 
timing of the ultimate fulfilment cash flows of the contract.

There are significant differences between the measurement model proposed in the ED and a 
measurement model based on fair value. Unlike a fair value-based model, the proposed model would: 

●● exclude the entity’s own credit risk;

●● use an entity’s own inputs for non-financial market variables, including the risk adjustment;

●● eliminate day one gains; and

●● treat contractual service margins differently.

 Differences between IASB and FASB models

 The IASB’s proposed model would measure the package of cash flows using four building blocks. 
Consistent with the 2010 ED, the IASB and the FASB measurement models differ in the way that they 
reflect risk and uncertainty.
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Building block 4
Contractual service margin, to
remove any profit on inception;
released over coverage period.
Interest would be accreted on the
contractual service margin.

b

Building block 2
Discounted using current rates to reflect the time value of money.a

Building block 1
Explicit, unbiased and probability-weighted future cash outflows less future
cash inflows.a

Fulfilment
cash flows

Building block 3
Risk adjustment, to adjust for the
effects of uncertainty about the
amount and timing of future cash
flows.a

Building block 3
Single margin, to remove any profit
on inception; released over
coverage and claims handling period.
Interest would be accreted on the

margin.single

Total contract
liability calibrated to

contract premium

IASB proposed model FASB proposed model

Notes
a.    Remeasured at the end of each reporting period.
b. Adjusted for differences between current and previous estimates of future cash flows related to

future coverage and other future services – i.e. unlocked.

ED BC App D  In the FASB’s proposed model, risk and uncertainty would be reflected implicitly through a single 
margin2, rather than a separate risk adjustment and contractual service margin. 

 The overall profitability of an insurance contract would be measured in a very similar way under the 
IASB and the FASB measurement models. However, the timing of profit recognition would probably be 
different.

Observations – Three vs four building blocks

FASB ED BC205, FASB view
ED BCA94

The FASB’s proposals seek feedback from constituents on whether they prefer a single margin 
approach or an approach that includes a separate risk adjustment and contractual service margin. 

The FASB’s proposal for a single margin approach was heavily influenced by its concerns:

●● over clarity in measuring the risk adjustment; and 

●● that there is no single technique for measuring the risk adjustment that it considered as enhancing 
comparability. 

In its view, the risk adjustment and the contractual service margin both represent deferred profit. The 
FASB believes that it is arbitrary to divide the profit between the amount relating to bearing risk and the 
amount relating to coverage and other services – rather than having a single margin for measurement. 
Proponents of this view also believe that although the risk adjustment is a relevant concept for solvency, it 
would not be possible to determine a risk adjustment objectively and may be unnecessarily costly.

2 The margin under the FASB’s proposed measurement model is referred to as the ‘single margin’ throughout this publication, to distinguish it 
from the IASB’s proposed contractual service margin.
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ED BCA95 IASB view

The IASB has proposed a separate risk adjustment, because this would result in: 

●● an explicit measure of risk, which is a core feature of an insurance contract;

●● a profit recognition pattern that is more sensitive to the economic drivers of the contract – e.g. risk vs 
coverage and other services;

●● a conceptually consistent measurement to market valuations of financial instruments and their 
pricing; and 

●● a measurement of the liability that includes a margin distinguishing it from a risk-free liability.

6.1 Applying the measurement proposals
 At initial recognition, an entity would measure a contract using the four building blocks. The insurance 

liability would be remeasured as follows each reporting period.

 

Expected
cash outflows

Discounting
Risk

adjustment

Zero
Contractual

service
margin

Expected cash
inflows

Presentation of changes:

Initial measurement:

Building block 1 Building block 2 Building block 3 Building block 4

*   Recognised in profit or loss if no contractual service margin.

Changes in risk
adjustment:
profit or loss

Changes in cash flows unrelated
to services: profit or loss

Changes in cash flows related to past
and current services: profit or loss

Release of margin:
profit or loss

Offset changes
related to

future services

Unwind of locked-
in discount rate:

profit or loss

Changes in
discount rate:

OCI

Changes related to future
services: *

in cash flows
offset against the margin

6.1.1 Initial measurement 

ED 18–19 If the initial measurement of an insurance contract results in a day one loss – i.e. if the present value of 
the expected cash outflows (including any pre-coverage cash flows) plus the risk adjustment is greater 
than the present value of expected cash inflows – then the entity would recognise that day one loss in 
profit or loss. The contractual service margin would eliminate any gain at inception of the contract, when 
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the present value of expected cash inflows exceeds the present value of cash outflows (including any pre-
coverage cash flows).

 The present value of fulfilment cash flows would not include the risk of non-performance of the entity.

 The resulting measurement of an insurance contract can be split into two elements.

 

Measurement 

What is
measured

Entity’s obligation to provide 
coverage to the policyholder during 

the remaining coverage period

Entity’s obligation to investigate and 
pay claims for insured events that have 

already occurred – including incurred 
claims for events that have occurred 

but have not been reported

Liability for
remaining coverage

Liability for 
incurred claimsLiability

6.1.2 Subsequent measurement 

ED 29–32 The fulfilment cash flows would be remeasured at the end of each reporting period to reflect changes 
in circumstances, conditions and assumptions – including the discount rate and the risk adjustment. 
Changes in estimates of the fulfilment cash flows would be reflected in either profit or loss or OCI – 
or, in some cases, offset against the contractual service margin – depending on their nature. For the 
presentation of changes in fulfilment cash flows, see Chapter 11.2.

 The contractual service margin would be ‘unlocked’ – i.e. adjusted – for changes in estimates of future 
cash flows that relate to future coverage and future services (other than for the effect of changes in 
discount rates). The contractual service margin would be recognised over the coverage period of the 
insurance contract in a systematic fashion, and interest would be accreted at the ‘locked-in’ discount 
rate – i.e. at the rate used at inception of the contract. 

 The carrying amount of the insurance contract at the end of each reporting period would be equal to the 
sum of the fulfilment cash flows and the remaining portion of the contractual service margin.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-30-1, Under the FASB’s measurement model, the single margin would not be unlocked for changes in 
834-10-35-3, 834-10- actual or expected cash flows – such changes would instead be reported in profit or loss immediately. 
35-18 The margin would be recognised over both the coverage and settlement periods, rather than just the 

coverage period.
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Observations – Measurement

ED BC App D The FASB and IASB approaches would not generally give rise to differences in the overall measurement
at inception, because both the contractual service margin and the single margin would be calibrated 
to the consideration received for the insurance contract (premium received/receivable).* However, 
differences would arise in subsequent measurement of the insurance contract for the following 
reasons.

 

IASB’s proposed model FASB’s proposed model

●● The risk adjustment would be updated each ●● The single margin would not be remeasured 
reporting period with changes recognised in to reflect changes in risk and uncertainty or 

●●

profit or loss.

The contractual service margin would be 

to reflect changes in the price for bearing 
risk and uncertainty.

unlocked for changes in estimates of future ●● The single margin would be locked in at 
cash flows that relate to future coverage and 
future services. 

●●

inception. 

Most changes in estimates of future cash 
●● The contractual service margin would be flows would be recognised directly in profit 

amortised over the coverage period. or loss. An exception exists for changes in 
crediting rates (see Chapter 8.2).

●● The single margin would be amortised over 
the coverage and claims handling periods.

* Differences may also arise if there is a day one loss (see Chapter 6.4).

Observations – Overall business implications of applying the measurement model

Impact on operating performance for life insurers

The impact of the measurement proposals on reported operating performance would probably be 
significant for most entities. In particular, life insurers issuing long-duration insurance contracts 
that currently use locked-in estimates of cash flows in measuring their contracts would be likely to 
experience shifts in earnings patterns. 

Impact on capital 

The current-value-based measurement of insurance liabilities and profit recognition under the proposals 
could have an impact on the entity’s capital requirements in some jurisdictions. 

Under some solvency frameworks, insurance liabilities used in calculating regulatory capital 
requirements are based on the entity’s IFRS/US GAAP financial statements.

Volatility in shareholders’ equity might therefore have a direct effect on regulatory capital for some 
entities, potentially increasing the complexity of capital management for entities.

Other financial institutions – e.g. banks – may also be subject to national or regulatory requirements 
applying to non-insurance companies.

Significant regulatory change is under way, driven by Solvency II in Europe, Solvency Modernization 
in the US and the efforts of the International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS), to achieve 
greater consistency in global insurance regulation through the principles that they have outlined. 
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The degree to which these regulatory models align with the proposals would need to be considered. 
For some entities, there may be areas of overlap between the quantitative requirements of 
the insurance accounting proposals and solvency developments that can be leveraged in their 
implementation planning and in assessing the impacts on systems and processes.

Systems and processes

Significant efforts may be needed to develop, test and implement processes and controls throughout 
the organisation due to the extent of change from current accounting practices for insurance contracts 
under both IFRS and US GAAP. 

Systems would need to be able to handle new requirements and significant increases in data – e.g. collect 
and store data, track contractual service margins and their release, and track and adjust discount rates. 

The proposals’ requirements may result in increased pressure on timelines for preparing financial 
information – e.g. due to the use of current assumptions.

Entities may need to change existing processes or establish new processes – e.g. to determine:

●● expected future cash flows;

●● discount rates;

●● risk adjustments; and

●● contractual service margins. 

However, the degree of changes to systems and processes may depend on whether an entity is 
transitioning from current IFRS or adopting IFRS for the first time, which may create changes in many 
other areas.

6.2 Building block 1 – Cash flows
ED 22, B66 The first step in measuring an insurance contract would be to develop estimates of future cash 

flows. The estimates of cash flows for a portfolio of contracts would include all cash flows that relate 
directly to the fulfilment of the portfolio of contracts. Estimates would include cash inflows (mainly the 
expected premium receipts from policyholders) and outflows – such as:

●● claims and benefits paid to policyholders; 

●● claim handling and administration expenses;

●● persistency and surrender benefits; 

●● participation benefits; and

●● acquisition costs and other overhead costs that are directly attributable to a portfolio of contracts. 

 These estimates would need to:

●● be explicit – i.e. separate from: 

– estimates of discount rates that adjust those cash flows for the time value of money; and 

– the risk adjustment that adjusts these cash flows for uncertainty about the timing and amount of 
future cash flows;

●● reflect the perspective of the entity;

●● reflect all available information that relates to the cash flows of the contract – including, but not 
limited to: 

– industry data; 
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– historical data of the entity’s costs; and 

– market inputs, when those inputs are relevant to the cash flows of the contract; 

●● be current – i.e. reflect all available information at the measurement date; and

●● include only cash flows arising from existing contracts within the contracts’ boundaries. 

Observations – Estimating cash flows

Cash flow estimates would be updated each reporting period, and changes in estimates would be 
either immediately recognised in profit or loss or adjusted against the contractual service margin.

This proposal would represent a significant change in practice for many entities that currently use 
locked-in estimates of cash flows at inception for some contracts.

Cash flows based on financial variables would be measured consistently with market prices. An entity 
would explicitly consider: 

●● minimum financial guarantees on investment performance to be paid to policyholders; and 

●● similar guarantees embedded in the contract.

In some cases, a replicating asset exists for some of the cash flows arising from an insurance contract. 
The fair value of that asset may be used as a substitute for an explicit measurement of the fulfilment 
cash flows under the building-block approach for that portion of the insurance contract. For further 
discussion of market variables and discounting, see 6.2.5.1 and Chapter 6.3, respectively.

6.2.1  Contract boundaries [!]
ED 23–24 The measurement of an insurance contract would include cash flows (premiums, benefits and costs) 

within the boundary of the contract. The contract boundary distinguishes the future cash flows that 
relate to the existing insurance contract from those that relate to future insurance contracts. Cash flows 
are within the boundary if the entity: 

●● can compel the policyholder to pay the premiums; or 

●● has a substantive obligation to provide the policyholder with coverage and other services, considering 
all rights held by the policyholder, whether arising from a contract, law or regulation, but disregarding 
those that lack commercial substance.

 Therefore, the entity would consider all of the cash flows that are expected to arise from the entity 
fulfilling its obligation to the policyholder under an existing contract. 

 

Contract boundary

Future cash flows relating to 
insurance contract

existing Future cash flows relating to  
insurance contract

future

Included in measurement Excluded from measurement
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ED 23, B64–B65 The substantive obligation to provide coverage or other services would end when the entity:

●● is no longer required to provide coverage, and the policyholder has no right of renewal;

●● has the right or the practical ability to reassess the risk of the particular policyholder and, as a result, 
can set a price that fully reflects that risk; or

●● has the right or the practical ability to reassess the risk of the portfolio containing the contract and, as 
a result, can set a price that fully reflects the risk of the portfolio3.

 When an entity assesses whether it has the right or practical ability to set a price that fully reflects 
the risks of the contract or the portfolio, it would consider all of the risks that it considers when 
underwriting equivalent contracts on the renewal date for the remaining coverage. It does not have the 
right or practical ability if there are constraints on its ability to re-price as it would for a new contract.

ED BCA42 Because the entity would update the measurement of an insurance contract or portfolio each reporting 
period, the contract boundary would be reassessed each reporting period and therefore might change. 
For example, a restriction on the ability to re-price that was previously considered to lack commercial 
substance might now have substance.

Observations – Contract boundary principle

The boundary of the contract is an important consideration in the measurement approach. For example, 
estimates of premiums and expenses would be included in measurement if the entity is required to 
provide future coverage at a fixed or determinable price. Future non-enforceable premiums would 
not be considered if the entity is not obliged to provide insurance coverage when the payment of the 
premium is expected.

Observations – Implications for health insurance contracts

ED BCA40 Insurance contracts may permit an entity to re-price a contract on the basis of general market 
experience – e.g. mortality experience – but without permitting the entity to reassess the risk of the 
policyholder – e.g. health contracts. In this case, the contract would bind the entity by requiring it to 
provide coverage without being able to re-underwrite the contract.

Many health insurers are unable to re-price on an individual contract basis, and were concerned that the 
contract boundary principle in the 2010 ED would:

●● limit their use of the premium-allocation approach for non-life contracts; and 

●● require them to estimate cash flows that would extend to periods covered by renewal rights rather 
than the original contract term. 

Those entities also noted that even when an entity is prevented from re-pricing an existing contract 
using an individual policyholder’s risk assessment, the entity may nevertheless be able to re-price the 
relevant portfolio of contracts, so that the price charged for the portfolio as a whole fully reflects the risk 
of the portfolio. They argued that as a result the entity is no longer bound by the existing contracts, and 
that any cash flows arising beyond that point should be considered to be beyond the boundaries of the 
existing contract.

The Boards were persuaded by these arguments, and revised the contract boundary principle to 
address these concerns.

As a consequence of the revised contract boundary principle, the contract boundary for many health 
insurance contracts would not extend beyond the current coverage period.

3 Provided that the pricing of the premiums for coverage up to that date does not take into account the risks relating to future periods.
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Observations – Implications for life insurance contracts

The revised contract boundary principle may result in possible unintended consequences to term 
life insurance contracts that have traditionally been treated as long-duration contracts. During the 
redeliberations, some insurers commented that the revised principle could also restrict the contract 
boundary for life insurance contracts that allow the insurer to re-price a portfolio of contracts after 
inception to reflect changes in risk. Entities that issue long-duration products may need to assess the 
revised contract boundary principle for any possible impacts.

 Policyholder behaviour

ED B63 Insurance contracts commonly have features that enable policyholders to take actions that change the 
amount, timing, nature or uncertainty of the benefits that they will receive. Common examples of such 
features include surrender options, conversion options and options to cease paying premiums but still 
receive some benefits.

 The measurement of insurance contracts would reflect the future behaviour of policyholders on an 
expected-value basis. The measurement would ‘look through’ policyholders’ options – i.e. reflect the 
entity’s view of how the policyholders will exercise options. 

 For example, the measurement of an insurance contract: 

●● would not assume that all policyholders surrender their contracts only because surrender would be 
unfavourable to the entity; and 

●● would not assume that all policyholders continue their contracts only because continuation would be 
unfavourable to the entity.

Observations – Policyholder behaviour

ED 93(b), BCA43–44 In applying the proposals on policyholder behaviour, no deposit floor would apply to measurement. 
‘Deposit floor’ is a term often used to describe the requirement in paragraph 47 of IFRS 13 Fair Value 
Measurement on determining the fair value of a financial liability with a demand feature – i.e. it is not 
less than the amount that is payable on demand, discounted from the first date on which the amount 
could be required to be paid. 

If a deposit floor were to be applied in measurement, then the entity would ignore all scenarios other 
than those involving the exercise of policyholder options in the way that is least favourable to the entity. 
However, this may be contradictory to the expected-value approach, which considers probability-
weighted estimates. In addition, including a deposit floor would move the contract boundary to the end 
of the reporting period for some contracts.

Although a deposit floor would not be applied in measurement, the amounts of an insurance contract 
that are payable on demand would be disclosed.

 Observations – Options and guarantees

Under the proposals, estimating the expected future cash flows related to options would involve 
considering all options and resulting future cash flows that fall within the boundary of the contract. 
However, an entity’s existing accounting practices may not fully reflect the expected cash flows of 
options in the measurement of a life insurance contract.
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6.2.2 Level of measurement [X]
ED B36–B37 The expected cash flows from a portfolio of insurance contracts equals the sum of the expected cash 

flows of the individual contracts. The ED states that although the level of aggregation for measurement 
should not affect the expected present value of future cash flows, for practical reasons it may be 
easier to make estimates in the aggregate for a portfolio rather that for individual contracts – e.g. for 
estimating incurred-but-not-reported (IBNR) estimates or for expenses incurred at a portfolio level. 
Consequently, expected cash flows would be assessed at the level of a portfolio of contracts.

ED App A Under the IASB’s proposals, a ‘portfolio’ of insurance contracts would be defined as a group of 
insurance contracts that:

●● provide coverage for similar risks and are priced similarly relative to the risk taken on; and 

●● are managed together in a single pool.

 See 6.4.1 and 6.5.1 for further discussion on the level of measurement of the risk adjustment and the 
contractual service margin.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-20, Under the FASB proposals, a ‘portfolio’ of insurance contracts would be defined as: 
FASB ED 834-10-55-46 

●● being subject to similar risks; 
to 834-10-55-50

●● being priced similarly relative to the risk taken on; and 

●● having a similar duration and similar expected patterns of release of the single margin.

The unit of account used to determine and release the single margin, and to perform the onerous 
contract test, would be the portfolio.

Observations – Portfolio definition

FASB ED 834-10-55-50 The FASB definition does not include the criterion that risks are ‘managed together’ in the same pool, 
because the FASB thought that the other criteria on similar risks covered this notion. However, it does 
include the criterion that contracts have a similar duration and similar expected patterns of release of 
the single margin. The FASB thought that these criteria were needed to ensure that the entire margin is 
run off by the end of the contract period.

Identifying and determining portfolios for the purposes of measurement may require judgement. 
This may impact contract measurement when determining whether the portfolio to which a contract 
belongs is onerous (see 6.5.1) and whether a contract has a day one loss (see 6.4.3).

The higher the level of aggregation, the more likely it is that the impacts of contracts with negative and 
positive fulfilment cash flows will offset, reducing the likelihood of identifying onerous contracts and 
day one losses.

6.2.3 Determining the expected present value 

ED B40–B42 The starting point for estimating cash flows would be a range of scenarios that reflects the full range of 
possible outcomes. The cash flows from each scenario would be weighted by the estimated probability 
of that outcome and discounted to derive an expected present value.
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 The proposals describe discounting and probability weighting together in calculating the expected 
present value; however, for the purposes of the building-block approach, probability weighting takes 
place in Block 1 and discounting takes place in Block 2 (see Chapter 6.3).

 Unbiased probability-weighted cash flows

 The aim is not to develop a most likely outcome or a ‘more likely than not’ outcome for future cash 
flows, but to determine the statistical mean that considers all relevant information. The entity would 
identify all possible scenarios and make unbiased estimates of the probability of each scenario. In some 
cases, an entity has access to considerable data and may be able to develop those cash flow scenarios. 
But in other cases, an entity may not be able – without incurring considerable cost – to develop more 
than general statements about the variability of cash flows. However, when considering the full range 
of possible scenarios, the aim would not necessarily be to identify every possibility, but rather to 
incorporate all relevant information and not simply ignore data or information that is difficult to obtain. 

 In practice, it would not be necessary to develop explicit scenarios if the estimate is consistent with the 
measurement objective. For example, if an entity estimates that the probability distribution of outcomes 
is broadly consistent with a statistical distribution that can be described completely with a small number 
of parameters, then it would suffice to estimate those parameters. Similarly, in some cases, relatively 
simple modelling may give an answer within a tolerable range of precision, without the need for a large 
number of detailed simulations. More sophisticated stochastic modelling is likely to be needed if the 
cash flows are driven by complex underlying factors such as cash flows reflecting a series of inter-
related implicit or explicit options.

Observations – Determining the expected present value

Estimates of payments on property and casualty contracts used for reserving in many jurisdictions 
today are based on aggregated claims data. Although the goal of these methods is to determine a 
statistical mean – i.e. an actuarial central estimate – these methods may not calculate a mean using 
estimates of probabilities. As such, many property and casualty insurers were concerned that the 
guidance in the 2010 ED might limit the use of traditional actuarial approaches.

To address constituents’ concerns, the Boards have revised the proposals to make reference to the 
‘mean value’ or ‘estimate of the mean’. The ED states that, in practice, it would not be necessary to 
develop explicit scenarios if the estimate is consistent with the measurement objective (statistical 
mean). It also states that an entity might develop its expected value estimates by identifying individual 
scenarios, developing a formula that reflects the entity’s estimate of the shape and width of the 
probability distribution, or using random simulation.

In developing some accounting estimates, many entities currently apply best estimates or most 
likely values that do not reflect the full range of possible outcomes in a probability-weighted manner. 
Although the proposals do not specify a statistical approach, an entity needs to be satisfied that 
all relevant information has been considered in developing estimates that reflect the objective of 
the proposals.

Statistical approaches may also be relevant for determining the risk adjustment and associated 
confidence level disclosures (see Chapter 6.4).
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Observations – Impacts on systems and actuarial practices

Under the revised proposals, an entity would in principle not only analyse various discounted outcomes, 
but would probability-weight and discount each possible cash flow in a given scenario. This discounted, 
probability-weighted approach, which considers all outcomes – i.e. an ‘expected-value approach’ – would 
have a significant impact on most entities’ actuarial and financial reporting systems. An entity would 
have to consider the data needs of the measurement approach and whether current actuarial systems 
can integrate current discount rates and current estimates.

Entities would need to examine current actuarial practices to evaluate whether they would be consistent 
with the statistical mean. In some entities, a wider range of data and more sophisticated modelling 
approaches than those applied today may be needed to comply with the proposals.

 Reflecting conditions at the end of the reporting period

ED BCA28 The probability assigned to each scenario would reflect conditions at the end of the reporting period. 
For example, there may be a 20 percent probability at 31 December Year 1 that a major storm will strike 
during the remaining coverage period of a contract that ends on 30 June Year 2. If a storm strikes on 
31 January Year 2 before the financial statements for 31 December Year 1 are issued, then the fulfilment 
cash flows would not reflect the storm actually occurring, even though it is known to have happened. 
The cash flows would reflect the 20 percent probability at 31 December Year 1. An entity would provide 
appropriate disclosure of the non-adjusting event after the end of the reporting period in accordance 
with IAS 10 Events after the Reporting Period. 

Observations – Reflecting conditions at the end of the reporting period

Like IFRS 4, the ED would not permit an entity to recognise, as a liability, any provisions for possible 
future claims under insurance contracts if those contracts are not in existence at the end of the 
reporting period – e.g. catastrophe and equalisation provisions.

6.2.4 Developing probabilities for future payments

ED B54 An entity would consider estimates of probabilities associated with future payments under existing 
contracts on the basis of:

●● information about claims reported by policyholders;

●● other information about the known or estimated characteristics of the portfolio; 

●● historical data about an entity’s own experience, supplemented when necessary with historical data 
from other sources; and

●● current price information for reinsurance contracts and other instruments covering similar risks.

6.2.5 Market and non-market variables

ED B43 Consistent with the ED’s fulfilment value objective, the estimates of cash flows would reflect the 
manner in which the entity expects to fulfil the contract. The proposals provide application guidance for 
both market variables (observed in or derived directly from markets) and non-market variables (all other 
variables).
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Example market variables Example non-market variables 

●● Interest rates

●● Equity prices of publicly traded securities

●● Replicating assets

●● Current price information for reinsurance 
contracts and other instruments covering risks

●● Industry data

●● Historical data on costs – including frequency 
and severity of claims and mortality

●● Views on future trends in the above

6.2.5.1 Market variables

ED B44 An entity’s estimates of market variables would be consistent with observable market prices at the end 
of the reporting period. An entity would not substitute its own estimate for the observed market prices 
because it is very unlikely that for market variables entity-specific evidence would be more relevant than 
market evidence.

 Replicating assets 

ED B46–B48 When estimating market variables, entities would often need to consider replicating assets – or 
replicating portfolios of assets. A ‘replicating asset’ is an instrument whose cash flows exactly match 
the contractual cash flows in amount, timing and uncertainty. 

 A replicating asset may exist for only some of the cash flows arising from an insurance contract. The 
fair value of that asset would reflect the expected present value of those particular cash flows and the 
risk associated with those cash flows. Therefore, the entity could simply include that fair value in the 
fulfilment cash flows, instead of separately and explicitly estimating the expected present value of 
those particular cash flows and an associated risk adjustment. 

ED B47 An entity would not be required to use a replicating-asset technique when determining the fulfilment 
cash flows (including the effects of discounting); however, if a replicating portfolio of assets exists, then 
the entity should satisfy itself on whether a replicating-asset technique would produce a measurement 
materially different from the measurement used by the entity. 

Observations – Replicating assets

An insurance contract’s cash flows that are dependent on insurance risk or subject to policyholders’ 
behaviour would not normally be exactly replicated by the cash flows of a portfolio of traded assets.

A replicating-asset technique might be applied to certain cash flows of products – i.e. unit-linked 
contracts and participating contracts, which include insurance and/or service components – with the 
general measurement model applied to the remainder of the products’ cash flows.

The ED does not provide guidance on how to present contract elements that are measured using a 
replicating-asset technique.

6.2.5.2 Non-market variables

ED B49–B53 All available evidence, both external and internal, would be reflected in estimates of non-market 
variables.

 When using non-market variables to develop probabilities and the risk adjustment, the entity would 
consider whether those variables are consistent with market variables and trends.
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 In some cases, an entity may conclude that market prices vary independently of non-market variables. 
In other cases, market variables and non-market variables may be correlated – e.g. when lapse rates are 
correlated with interest rates.

  

Estimating probabilities for non-market variables

Should not contradict
observable market variables

Should consider
information about trends

Examples

Estimated probabilities
for future inflation rate

scenarios should be consistent with
probabilities implied by

market interest rates

In assigning probabilities to each
possible scenario, consider trends 

in inflation or whether mortality rates
have declined steadily for long

periods of time

ED B54, B57–B60 Depending on the circumstances, non-market external data – e.g. national mortality statistics – may 
have more or less relevance than internal data – e.g. internal mortality statistics. In developing 
probabilities, an entity would consider all available evidence, giving more weight to evidence that is 
more persuasive. 

 For example, internal mortality statistics may be more persuasive than national mortality data if: 

●● the internal statistics are derived from a large population; and 

●● the demographic characteristics of the insured population differ significantly from those of the 
national population or the national statistics are out of date. 

 Alternatively, suppose that the internal statistics are derived from a small population and the 
characteristics of that population are believed to be similar to those of the national population. In this 
case, if the national statistics are more current, then an entity would place more weight on the national 
statistics.

 In estimating the probability of each cash flow scenario relating to non-market variables, an entity 
would use all available current information at the end of the reporting period. The entity would review 
the estimates of probabilities made at the end of the previous reporting period and update them if the 
evidence supports a change. Conversely, if conditions have not changed, then changing estimates to the 
opposite end of a range of reasonable estimates would not be appropriate. 

 An entity would take into account future events that might affect the cash flows without changing the 
nature of the obligation – but not future events such as changes in legislation that would change or 
discharge the present obligation or create a new obligation under the existing contract.

Observations – Future events

The ED does not provide specific guidance on what is meant by ‘changing the nature of the obligation’. 
Although it points to changes in future legislation, the ED does not explain its rationale. This could result 
in diversity in the types of possible changes that are included in measurement.
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6.2.6 Cash flows included in measurement

ED B66 When estimating cash flows in each scenario, an entity would include the cash flows within the 
boundary of an existing contract that relate directly to the fulfilment of the portfolio of contracts. Rights 
to premiums – including the effect of credit risk of the policyholder – would be treated in the same way 
as other expected cash flows.

 Cash outflows directly related to the fulfilment of the portfolio of insurance contracts would include:

●● direct costs; and 

●● systematic allocations of costs that relate directly to the insurance contracts or contract activities. [X]

Cash flows within the boundary of a contract

Claims and benefits paid to 
policyholders (including IBNR)

+ Contractual benefits paid in kind +

Claims handling costs + Payments that provide current or future 
policyholders with a share in returns 
from underlying items – e.g. pool of 
assets

+
Premiums -

Recoveries (salvage and subrogation) -
Directly attributable costs of selling, 
underwriting and initiating an insurance 
contract (acquisition costs)*

+
Costs of servicing the contract (policy 
administration and maintenance)

+

Transaction-based taxes and levies + Options or guarantees +

Tax obligations incurred by 
policyholders that the entity pays in a 
fiduciary capacity 

+
Fixed and variable overheads – e.g. 
accounting, human resources, IT and 
building depreciation*

+

+ Indicates an outflow / - Indicates an inflow

* Directly attributable to fulfilling the portfolio of insurance contracts [!] and allocated using 
methods that are systematic and rational, and applied: 

●● consistently to all costs that have similar characteristics; and 

●● in a way that ensures that the costs included do not exceed the costs incurred.

ED B66(l) Expected cash flows would include some allocated fixed and variable costs that would be directly 
attributable to fulfilling the portfolio that contains the contract. Allocated costs would include:

●● the costs that the entity incurs in processing and resolving claims under existing contracts – e.g. 
legal and adjuster’s fees, and internal costs of claim payment processing; 

●● policy administration and maintenance costs; and

●● fixed and variable overheads – for example:

– costs of accounting; 

– human resources; 

– IT and support; 
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– building depreciation; 

– rent and maintenance; and 

– utilities.[X]

 These costs would be allocated to portfolios of contracts using methods that are systematic and 
rational. Allocated costs cannot exceed the amount of costs incurred.

ED B67(d) Costs that do not relate directly to the fulfilment of contracts would be excluded from the future cash 
flows. These costs would be accounted for in accordance with other applicable standards and would 
generally be recognised as expenses in the period in which they are incurred.

ED B67 Cash flows that would not be included:

●● investment returns on underlying items – although the measurement of a participating insurance 
liability may be affected by cash flows that depend on investment returns;

●● payments to and from reinsurers – although they may be included in the measurement of the 
relevant reinsurance contracts;

●● cash flows that are outside the boundary of existing contracts;

●● cash flows for costs that cannot be directly attributed to the portfolio of contracts – e.g. training and 
product development costs;

●● cash flows arising from abnormal amounts of wasted labour or abnormal amounts of other resources 
used to fulfil the contract;

●● income tax payments and receipts that the entity does not pay or receive in a fiduciary capacity;

●● cash flows between different components of the reporting entity – e.g. between policyholder funds 
and shareholder funds; and

●● cash flows arising from components that are separated from the insurance contract.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED BC370, App B Under the FASB proposals, any unconditional right to premiums or other consideration would be 
separately recognised as a financial instrument and the credit risk of the policyholder would be 
accounted for on an expected-value basis.

FASB ED 834-10-35-11 The FASB considers certain expenses to be unrelated to or only indirectly related to satisfying 
obligations to the portfolio of policyholders and as a consequence they would not be included in the 
measurement of the insurance contract – for example:

●● unsuccessful acquisition efforts; 

●● transaction-based taxes – e.g. value-added taxes; or 

●● levies – e.g. regulatory assessments.

The IASB model would include such costs in the measurement of a portfolio of insurance contracts if they 
arise directly from existing contracts or can be attributed to them on a reasonable and consistent basis.

Observations – Costs included in measurement

Under the ED, the extent and amount of taxes included in measuring the insurance contract would be 
likely to vary significantly by jurisdiction. The FASB’s proposals do not include these costs in measuring 
the cash flows.
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6.2.6.1 Acquisition costs [!]
ED B66(c) The initial measurement of a portfolio of insurance contracts would include all of the directly attributable 

costs incurred in selling, underwriting and initiating insurance contracts that can be allocated on a 
rational and consistent basis to the portfolio. These would include those costs that are incremental at 
the portfolio level – including those related to unsuccessful acquisition efforts and that cannot therefore 
be attributed directly to an individual insurance contract.

ED 13 Acquisition costs incurred before a contract’s coverage period begins would be recognised as part of 
the liability for the portfolio of contracts.

ED B67(d) Acquisition costs that are not considered directly attributable to a portfolio of contracts would be 
expensed when they are incurred in profit or loss.

Example – Treatment of acquisition costs

Fact pattern

An entity has priced a single up-front premium of 100 to cover the following items.

Expected cash outflows (including allocated overhead costs), discounted for the time 
value of money 70

Risk adjustment 8

Directly attributable acquisition costs 10

Non-allocated costs and profit 12

Total premium 100

Analysis

Directly attributable acquisition costs would be included in the fulfilment cash flows to determine the 
contractual service margin at inception.

Under the proposals, the expected cash outflows would be 80 (70 + 10), the risk adjustment would 
be 8, and the contractual service margin would be 12 – giving a total liability of 100 after receipt of the 
premium.

ED B89(a), BC95, IE18 Once the acquisition costs are paid, the liability would be reduced to 90, with a corresponding 
reduction in cash. The payment of the directly attributable acquisition costs of 10 would be treated 
as a reduction in the contract liability. Including acquisition costs in the cash flows attributable to the 
portfolio would effectively reduce the amount of the contractual service margin, which is amortised 
to profit or loss based on the services provided to the policyholder. However, the subsequent release 
of the contractual service margin to profit or loss that is allocated over the coverage period would 
effectively be grossed up to present an amount of revenue and a related expense for the amount of 
acquisition costs paid. For the presentation of the statement of profit or loss and OCI, see Chapter 11.2.

If in the example above, the acquisition costs were not directly attributable to a portfolio, then the 
entity would recognise an expense for the acquisition costs when they are incurred. The contractual 
service margin determined at inception – which would be 22 (i.e. 100 - 70 - 8) in the revised fact pattern 
– would then be recognised in profit or loss over the coverage period.
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Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-30-15, Under the FASB’s proposals, acquisition costs included in measuring the liabilities would be limited to 
834-10-30-16, BC165 those costs directly attributable to a portfolio of insurance contracts that are successfully obtained – i.e.

excluding the portion of acquisition costs deemed not to result in the acquisition of contracts.

The FASB’s proposals would allow the same cash flows to be included as acquisition costs as the 
guidance in FASB ASU 2010-26 Financial Services—Insurance (Topic 944): Accounting for Costs 
Associated with Acquiring or Renewing Insurance Contracts, with the exception of direct-response 
advertising costs. Direct-response advertising costs would be expensed when they are incurred.

 

Observations – Impacts of changes from current practice

ED BCA46 The proposed measurement approach would be a change from many existing accounting models, 
which:

●● measure insurance liabilities initially at the amount of the premium received and defer acquisition 
costs; and 

●● treat deferred acquisition costs as a representation of the cost of a recognisable asset – which, 
depending on the model, might be described as a contract asset or a customer relationship 
intangible asset.

In the IASB’s view, such an asset either:

●● does not exist, if the entity recovers acquisition costs from premiums already received; or 

●● relates to future cash flows that should be included in the measurement of the contract. 

Entities may experience larger losses at inception if they currently defer acquisition costs that would 
not be considered directly attributable to a portfolio of contracts under the ED. Conversely, they 
may experience smaller losses at inception if they expense all acquisition costs under their current 
accounting policies.

Observations – Recognition of acquisition costs in profit or loss

ED BCA49–BCA50 An entity would recognise the consideration received from the customer as revenue as it satisfies its 
performance obligations under the contract – i.e. as it provides coverage or other services. 

However, in many cases acquisition costs are incurred before the contract is signed or before any 
coverage or services are provided to the policyholder. 

Consequently, the IASB decided that the premium related to acquisition costs:

●● should not be recognised when the acquisition costs are incurred; but 

●● should be separately identified and recognised over the coverage period as insurance contract 
revenue based on the pattern of services provided under the contract. 

The ED’s approach for presenting acquisition costs would effectively reduce the amount of the 
contractual service margin, which would be amortised to profit or loss consistently with the services 
provided, whereas the amount of premium related to directly attributable acquisition costs and the 
amount of such costs would be presented as revenue and expenses respectively on the same basis.
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Observations – Possible impacts on systems

The revised proposals are more in line with the way that entities track their acquisition costs (typically 
at a portfolio level). However, the definition of acquisition costs may be narrower or wider than the 
costs that are captured under an entity’s local GAAP. Entities may need to consider tailoring their cost 
systems to determine and allocate the costs that are directly attributable to a portfolio.

6.3 Building block 2 – Discounting
ED 25 Under the proposals, an entity would adjust the future cash flows for the time value of money. The 

discount rate would be consistent with an equivalent market rate that is used to measure an instrument 
with cash flows whose characteristics reflect those of the insurance contract liability – e.g. in respect of 
timing, currency and liquidity. 

Characteristics of the discount rate

The discount rate would: The discount rate would not:

●● be consistent with observable current market 
prices for instruments whose characteristics 
reflect the insurance liability – e.g. timing, 
currency and liquidity 

●● reflect a yield curve with no or negligible 
credit risk, adjusted for differences in liquidity 
– unless the cash flows are dependent on 
specific assets

●● reflect any dependence of the amount, timing 
or uncertainty of cash flows for the insurance 
contracts – or a portion of those cash flows – on 
the performance of specific assets

●● include any factors that influence the observed 
market rates but are not relevant to the 
insurance contract liability – e.g. an entity’s 
own credit risk

●● capture characteristics of assets actually held to 
back the insurance liability – unless the contract 
shares those characteristics

●● include factors that are not relevant to the 
insurance contract liability – i.e. risks not 
present in the liability but present in the 
instrument with an observable market price

●● include any risk that is included in other parts of 
the measurement

ED 26, B75 The measurement of an insurance contract would reflect the amount, timing or uncertainty of the cash 
flows arising from the contract that depend wholly or partly on the performance of specified assets. 
In some cases, a replicating-asset technique might be the best way to reflect this linkage. See 6.2.5.1 
for further discussion on the replicating-asset technique. In other cases, it may be more appropriate to 
use a rate that reflects the specified assets, adjusted for any asymmetry between how the entity and 
policyholders share in the risks arising from those assets.

 Nominal cash flows – i.e. those that include the effects of inflation – would be discounted at rates that 
include the effects of inflation. Real cash flows – i.e. those that exclude the effects of inflation – would 
be discounted at a rate that excludes the effects of inflation.

 The discount rate used to measure the insurance liability would be updated each reporting period. 
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Observations – Asset-based rates

ED BCA84–BCA85 Entities often hold invested assets for the long term to enable them to fulfil their obligations. Under 
some current GAAPs, entities apply a discount rate to insurance liabilities based on expected returns 
of financial assets. Some respondents to the 2010 ED commented that using an asset-based rate may
prevent losses at inception and may reduce volatility in profit or loss resulting from short-term market 
movements in credit spreads. However, the IASB rejected asset-based rates (except when cash flows
arising from the liability depend on underlying assets), because it believed that:

●● those rates are irrelevant for a measurement of the liability that provides useful information for 
financial statement users – unless the cash flows from those assets affect the cash flows arising 
from the liabilities; and 

●● such economic mismatches should be transparent.

 

 

Observations – Considering implicit risks

ED B79 Risks that are implicit in the discount rate would not be included in the risk adjustment and vice versa 
to avoid double counting of risks. Similarly, risks that are included in the risk adjustment would not 
be reflected in the discount rate. However, this does not preclude the use of the replicating-asset 
technique when appropriate.

6.3.1 Determining the discount rate [X]
ED B70 The proposals do not prescribe a specific method for determining the discount rate. However, they do 

provide guidance on determining the discount rate. A top-down approach or bottom-up approach may 
be used to determine an appropriate discount rate. In theory, both approaches should result in the same 
discount rate. However, differences are expected in practice. 

 Example for bottom-up and top-down approaches

 

Market 
losses (1%)

risk premium for expected 

Market 
unexpected losses (0.5%)

risk premium for  

Difference 
and bottom up approach (0.25%)  

between top-down  

Liquidity premium (0.5%)

Risk-free rate (3%)

Top-down
approach:
3.75%

Bottom-up
approach:
3.50% 

Financial instrument yield of 5.25% (based on actual assets held or a reference portfolio)
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6.3.1.1 Top-down approach

ED B70 The discount rate may be determined based on a yield curve that reflects current market rates of return 
either for the actual portfolio of assets that the entity holds or for a reference portfolio of assets. Factors 
that are not relevant to the insurance contract liability – e.g. credit risk premiums – would be excluded 
from those rates of return (a ‘top-down’ approach).

 An entity would make adjustments for differences between the timing of the cash flows of the 
assets in the portfolio and the timing of the liability cash flows – i.e. duration differences. Adjustments 
for remaining differences in the liquidity characteristics of the assets of the portfolio would not be 
necessary.

6.3.1.2 Bottom-up approach

ED B70 A risk-free yield curve may be adjusted to include factors that are relevant to the insurance contract 
liability (a ‘bottom-up’ approach). 

 Factors that would be relevant to the insurance contract liability include differences between the 
liquidity characteristics of: 

●● the instruments that underlie the risk-free rates observed in the market; and 

●● the insurance contract.

 For example, risk-free rates are often derived from the prices of highly liquid traded bonds, whereas 
insurance contract liabilities cannot generally be traded and may not be payable before the contractual 
maturity.

Observations – Not reflecting credit risk

ED BCA80 The yield on an entity’s invested assets includes a spread for credit risk, and can therefore be 
substantially higher than a risk-free rate. The discount rate proposed for insurance liabilities would 
not include a premium for credit risk, and therefore some entities are concerned that this may create 
losses at inception and subsequent volatility in profit or loss or equity.

The possible incorporation of an entity’s own credit risk is an area that the Boards debated at some 
length, and some of the members thought that including own credit risk may be more appropriate. This 
was because the return on an entity’s assets considers changes in market credit spreads, so excluding 
own credit risk from the discount rate might create an accounting mismatch. The IASB noted that such 
mismatches would be partially economic. Furthermore, using a top-down approach to determine the 
discount rate assumes that any part of the observed credit spreads that cannot be identified as relating 
to credit risk relates to liquidity and would not therefore be eliminated from the discount rate. 

Consequently, the discount rate for the liability would in part respond to changes in credit spreads, and 
the effects of the mismatches and any resulting volatility in equity may be reduced.
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Observations – Reflecting liquidity factors

ED BCA75, BCA79 Discussions of the time value of money often use the notion of risk-free rates, which are generally 
described as observable market rates for highly liquid government bonds. 

However, there is an important difference between such bonds and many insurance liabilities. These 
government bonds are traded in highly liquid markets. Conversely, for many insurance contracts, the 
policyholder cannot sell the contract to a third party and then put it back to the entity without paying a 
significant penalty. 

The ED does not contain specific guidance on how an entity might estimate a liquidity adjustment – i.e.
how to separate liquidity effects from credit effects. However, in estimating liquidity adjustments, an 
entity may apply either a bottom-up approach or a top-down approach.

 

Observations – Approaches for determining the discount rate

ED BCA78–BCA79 The Boards clarified that different approaches may be used – e.g. top-down approaches that calculate 
a discount rate by starting with an asset rate adjusted for various items that would not reflect the 
characteristics of the liability, such as risk premiums for expected and unexpected credit losses. This 
clarification would enable entities to use a variety of methods in determining the discount rate, as long 
as these methods meet the overall objective.

Using different methods for developing discount rates may result in entities using different discount 
rates for similar products. 

One reason is that, when applying a top-down approach, an entity would not be required to eliminate 
any part of the observed spreads that may be associated with differences in liquidity characteristics. 

To improve the comparability of discount rates used by different entities, the proposals would require 
disclosure of the yield curve – or range of yield curves – used in measuring cash flows for each major 
currency. See Section 12 for disclosures.

Observations – Practical application

Many respondents to the 2010 ED were concerned about the practical difficulties of developing a 
discount rate using a bottom-up approach that determines the risk-free rate and adjusts it for illiquidity.

Using a top-down approach may be as difficult as – and in some cases more difficult than – using 
a bottom-up approach, because of the complexities in determining the split between the amount 
of market risk premium that should be excluded from a given asset rate. During subsequent 
measurement, it may also be difficult to isolate the changes in spread that result from excluded market 
risk – as opposed to liquidity – premiums.

If observable market variables are not available or do not separately identify the relevant factors, then 
the entity may need to use estimation techniques to determine the discount rates. This would be 
the case if the cash flows of the insurance obligation are expected to extend beyond the period for 
which an observable yield curve is available – e.g. very long-duration contracts with coverage periods 
extending over 20 years or more.

The proposals on setting the discount rate would require a large number of new data inputs and 
significant actuarial and finance involvement.
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The use of a discount rate as prescribed by the ED would probably be a significant change in practice 
for:

●● many entities (particularly entities with long-duration, non-participating insurance contracts) that 
often use an asset-based discount rate in measuring insurance liabilities; and

●● non-life insurers that may not currently discount their loss reserves.

6.3.2 Presenting the effects of the discount rate changes

 Under the proposals, the effects of changes in discount rates would generally be presented in OCI. For 
further discussion on presentation, see Chapter 11.2.

6.4  Building block 3 – Risk adjustment
ED B76 The risk adjustment would measure the compensation that the entity would require to make it 

indifferent between:

●● fulfilling an insurance liability with a range of possible outcomes; and 

●● fulfilling an insurance liability that will generate fixed cash flows with the same expected present 
value.

Example – Risk adjustment

ED IE3 The concept of a risk adjustment is illustrated with the two contracts below.

Contract 1

50% 50%

Pay 0 Pay 100

Probability-weighted result is to pay 50

Contract 2

50% 50%

Pay 40 Pay 60

Probability-weighted result is to pay 50

Given the variability in the outcomes, an entity would be likely to require a higher consideration to 
assume the obligation for Contract 1 than it would for Contract 2.

ED B77–B80 The risk adjustment would reflect the compensation that the entity would require for bearing the 
uncertainty about the amount and timing of the cash flows when fulfilling its obligation to the 
policyholder. As a result, the risk adjustment would include:

●● the diversification benefit considered when determining the compensation that it requires for bearing 
this uncertainty; and

●● both favourable and unfavourable outcomes in a way that reflects its risk aversion. 
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 The risk adjustment would be included in the measurement in an explicit way and would be separate 
from estimates of future cash flows and the discount rate that adjusts those cash flows. However, in 
some cases some or all of the cash flows of an insurance contract may be replicated by an asset with 
respect to their amount, timing and uncertainty. In these cases, the ED indicates that a replicating-asset 
approach based on the fair value of the replicating asset may be appropriate. For further discussion on 
the replicating-asset technique, see 6.2.5.1. 

 The risk adjustment would be remeasured each reporting period. Changes in measurement of the risk 
adjustment would be recognised in profit or loss (see Chapter 11.2).

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED BC200– The FASB measurement model does not include a risk adjustment. Risk and uncertainty would be 
BC205 reflected implicitly through a single margin, rather than a separate risk adjustment and contractual 

service margin.

Observations – Day one losses

A loss at inception is more likely to occur when applying a measurement approach that incorporates a 
risk adjustment than when applying the single margin approach proposed by the FASB. 

For example, consider an insurance contract whose present value of inflows is 1,000, present value of 
outflows is 900 and risk adjustment is 150. Under the IASB’s approach, a loss of 50 (900 + 150 - 1,000) 
would be recognised at inception. If an approach that does not include an explicit risk adjustment were 
applied, then a single margin of 100 and no loss would be recognised at inception.

In subsequent measurement, although the FASB approach does not include a separate risk adjustment, 
the difference from the IASB approach would be mitigated because under the FASB approach the 
single margin would be larger and part of it would be deferred and released over the settlement or 
claims handling period (i.e. after the end of the coverage period), by which time any contractual service 
margin under the IASB approach would have been fully released to profit or loss.

6.4.1 Level of measurement [X]
ED B37 Under the proposals, the risk adjustment would be measured by incorporating diversification 

benefits to the extent that they are considered by the entity in setting the amount of compensation 
that it requires to bear risk.

 For further discussion on the level of measurement of expected cash flows and the contractual 
service margin, see 6.2.2 and 6.5.1.

Observations – Level of measurement of risk adjustment

The techniques used in measuring the risk adjustment would consider the probability distribution of 
the underlying cash flows. This distribution depends on the level at which the entity determines the risk 
adjustment – e.g. at a contract level, for a portfolio, for a legal entity or for the reporting entity as a whole.
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ED BCA103–BCA104 Response to 2010 proposals

The 2010 ED would have required risk adjustments to be determined at the portfolio level. This would 
have restricted the measurement of the risk adjustment, such that it reflected only risk diversification 
within a portfolio. Many respondents to the 2010 ED commented that diversification benefits should 
not be restricted to the portfolio because this would not economically represent how an entity often 
prices risks that it considers to be a diversification of risks between portfolios or at a higher level 
of aggregation. For example, under different risk management practices, entities may determine 
the basis for managing risks either by type of risk – e.g. by death, theft or third party liability – or by 
characteristics of the risks – i.e. cash flows that have a probability distribution with a similar shape – 
even if these groupings are over multiple portfolios. The 2010 ED would not have allowed an entity 
to consider diversification of risks between portfolios, potentially resulting in larger risk adjustments 
as well as losses at inception for some portfolios that are expected to be profitable. The revisions 
made by the IASB would allow for measurement at varying levels as long as the measurement of the 
risk adjustment would be consistent with the objective – i.e. the risk adjustment would reflect the 
compensation that the entity requires for bearing risk.

6.4.2 Characteristics of the risk adjustment 

ED B81 The ED contains guidance on the characteristics of the risk adjustment that may assist entities in 
conveying the effects of uncertainty about the amount and timing of cash flows arising from an 
insurance contract.

Characteristics of underlying risk Risk adjustment

Low-frequency and high-severity risks such as catastrophe losses
Long-duration contracts
Wide probability distributions
Little-known-about trends and current estimates
Emerging claims experience that increases uncertainty over estimates

High-frequency, low-severity losses
Short-duration contracts
Narrow probability distributions
More-known-about trends and current estimates
Emerging claims experience that reduces uncertainty over estimates

Observations – Perception of risk aversion

ED BCA100 The IASB’s proposed risk adjustment would rely on the entity’s own perception of its degree of risk 
aversion, rather than that of a market participant. This is a key difference between the measurement 
principles in the ED and in IFRS 13.

6.4.3 Techniques used to measure the risk adjustment 

ED B82 The range of available techniques and related inputs to the risk adjustment would not be limited. 
However, those entities not using the confidence-level technique would be required to disclose the 
confidence level to which the risk adjustment corresponds. [X]

 Although the current proposals require a disclosure of confidence level to which the risk adjustment 
corresponds, they do not include a description of the confidence-level technique. 
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2010 ED BC73–BC94 In the 2010 ED, the confidence-level technique, also referred to as ‘value at risk’ (VaR), was described 
as expressing the likelihood that the actual outcome will be in a specified interval. The risk adjustment 
calculated under this method would express uncertainty in terms of the extra amount that would be 
added to the expected value so that the probability that the actual outcome would be less than the 
amount of the fulfilment cash flows equals the target confidence level.

Example – Confidence level

2010 ED BC73–BC94 Fact pattern

A confidence level of 95% is applied to two contracts with the same expected present values:

A 95% confidence that cash flows will not exceed 1,000 and 5% evenly spread from 1,001 to 1,010; 
and

B 95% confidence that cash flows will not exceed 1,000 and 5% evenly spread from 1,001 to 2,000.

Analysis

Both contracts have the same risk adjustment at a 95% confidence level, but at a 97% confidence 
level, A’s risk adjustment would be calibrated to fulfilment cash flows of 1,004 and B’s to fulfilment 
cash flows of 1,400.

Observations – Techniques for determining the risk adjustment

ED BCA97–BCA98 The 2010 ED limited the techniques for determining the risk adjustment to three approaches: 

●● confidence level; 

●● conditional tail expectation; and 

●● cost of capital. 

These three techniques were included in the proposals, because they were considered to be widely 
understood, are applied in practice and contain relevant information for the risk adjustment. 

Although permitting a wide range of techniques could lead to diversity in practice – thereby reducing 
the comparability of risk adjustments made by entities – other, more relevant techniques may evolve 
over time. The IASB was persuaded that a more principles-based approach for measuring the risk 
adjustment would be more appropriate. 

ED BCA102 Some entities may be developing risk adjustments using a cost-of-capital approach for regulatory 
purposes (e.g. Solvency II); however, the IASB thought that the confidence-level technique would be 
easier to communicate to financial statement users. Although the usefulness of the confidence-level 
technique may diminish as the probability distribution widens – which would be likely with some types 
of insurance contracts – it is recognised by many as being less complex to calculate.

 Observation – Confidence-level disclosure

Under the proposals, an entity would translate its risk adjustments into a confidence level for disclosure 
– even if the entity has used another technique to determine the risk adjustment. This additional 
disclosure requirement is intended to enhance comparability among entities. Requiring this disclosure 
may also motivate entities to use confidence-level techniques for measuring the risk adjustment. See 
Section 12 for disclosures.
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 Observations – Change from existing practices

Entities may already include implicit risk adjustments in pricing practices and in measuring insurance 
liabilities under their local GAAP, or in measuring insurance liabilities for regulatory purposes. However, 
an explicit risk adjustment is expected to be a significant change for many entities. This may require 
a significant amount of actuarial analysis and the development of new systems for measuring the 
risk adjustment.

6.5 Building block 4 – Contractual service margin
ED 28, BCA105  The contractual service margin would represent the unearned profit in an insurance contract. A 

contractual service margin would arise at inception if the total amount of fulfilment cash flows is less 
than zero – i.e. the expected present value of cash outflows (including cash flows that are paid before 
initial recognition) plus the risk adjustment is less than the expected present value of cash inflows 
(including cash inflows received before initial recognition). 

ED BC33 The inclusion of a contractual service margin to eliminate any day one gain is largely consistent with the 
proposed treatment of customer consideration under the revenue recognition proposals.

 Fulfilment cash flows less than zero

 

Expected
cash outflows

Discounting
Risk

adjustment

Contractual
service
margin

Expected cash
inflows

 If the total amount of fulfilment cash flows at inception is positive – i.e. the expected present value of 
cash outflows plus the risk adjustment is greater than the expected present value of cash inflows – then 
the loss would be recognised immediately in profit or loss. 
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 Fulfilment cash flows greater than zero

 

Expected
cash outflows

Discounting Risk
adjustment Loss

Expected cash
inflows

6.5.1 Level of measurement [X]
ED 31, B37 At initial recognition, the contractual service margin would be determined at the level of a portfolio of 

insurance contracts. The amount of contractual service margin recognised in profit or loss would be 
determined at a level of aggregation such that once the coverage period of a contract has ended, the 
contractual service margin related to that contract would have been fully recognised in profit or loss – 
i.e. no unamortised contractual service margin would remain.

For further discussion on the level of measurement of expected cash flows and the risk adjustment, 
see 6.2.2 and 6.4.1.

Observations – Level of measurement of the contractual service margin

ED BCA113 Determining the risk adjustment at the level of the respective portfolio of insurance contracts – or at 
a higher level, and then allocating it to the portfolio – implies that the pooling effect achieved in that 
portfolio has been considered.

However, applying a portfolio approach to the contractual service margin at initial recognition implies 
that within that group of contracts there may be onerous and profitable contracts that are netted in 
determining whether there is an initial loss or a need to establish a contractual service margin. 

The contractual service margin would be recognised in such a way that no margin remains when the 
contract has expired. In practice, this may result in a unit of account that is more granular than the 
portfolio level in which the entity manages the contracts – e.g. groupings of contracts by inception 
date, coverage or service profiles, or at an individual contract level.

6.5.2 Subsequent treatment of the contractual service margin 

ED 30, 32 The contractual service margin would be adjusted at the end of each reporting period, which may 
change the timing of profit emergence over the service period of the contract. The contractual service 
margin determined at inception would be:

●● adjusted prospectively for differences between current and previous estimates of cash flows relating 
to future coverage or other future services – i.e. unlocked; and
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●● released to profit or loss over the coverage period on a systematic basis that is consistent with the 
pattern of transfer of services provided under the contract. [!]

 The contractual service margin cannot be negative. Once the contractual service margin has been 
exhausted – i.e. the contract is expected to be onerous – losses arising from the contract would be 
recognised in profit or loss.

ED BC33 There would be no change in the total carrying amount of the insurance liability when the contractual 
service margin is adjusted for changes in future estimates of cash flows relating to future coverage. 
In effect, there would be a transfer between the components of the insurance liability – i.e. between 
Blocks 1 and 2, and 4.

6.5.2.1  Adjusting the contractual service margin for estimates of cash flows 

ED B68 The contractual service margin would be adjusted for:

●● experience differences that relate to future coverage – e.g. premiums for future coverage and any 
resulting changes in future outflows; and

●● changes in estimates of cash flows that are expected to vary directly with returns on underlying 
items if they relate to future services – e.g. changes in cash flows relating to future asset 
management services.

 The contractual service margin would not be adjusted for:

●● changes in estimates of incurred claims or differences between expected and actual cash flows – 
e.g. experience adjustments – if those differences relate to coverage already provided;

●● a delay or acceleration of investment components if the change in timing did not affect cash flows 
relating to future services; and

●● changes in estimates of cash flows that depend on investment returns that arise as a result of 
changes in the value of underlying items.

6.5.2.2 Presentation of changes in the contractual service margin

 For the presentation of changes in the contractual service margin, see the diagram in Chapters 6.1 and 11.2.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-35-18 Under the FASB proposals, the single margin would be released as an entity satisfies its performance 
to 834-10-35-19 obligation – i.e. as the entity is released from its exposure to risk. The release from risk would be 

evidenced by a reduction in the variability of cash outflows. This would result in the single margin being 
recognised over both the coverage and settlement periods. The single margin would not be unlocked 
for changes in actual or expected cash flows – such changes would instead be reported in profit or 
loss immediately.

Observations – Tracking the contractual service margin

After the contractual service margin has been exhausted, subsequent favourable changes in estimates 
of cash flows related to future coverage or services may again result in a positive contractual service 
margin. Accordingly, even though the recognised contractual service margin may not be negative, 
entities would still need to track the contractual service margin (and aggregate losses) after it has been 
exhausted to determine if and when it has returned to a positive amount.
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6.5.3 Interest accretion 

ED 30 The entity would accrete interest on the carrying amount of the contractual service margin using the 
discount rate determined at initial recognition to reflect the time value of money.

 Observations – Interest accretion

ED BCA71 Accreting interest on the contractual service margin is consistent with the revenue recognition proposals, 
which would require an entity to adjust the promised consideration to reflect the time value of money if 
the contract has a significant financing component. This would also be consistent with the measurement 
of the liability, because the margins equate to the difference between the discounted balances at 
inception.

6.5.4 Comparison of the contractual service and single margins

  Although the IASB’s contractual service margin and FASB’s single margins are both intended to 
eliminate day one gains, there are some distinct differences in the nature of these margins and in their 
proposed subsequent measurement.

Contractual service margin (IASB) Single margin (FASB)

Initial recognition Would arise when the fulfilment 
cash flows (including an explicit risk 
adjustment) are less than zero.

Would arise when the fulfilment 
cash flows (not including an explicit 
risk adjustment) are less than zero.

Recognising a day 
one loss

If the fulfilment cash flows 
(including an explicit risk 
adjustment) are greater than 
zero, then this excess would be 
recognised in profit or loss at 
inception – i.e. a day one loss.

If the fulfilment cash flows (not 
including an explicit risk) are 
greater than zero, then this excess 
would be recognised in profit or 
loss at inception – i.e. a day one 
loss.

Adjusting the 
margin

Prospectively adjusted for changes 
in the estimates of cash flows 
relating to future coverage or 
other future services; cannot 
become negative in subsequent 
measurement (unlocking). [!] 

The single margin would not be 
remeasured subsequently (no 
unlocking).

Releasing the 
margin

Systematic release over the 
coverage period based on the 
passage of time and in-force 
contracts.

The entity would recognise margin 
as it satisfies its performance 
obligation to the policyholder – i.e. 
released from exposure to risk as 
evidenced by a reduction in the 
variability of cash outflows (usually 
longer than coverage period).

Presenting the 
margin

Classified as part of the insurance 
liability.

Separate presentation in statement 
of financial position.

Accreting interest 
on the margin

Interest accretion using locked-in 
rate. [!]

Interest accretion using locked-in 
rate. [!]
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Observations – Unlocking the IASB’s contractual service margin

ED BC29–BC32 Many respondents to the 2010 ED commented that the contractual service margin should be adjusted 
to reflect changes in estimates made after inception. Because the contractual service margin 
represents the unearned profit of the contract, it was argued that changes in future estimates should 
adjust this profit, because the inherent uncertainty in these assumptions would prevent any day one 
gain from being recognised. The IASB consequently revised the proposals to require changes in cash 
flows relating to future coverage or services – both for changes in premiums and for any resulting 
changes in future cash outflows – to be offset against the contractual service margin.

Estimates of risk (which change over time) would be included at inception, and would also affect the 
determination of the contractual service margin at inception. However, the IASB decided that neither 
subsequent changes in the risk adjustment nor subsequent changes in discount rates should lead to 
adjusting the contractual service margin after inception, because it argued that these changes would 
unwind over time. Under the ED, the effects of changes in the discount rates would generally be 
excluded from profit or loss and presented in OCI, whereas changes in the risk adjustment would be 
recognised directly in profit or loss.

ED B68 The contractual service margin would not be adjusted for changes in estimates of cash flows that 
are expected to vary directly with returns on underlying items if those cash flows do not relate to 
future services – e.g. gains or losses on the underlying items. Under the proposals, gains or losses on 
underlying items would not be considered to relate to unearned profit from future services from the 
insurance contract.

For further discussion on the treatment of cash flows that are expected to vary directly with underlying 
items, see Chapter 8.1.

Observations – Recognising the FASB’s single margin

Although the IASB’s contractual service margin would be recognised over the coverage period, risks 
and costs associated with the benefits or claims would still be incurred during the claims paying period. 

Under the FASB’s model, the single margin would be recognised over both the coverage period and the 
benefit-paying period. However, for many contracts accounted for under the building-block approach, 
the settlement period would not extend very far beyond the coverage period.

The single margin would be released as the insurer is released from risk, as evidenced by a reduction in 
the variability of the cash flows of the portfolio of insurance contracts. The way the margin is released 
would be a matter of judgement, based on facts and circumstances that are unique to the entity and 
the nature of its insurance contracts. Different entities may measure a reduction in the variability of 
cash flows in different ways, as they obtain further information about the expected cash flows during 
the life cycle of an insurance portfolio. 

An insurer may quantify the reduction in the variability of cash flows by using probability distributions – e.g. 
standard deviation – or based on the passage of time. The FASB’s proposals include a number of qualitative 
factors and examples that may be considered when determining how to release the single margin.
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Observations – Pattern of recognition of IASB’s contractual service margin

ED BCA110–BCA111 The IASB considered a proposal to constrain the amount of the contractual service margin recognised 
each reporting period to the amount that the entity is reasonably assured to be entitled to. However, it 
rejected the proposal because it was considered to be inconsistent with the expected-value approach.

The contractual service margin would be recognised consistently with the pattern of transfer of service
provided under the contract. Therefore, if an insurance contract’s coverage is seasonal or unevenly 
spread throughout the term of the contract – e.g. hurricane coverage – then it may not be appropriate 
to recognise the contractual service margin on a straight-line or similar basis over time, but instead 
using a method more closely based on the expected timing of the incurred claims and benefits during 
the coverage period.

The pattern of transfer of the services provided could include insurance coverage and auxiliary services
– e.g. asset management services. A profit driver might be selected at inception, based on the type of 
service provided. Example services may be:

●● expected claims; 

●● expected premiums for annually renewable insurance in which premiums increase each year with 
age; 

●● expected annuity payments; or 

●● assets under management. 

The contractual service margin could be released each period based on this profit driver. This proposed 
approach has similarities to the Australian ‘margin on services’ approach for recognising profits under 
an insurance contract.

 

 

 Observations – Systems and data

The proposal to adjust the contractual service margin for changes in estimates relating to future 
coverage or other future services introduces an increased level of complexity. Systems would need to 
be able to handle the new requirements – for example:

●● collecting and storing data;

●● tracking contractual service margins and their release based on the nature of different cash flow 
changes (future and past coverage) at potentially different levels of measurement; and 

●● tracking and adjusting discount rates.
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6.6 Examples of initial measurement
 The following examples contrast the initial measurement of insurance contracts under both the IASB 

and the FASB’s approaches.

Example – Contractual service margin vs single margin approach

ED IE4 Contractual margin approach (IASB model) Single margin approach (FASB model)

An entity issues insurance contracts that form 
a single portfolio and coverage begins when 
contracts are issued. 

The impacts at initial recognition, and on 
payment of the first premium and incremental 
acquisition costs would be as follows.

An entity issues insurance contracts that form 
a single portfolio and coverage begins when 
contracts are issued. 

The impacts at initial recognition, and on 
payment of the first premium and incremental 
acquisition costs would be as follows.

Example A1 Example B1

Expected present value (EPV) of 
premiums 900

EPV of premiums 900

EPV of claims and expenses 600 EPV of claims and expenses 600

EPV of directly attributable 
acquisition costs 90

EPV of directly attributable 
acquisition costs 80

Non-attributable acquisition costs *30 Non-attributable acquisition costs *40

Risk adjustment 30

Example A2 Example B2

EPV of premiums 900 EPV of premiums 900

EPV of claims and expenses 900 EPV of claims and expenses 900

EPV of directly attributable 
acquisition costs 90

EPV of directly attributable 
acquisition costs

80

Non-attributable acquisition costs *30 Non-attributable acquisition costs *40

Risk adjustment 30

*  Non-attributable acquisition costs are recognised in profit or loss as they are incurred and 
excluded from the insurance contract cash flows.
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Initial recognition
Example 

A1
Example 

A2
Example 

B1
Example 

B2

EPV of cash outflows 690 990 680 980

Risk adjustment 30 30

EPV of cash inflows (900) (900) (900) (900)

Fulfilment cash flows (180) 120 (220) 80

Contractual service/single margin 180 - 220 -

Liability at initial recognition - **120 - **80

** Day one loss recognised in profit or loss.

Immediately after initial recognition
Example 

A1
Example 

A2
Example 

B1
Example 

B2

First instalment of premiums of 300 received 
and acquisition costs are paid

EPV of cash outflows 600 900 600 900

Risk adjustment 30 30

EPV of cash inflows (600) (600) (600) (600)

Contractual service margin 180 - 220 -

Liability immediately after initial recognition 210 330 220 300

6.7 Example of subsequent measurement
 The following example illustrates the subsequent measurement of insurance contracts under the IASB’s 

measurement model.

Example – Subsequent measurement of insurance contracts

ED IE11 Fact pattern

An entity issues a portfolio of insurance contracts with the following terms.

Coverage period 3 years

Total premiums received at inception 900

Annual expected cash outflows 200

The time value of money and the risk adjustment are immaterial. 

All claims are paid when they are incurred. 

Services are provided evenly over the coverage period – the contractual service margin is recognised in 
profit or loss equally over the coverage period.
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Claims incurred in Year 2 are different from the expected claims, and actual cash outflows for that year 
equal 150.

Analysis

At the end of Year 2, the entity revises the estimated cash flows for Year 3. As a result, the expected 
cash flows are as follows.

Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3

Expected cash outflows at initial recognition 200 200 200

Revised actual/estimated cash outflows estimated at the 
ends of Year 2 and Year 3 150 150

The changes in estimates of cash flows at the end of Year 2 would be accounted for as follows:

●● the decrease of 50 in the expected future cash flows for Year 3 would increase the contractual 
service margin; and

●● the decrease of 50 between actual cash flows for Year 2 and previous estimates – i.e. the experience 
adjustment – would be recognised in profit or loss of Year 2.

The reconciliation of the contractual service margin would be as follows.

Initial  
recognition Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3

Opening balance 300 200 150

Recognised in profit or loss (100) (100) (150)

Decrease in estimate of future cash flows 
added to margin - 50 -

Closing balance 300 200 150 -

The net amounts recognised in profit or loss would be as follows.

Total Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3

Change in contractual service margin 
reflecting the transfer of services

350 100 100 150

Experience adjustments 50 - 50 -

Profit/(loss) 400 100 150 150
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6.8 Foreign currency cash flows 
ED 20 Insurance contracts that result in foreign currency cash flows would be treated as monetary items in 

accordance with IAS 21 The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates.

Observations – Foreign currency cash flows

ED BCA115 The Boards considered whether certain components of an insurance contract should be treated as 
non-monetary items. Because the Boards’ proposed measurement models would focus on estimates 
of future cash flows, they agreed that it would be more appropriate to view the whole contract as a 
monetary item.

The Boards did consider that, in applying the foreign exchange concept, the contractual service or 
single margin might be considered non-monetary items. However, they thought that it would be more 
appropriate to treat all components of measurement that are denominated in a single currency as 
monetary items, and translate them at the applicable exchange rate.

This might represent a change for entities that currently treat deferred revenue balances relating to 
unearned premiums that are denominated in a foreign currency as non-monetary items. It would also 
reduce the mismatch that occurs when such premiums are held as cash or invested in other monetary 
assets denominated in the foreign currency.
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7 The simplified premium-allocation 
approach

ED 19 As outlined in 6.1.1 the measurement of an insurance contract essentially incorporates two elements:

●● a liability for remaining coverage, which measures the entity’s obligation to provide coverage to 
the policyholder during the unexpired part of the coverage period – including, where applicable, a 
provision for an onerous contract; and

●● a liability for incurred claims, which measures the entity’s obligation to investigate and pay claims that 
have already occurred, including incurred claims that have not yet been reported. 

 The proposals contain a simplified ‘premium-allocation’ measurement approach to measure the 
liability for the remaining coverage for certain short-duration contracts. This measurement approach is 
consistent with the revenue recognition proposals, and similar in many ways to current practice for non-
life contracts.

7.1 Eligibility
ED 35 This model is intended to be a proxy for the building-block measurement model. As a result, an entity 

would be permitted to apply the simplified premium-allocation approach to measure the liability for 
remaining coverage if:

●● doing so would produce measurements that are a reasonable approximation to those that would be 
produced when applying the building-block approach; [!] or

●● the coverage period of the insurance contract at initial recognition is one year or less.

ED 37 Applying the simplified premium-allocation approach would not produce a ‘reasonable approximation’ to 
the measurements if, at contract inception, the entity expects significant variability in the fulfilment cash 
flows that are required to fulfil the contract during the period before a claim is incurred. 

 Variability in fulfilment cash flows would increase with: 

●● the extent of future cash flows relating to any options or other derivatives embedded in the contract 
(after unbundling any embedded derivatives); and 

●● the length of the coverage period.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-25-18 The FASB believes that the premium-allocation approach is not a proxy for the building-block approach, 
but instead a separate model that should be required rather than permitted. Under the FASB proposals, 
an entity would be required to apply the premium-allocation approach for eligible contracts if either of 
the following criteria applies:

●● the coverage period of the insurance contract is one year or less; or

●● at contract inception, it is unlikely that there will be significant variability in the expected value of the 
net cash flows required to fulfil a contract before a claim is incurred.
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7.2 Measurement
ED 38 Under the simplified premium-allocation approach, the liability for the remaining coverage would be 

measured as follows.

 Initial measurement – Liability for the remaining coverage

 

Pre-coverage
cash flows

Onerous
contract
liability**

Directly attributable
acquisition costs*

* That are not expensed as they are incurred.
** An onerous contract test would be performed if facts and circumstances have changed, indicating

a contract is onerous.
that

Initial
premium

 Subsequent measurement – Liability for the remaining coverage 

 

Premium

period
received in

Change in
onerous
contract
liability

Previous
carrying
amount

Revenue
recognised for

coverage in
period

Time value of
money

7.2.1 Time value of money

ED 40 An entity would adjust the liability for the remaining coverage – i.e. discount and accrete interest – to 
reflect the time value of money using the discount rate at inception of the contract, if the contract has a 
significant financing component.

 The proposals include a practical exemption from adjusting the liability for the remaining coverage to 
reflect the time value of money. If the entity expects, at contract inception, that the time between the 
entity providing each part of the coverage and the premium that relates to that coverage being due will 
be one year or less, then the liability for the remaining coverage would not need to be adjusted for the 
time value of money. [!]

7.2.2 Acquisition costs

ED 39(a) At initial recognition, any payments related to acquisition costs would be deducted from the carrying 
amount of the liability for the remaining coverage. However, if the coverage period at initial recognition 
is one year or less, then the entity may elect instead to recognise directly attributable acquisition costs 
as an expense when those costs are incurred. [!]

7.2.3 Onerous contract liability

ED 36, 39(c) An entity would be required to recognise an onerous contract liability at initial recognition and 
subsequently, if facts and circumstances indicate that the portfolio of insurance contracts to which the 
contract belongs is onerous. An onerous contract liability would be recognised as the difference between 
the carrying amount of the liability for the remaining coverage and the fulfilment cash flows. [!] 

7.2.4 Liability for incurred claims

ED 39(b)–(c) The liability for incurred claims would be measured as equal to the fulfilment cash flows – i.e. 
excluding a contractual service margin – in accordance with the building-block approach. As a practical 
expedient, an entity would not need to adjust future cash flows for the time value of money if those 
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cash flows are expected to be paid or received within one year. If an entity applies this expedient, then 
any onerous contract liability would also be measured without adjusting the cash flows for the time 
value of money. [!]

Example – Simplified premium-allocation approach

ED IE11 Fact pattern

An entity issues an insurance contract with the following terms.

Coverage period 12 months

Premium received at inception 1,200

Actual claims after one month  60

Risk adjustment on incurred claims 10

Acquisition costs 24

In this example, the discounting of future cash flows and accretion of interest are ignored. Also, it is 
assumed that services are provided evenly over the coverage period.

Analysis

 At  After one 
inception month

Premium received at inception (1,200)

Acquisition costs 24

Liability for the remaining coverage (1,176) (1,078)a

Future cash flows (60)

Risk adjustment (10)

Liability for incurred claims - (70)

Profit or loss

Premiums earned (100)

Claims incurred 70

Amortisation of acquisition costs 2b

Notes

a. 1,176 x (11 / 12)

b. 24 / 12
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Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-30-25 Under the FASB proposals, an entity would not need to discount the liability for incurred claims if:

●● the effects of discounting are immaterial; or

●● the incurred claims are expected to be paid within one year (this second criterion is consistent with 
the IASB proposals).

Observations – Comparing the simplified premium-allocation approach to current 
accounting practices

Based on the criteria set out in the ED, many non-life contracts, and some life contracts, would be 
eligible for the simplified premium-allocation approach. 

The simplified premium-allocation approach would be similar to the current accounting model for 
short-duration contracts under US GAAP, and to models used by many entities under IFRS 4. However,
there are likely to be some significant differences. These relate in particular to measuring liabilities for 
incurred claims and onerous contracts, as follows.

●● The use of discounting: Under IFRS 4 and US GAAP, claim liabilities are frequently not discounted.

●● Measuring expected cash flows based on a statistical mean: Under IFRS 4 and current US GAAP, 
liabilities for incurred claims may or may not be recorded at the statistical mean of the cash outflows.
Other qualitative factors that affect the range or variability of outcomes may be considered in 
developing an entity’s best estimate of loss reserves. 

●● The inclusion of a risk adjustment under the IASB’s proposed approach.

The Boards want to keep the simplified premium-allocation approach as consistent as possible with th
revenue recognition proposals. As such, they have revised the discounting proposals, adding practical 
expedients to align them more closely with the revenue recognition project.

There was some concern about how certain catastrophe coverages would be scoped – i.e. under the 
building-block or the simplified premium-allocation approach – applying either the IASB or the FASB 
eligibility requirements. Because the eligibility criterion for applying the simplified premium-allocation 
approach refers to variability in the fulfilment cash flows before – not after – a claim is incurred, many 
catastrophe covers may be eligible for the simplified premium-allocation approach.

 

 

e 

Observations – Differences under the Boards’ approaches

Under the IASB’s simplified premium-allocation approach, a risk adjustment would be included in the 
measurement of the liability for incurred claims. Under the FASB’s proposals, there would be neither 
a risk adjustment nor a margin. This would tend to lead to higher liabilities under the IASB’s approach – 
particularly in the earlier stages of the claims settlement period. 

Both the IASB and the FASB proposals are expected to capture substantially all, if not all, of the same 
contracts. As a result, significant differences in eligibility under the proposals are not expected.

FASB ED 834-10-55-53 The FASB proposals include a number of indicators for determining which measurement model should be 
applied for an insurance contract. They also include illustrative guidance listing a number of common types 
of insurance contracts and whether they would apply the premium-allocation or building-block approach.
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Observations – Practical expedients to further simplification

ED 39(a) The Boards decided that an entity would be permitted to recognise all acquisition costs as an 
expense if: 

●● the contract coverage period is one year or less; and 

●● the contract is accounted for under the simplified premium-allocation approach.

This practical expedient was provided to reduce the costs and complexity of tracking acquisition costs 
for contracts with a coverage period of one year or less.
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8 Participating contracts
 Some insurance contracts provide returns to the policyholder that is affected by the performance of 

underlying items – e.g. a pool of specified assets or the performance of the entity. Consequently, the 
amount, timing or uncertainty of some of the cash flows of those insurance liabilities are:

●● affected by the performance of the underlying items; and/or 

●● at the discretion of the entity. 

 These contracts are commonly referred to as ‘participating contracts’. Two types of participating 
contracts can be distinguished.

Type of contract How to identify it

ED B83–B84 Requires the entity to 
hold underlying items and 
specifies a link to the returns 
on those underlying items 

The entity would consider all of the substantive terms of the contract 
(whether from contract, law or regulation) in determining whether 
there is a link specified to returns on underlying items.

Does not specify a link to 
underlying items that the 
entity is required to hold

These are contracts whose cash flows vary with returns on 
underlying items, but for which there is no specified link to 
underlying items that the entity is required to hold. 

This would be the case if: 

●● payments reflect returns on underlying items only because of the 
entity’s choice; or 

●● the entity is not required to hold the underlying items. 

Examples of these kinds of contracts may include universal life 
contracts and index-linked contracts.

8.1 ‘Mirroring’ approach [!]
ED 33–34, 66  The proposals introduce a measurement and presentation exception – a ‘mirroring’ approach – for 

contracts that:

●● require the entity to hold underlying items, and

●● specify a link between payments to policyholders and the returns on those underlying items.

 Examples of underlying items include: 

●● specified assets and liabilities; 

●● an underlying pool of insurance contracts; and 

●● the assets and liabilities of the entity as a whole.

ED BC47 The exception is intended to prevent accounting mismatches between assets and liabilities that are 
linked. 

ED BC68 Under this approach, the entity would measure the fulfilment cash flows that are expected to vary 
directly with the returns on underlying items that it is required to hold with reference to the carrying 
amount of the underlying items – i.e. on the same basis as it measures the underlying items. The 
amount of the fulfilment cash flows that are expected to vary directly with returns on underlying items 
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might exceed a minimum share of those returns specified in the contract if the entity has discretion to 
pay additional returns and expects to pay a higher share. 

 An entity would use the building-block approach for cash flows of the contract that are not expected to 
vary directly with the underlying items, including: 

●● fixed payments specified by the contract; 

●● options that are exercisable by the policyholder; and 

●● guarantees of minimum payments that are embedded in the contract.

 The measurement of contracts that require the entity to hold underlying items and specify a link to the 
return of those underlying items can be illustrated as follows.

 

Contracts that specify a link to underlying items that the entity is required to hold

Risk-adjusted expected present value of cash flows

Cash flows vary directly with 
underlying items

Cash flows do not vary with
underlying items

Cash flows vary indirectly with 
underlying items

Mirrors underlying items
i.e. amortised cost,

FVTPL, FVOCI 
– 

Measurement

 For the presentation of gains and losses on such contracts, see 11.2.3.

Example – How to decompose cash flows

ED B85–B86 Fact pattern

A contract has the following terms. 

●● Guaranteed payment to policyholder of 1,000.

●● Additional payment of 90% of increase in value of pool of assets above 1,000.

Analysis

These cash flows could be decomposed in different ways. However, under the proposals the cash 
flows would be decomposed in a way that maximises:

●● the extent to which they are expected to vary with the returns on underlying items; and 

●● the minimum fixed payment that policyholders will receive.

The cash flows would be expressed and measured as follows.
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Cash flows vary
with underlying items

directly Cash flows vary
with underlying items

indirectlyCash flows vary with
underlying items

do not

90% of assets Fixed payment of 100

Value of policyholder option
to put 90% of assets to
entity at maturity for

strike price of 900

Mirroring does not apply: Measured under the building-block
approach

Mirroring applies: Measured
reference to carrying

amount of underlying items
by

Presentation of cash flow
changes consistently
with underlying items

Presentation of cash flow
changes in profit or loss

Presentation of cash flow
changes consistent with

–
i.e. in profit or loss or OCI or

offset against the margin

building-block approach

8.2 Discount rate for cash flows that relate to underlying 
items

ED B73 If the amount, timing or uncertainty of the cash flows that arise from an insurance contract depends 
on the returns on underlying items, then that dependence would be reflected in the discount rate if the 
‘mirroring’ exception is not applied to those cash flows. 

 This would be the case regardless of: 

●● whether that dependence results from the contractual terms or through the entity exercising its 
discretion; and 

●● whether the entity actually holds the underlying item.

 For the presentation of changes in discount rates for cash flows that relate to underlying items, see 
Chapter 11.2.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-35-9 Under the FASB proposals, the ‘mirroring’ exception would not apply to situations in which: 
to 834-10-35-10

●● the policyholder’s participation is determined on a basis other than that used to measure the 
underlying item in the US GAAP financial statements and does not reflect a timing difference; or 

●● the entity has discretion over the amounts of cash flows relating to the policyholder participation. 

FASB ED 834-10-35-25 When an entity expects changes to the crediting rates and related ultimate cash flows, it would reset 
rates in a manner that recognises changes in estimated interest crediting and related ultimate cash 
flows on a level-yield basis over the life of the contract.
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8.3 Unit-linked contracts
ED App D, BC49 The measurement approach for contracts that require the entity to hold underlying items and specify 

a link to the return on those underlying items might also apply to certain unit-linked contracts. The 
proposals also include an option to measure the share of interest in owner-occupied property underlying 
unit-linked contracts at FVTPL. 

 An entity’s asset pool may include its own financial liabilities included in unit-linked funds. The entity 
may elect not to derecognise such financial liabilities, and instead recognise and present them as 
financial liabilities and recognise a corresponding financial asset. The corresponding financial asset 
would be measured at FVTPL.

 An entity may similarly elect not to deduct from equity its own shares underlying unit-linked contracts. 
Instead, these shares may be recognised and presented as issued equity and as a corresponding 
financial asset.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-30-9, The FASB proposals also include specific requirements and exemptions for segregated fund or 
834-10-55-91 to 834- separate account arrangements – i.e. participation features that are contractually linked to segregated 
10-55-92, FASB ASC accounts and that meet specific criteria – and the related segregated portfolios of assets. The 
Subtopic 810-10 contract holder funds and the entity’s proportionate interest in the qualifying segregated fund 

arrangements would be measured at FVTPL. In addition, the FASB would retain the guidance in FASB 
ASC Subtopic 944-80 Financial Services–Insurance–Separate Accounts on an entity’s consideration 
of qualifying fund arrangements when performing analyses for consolidation under FASB ASC 
Subtopic 810-10 Consolidation–Overall. 

Observations – Reducing accounting mismatches

ED BC47 The ‘mirroring’ exception for certain participating contract cash flows may allow entities to eliminate 
accounting mismatches by measuring and presenting changes in those cash flows consistently with 
the underlying items. For example, under this approach entities with certain participating contracts 
backed by fixed-interest securities may be able to measure the assets at amortised cost or at FVOCI 
under the proposals for financial instruments, and measure liabilities that vary directly with the returns 
on those securities on the same basis.

ED 60(h), BC44(a), Discount rate for cash flows that vary directly with the returns on underlying items but 
BCA86(a) ‘mirroring’ is not available

If cash flows are expected to vary directly with underlying items, but ‘mirroring’ is not available because 
the relationship is discretionary and not specified by contract or the entity is not required to hold the 
underlying items, then the discount rate would reflect the dependence on the underlying asset returns 
(see discussion of discount rates for cash flows that relate to underlying items above). Also, for such 
cash flows, the effects of changes in discount rates are presented in profit or loss when the entity 
expects changes in the returns on the underlying items to affect the amount of those cash flows (see 
Chapter 11.2). This may provide a significant degree of asset-liability linkage to reduce accounting 
mismatches when the entity does hold the underlying items – however, accounting mismatches may 
still arise, depending on the measurement bases for the underlying items and how gains and losses on 
them are presented.
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ED 66(b), BC53, 
BC127(b)

Embedded guarantees and options 

Under the ‘mirroring’ proposals, a contract’s cash flows would be decomposed between those that 
vary directly and those that vary indirectly with the underlying items that the entity is required to hold.

Asymmetric risk-sharing between the entity and the policyholder could impact the measurement of 
the cash flows; and the cash flows of any embedded options and guarantees would typically be linked 
to other cash flows of the contract and considered to vary indirectly with underlying items. Under the 
‘mirroring’ exception, changes in the values of embedded guarantees and options that are indirectly 
linked to underlying items would be recognised in profit or loss, which may result in increased volatility 
compared with many current practices under IFRS 4. 

The proposals do not include this same specific requirement for presenting the value of options 
and guarantees for those contracts that do not qualify for ‘mirroring’ – e.g. because the entity is not 
required to hold the underlying items – and as a result would be measured and presented under the 
general requirements of the building-block approach. 

Observations – Introducing operational complexity

ED BC56–BC62 The ‘mirroring’ exception would also introduce operational complexity to the model. This approach 
would require entities to decompose contracts into cash flows that:

●● are expected to vary directly with the returns on underlying items; 

●● are expected to vary indirectly with the returns on underlying items; and

●● are not expected to vary with underlying items.

The complexity would increase when the underlying items of a contract or a portfolio of contracts are 
accounted for using a mix of measurement attributes – e.g. amortised cost, FVOCI and FVTPL. Entities 
would probably need to track data at a more granular level and incorporate further linkages in their asset 
management and liability systems. 

8.4 Investment contracts with a DPF
ED App A Some investment contracts that would not qualify as insurance contracts would be included in the 

scope of the proposals if they have DPFs – provided that the issuer also issues insurance contracts 
(see 4.1.2). [X]

 A ‘DPF’ is a contractual right to receive additional benefits, as a supplement to guaranteed benefits that 
are not subject to the discretion of the issuer. The additional benefits:

●● are likely to be a significant portion of the total contractual benefits;

●● are contractually at the discretion of the issuer with regards to amount and timing; and

●● are contractually based on:

 – the returns from a specified pool of insurance contracts or a specified type of insurance contract; 

 – realised and/or unrealised investment returns on a specified pool of assets held by the issuer; or

 – the profit or loss of the entity or fund that issues the contract. 

ED 47–48 Because investment contracts with DPFs do not transfer significant insurance risk, the ED includes the 
following modifications of the proposals for these contracts. 
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Area Modification for investment contracts with DPFs

Beginning of 
coverage period 
for recognising 
the contract

The coverage period would begin when the entity becomes a party to the contract 
– i.e. an entity would recognise an investment contract with a DPF when it first 
has a contractual obligation to deliver cash at a present or future date. (For the 
unmodified requirements, see Chapter 5.1.)

Contract 
boundary

Cash flows would be within the boundary of the contract when the entity has 
a substantive obligation to deliver cash at a present or future date. The contract 
boundary would end when the entity has the right or practical ability to set a 
price that fully reflects the benefits provided. (For the unmodified requirements, 
see 6.2.1.)

Coverage period 
for subsequent 
measurement of 
the contractual 
service margin

The coverage period for the subsequent measurement of the contractual service 
margin would be the period over which the entity is required to provide asset 
management or other services under the contract. 

As a result, the contractual service margin would be recognised over the life of the 
contract in a systematic way that best reflects the transfer of asset management 
services under the contract. (For the unmodified requirements, see Chapter 6.5.)

 All other requirements of the proposals would also apply to investment contracts with a DPF.

8.5 Mutual entities
ED BCA62 Some insurance contracts are issued by mutual entities – i.e. entities owned entirely by their 

policyholders. Under the proposals, if a contract issued by a mutual entity provides policyholders 
with the right to participate in the whole of any surplus of the issuing entity, then there would be no 
equity remaining and no profit reported in any accounting period. The IASB does not provide an explicit 
rationale for this assertion. 

Observations – Participation in the surplus of a mutual entity

ED B66(k) The rationale for the IASB’s assertion may be that, even if the amount or timing of distributions relating 
to the performance of the mutual entity are discretionary, these payments provide policyholders 
with a share in the returns on underlying items (i.e. the surplus of the mutual insurer). Accordingly, 
the measurement of the liability for these contracts would include such payments regardless of 
whether those payments are made to current or future policyholders. If policyholders have the right to 
participate in the whole of the surplus of the entity, then all of these future payments might be included
in the insurance liabilities and result in zero equity for the entity. 

Special consideration would need to be given to the nature of the participation of contracts issued by 
mutual insurers. Due to the differences in the legal and regulatory frameworks in different jurisdictions,
the rights of the policyholders could vary. For example, in some jurisdictions the rights of policyholders 
may be distinguishable from those of a mutual member. 

If policyholders do participate in the whole of the surplus, then the resulting treatment of these 
contracts would probably be a significant change in practice for most mutual insurers reporting 
under IFRS. 
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Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED BC246– Under the FASB’s proposals, a mutual entity would treat as equity any amount of surplus that the 
BC250 entity does not have the obligation or intention to pay out in fulfilling the insurance contract obligations. 

The FASB believes that this approach is consistent with its treatment of the cash flows resulting from 
any other entity’s DPFs – i.e. to include only cash outflows that an entity will incur to directly fulfil its 
obligation to the policyholders. 

In addition, the FASB believes that if a mutual entity presents as equity the ‘notional’ surplus that it is 
not obligated, and does not intend, to pay to policyholders, then this would: 

●● provide more useful information to users of its financial statements; and 

●● be more comparable to other entities that issue similar insurance contracts.
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9 Reinsurance

9.1 Reinsurer
 A reinsurer would account for the reinsurance contracts that it issues using the recognition and 

measurement approach for insurance contracts – i.e. the building-block approach or the premium-
allocation approach.

9.2 Cedant
9.2.1  Scope [!]
ED 42 The cedant would also evaluate whether to account for the reinsurance contract using the building-block 

approach or the simplified premium-allocation approach in the same way that an entity would evaluate a 
direct insurance contract. In other words, the premium-allocation approach would be permitted if:

●● it would produce measurements that are a reasonable proxy for those that are produced by the 
building-block approach; or

●● the coverage period of the reinsurance contract is one year or less.

Observations – Potentially different approaches for cedant and reinsurer

Under the IASB’s proposals, the cedant and the reinsurer would each separately determine whether to 
apply the full building-block approach or the simplified premium-allocation approach to the reinsurance 
contract. Because application of the simplified premium-allocation approach is optional when the 
qualifying criteria are met:

●● the cedant and the reinsurer might apply different approaches to the reinsurance contract; and

●● the cedant might apply different approaches to the reinsurance contract and to the underlying 
contract(s) that is (are) being reinsured.

Also, the reinsurance contract may have characteristics that mean that it may not qualify for the 
simplified premium-allocation approach even though the underlying contracts do.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-30-28 The FASB views the premium-allocation approach as a separate model that is required to be applied to 
contracts that do not meet the conditions for the building-block approach. 

The cedant would account for a reinsurance contract using the same approach – i.e. building-block or 
premium-allocation approach – that it uses to account for the underlying direct insurance contracts.

9.2.2  Initial recognition [!]
ED 41(a)  Generally, a cedant would recognise a reinsurance contract when the underlying contract is recognised. 

However, if the reinsurance coverage is based on aggregate losses of the portfolio of underlying 
contracts covered by the reinsurance contract, then the cedant would recognise a reinsurance contract 
when the reinsurance contract coverage period begins. 
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9.2.3  Measurement under the building-block approach [!]
ED 41(b)  Reinsurance and underlying business would be considered as separate contracts. A cedant would 

estimate the fulfilment cash flows for the reinsurance contract, including the reinsurance premium 
(less ceding commissions) and without reference to the contractual service margin on the underlying 
contracts. To estimate the fulfilment cash flows for a reinsurance contract, the cedant would use 
assumptions that are consistent with those used to measure the corresponding part of the fulfilment 
cash flows for the underlying insurance contracts. 

 The measurement of a reinsurance contract under the building-block approach – compared with the 
measurement of an underlying insurance liability – can be illustrated as follows.

 

Cash flows

Discounting

Risk adjustment

Contractual service 
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Based on 
underlying
contract

Cash flows

Discounting

Risk adjustment

Contractual service 
margin

Reinsurance asset 

Based on
reinsurance

contract

Observations – Measurement of the contractual service margin 

The contractual service margin of the underlying insurance contract would be calibrated to the 
premium of the insurance contract, whereas the contractual service margin of the reinsurance contract 
would be calibrated to the reinsurance premium. Usually, this would result in different amounts of 
contractual service margin for each contract. As a result, the amounts subsequently recognised in profit 
or loss may be different for the underlying insurance contract and the reinsurance contract.

 Estimates of cash flows would reflect any changes in the risk of non-performance by the reinsurer, 
including the effects of collateral and disputes. 

 The ceded portion of the risk adjustment would represent the risk being removed through the use of 
reinsurance.
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ED 41(c)  If the present value of the cedant’s fulfilment cash inflows plus the risk adjustment exceeds the present 
value of fulfilment cash outflows, then the cedant would recognise the difference as contractual service 
margin at initial recognition to remove any day one gain.

 

Ceding
comission

Discounting
Risk

adjustment

Expected cash
outflows

(reinsurance
premium paid)

Expected
cash inflows
(reinsurance
recoverable) Contractual

service
margin

 If the present value of the cedant’s fulfilment cash outflows exceeds the present value of fulfilment 
cash inflows plus the risk adjustment, then the cedant would recognise the difference (being a debit) at 
initial recognition as either:

●● an expense, if the coverage is for past events; or

●● a contractual service margin, if the coverage is for future events.

 

Ceding
commission

Discounting
Risk

adjustment

Expense/
Contractual

service
margin

Expected
cash inflows
(reinsurance
recoverable)

Expected cash
outflows

(reinsurance
premium paid)
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 The measurement of the difference between the cedant’s present value of cash inflows and cash 
outflows can be illustrated as follows.

Fulfilment cash flows > Zero Fulfilment cash flows < Zero

Input Measurement Input Measurement

Reinsurance premium paid 
(premium ceded to reinsurer – 
lump sum paid up-front) (70)

Reinsurance premium paid 
(premium ceded to reinsurer – 
lump sum paid up-front) (100)

Ceding commission received 7 Ceding commission received 7

Reinsurance recoverable cash 
inflows (after allowance for 
expected credit losses) 80

Reinsurance recoverable cash 
inflows (after allowance for 
expected credit losses) 80

Discounting (15) Discounting (15)

Risk adjustment 10 Risk adjustment 10

Contractual service margin (12)

Expense at inceptiona; or
(Debit) contractual service 
margin/assetb 18

Notes

a. Expense at inception when the coverage is for past events – i.e. retroactive reinsurance.

b. (Debit) contractual service margin/asset when the reinsurance contract is for future events.

ED 41(d) The contractual service margin would be amortised over the coverage period and adjusted for changes 
(both favourable and unfavourable) in future cash flows if those changes relate to future coverage and 
services. Interest would be accreted on the margin based on a rate determined at inception.

ED BCA138  Changes in expected credit losses would be recognised in profit or loss because they do not relate to 
future services.

ED 41(b) A cedant would treat ceding commissions that are contingent on the claims experience of the 
underlying contract as part of the claims reimbursable under the contracts. All other ceding 
commissions would be treated as a reduction of the premium ceded to the reinsurer.

Difference under FASB proposals

Under the FASB proposals, the fulfilment cash flows of the reinsurance contract would not include a 
risk adjustment.

The remaining single margin on reinsurance contracts that provide coverage for future events would be 
recognised consistently with the margin on underlying contracts covered by the contract – i.e. locked-in 
at inception and amortised over the coverage and settlement periods for those reinsurance contracts 
that apply the building-block approach.

FASB ED 834-10-30-34 The cedant would account for the credit risk of the reinsurer on an expected-value basis in accordance 
with US GAAP guidance on credit losses.
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Observations – Measurement of fulfilment cash flows

ED BCA128 Symmetrical measurement approach

Although both the cedant and the reinsurer would measure the fulfilment cash flows on the same 
basis (apart from the reinsurer’s non-performance risk), in practice they would not necessarily arrive 
at the same amounts. For example, an insurer and reinsurer may have different portfolio compositions 
that drive different diversification effects, and therefore their calculation of the risk adjustment may 
be different.

Calculating a symmetrical reinsurance asset may be less straightforward for an ‘excess of loss’ 
reinsurance agreement – i.e. a reinsurance contract that covers the aggregate losses from a portfolio of 
underlying contracts over a specified amount – than for a proportionate quota share arrangement.

Because IFRSs are principles-based standards, the IASB did not believe that it was appropriate to 
specify the method by which the cedant determines the amount of risk adjustment ceded. The 
guidance clarifies that the ceded portion of the risk adjustment should represent the risk being 
removed by the use of reinsurance.

ED BCA137–BCA138 Risk of non-performance by the reinsurer

Under the 2010 ED, a cedant would apply the impairment model that is being developed for financial 
assets as part of IFRS 9 when measuring reinsurance assets. Due to some of the challenges involved 
in applying the tentative impairment model for financial assets to reinsurance assets, the IASB decided 
that a cedant would not apply it under its revised proposals; instead, the cedant would treat expected 
credit losses in the same way as other changes in the expected fulfilment cash flows. At inception of 
the contract, a cedant would determine the contractual margin by reflecting in the expected fulfilment 
cash flows all of the effects of non-performance by the reinsurer, including those associated with 
expected credit losses. Subsequent changes in expected credit losses would not relate to future 
coverage and would be recognised immediately in profit or loss.

This would result in similar accounting to that for purchased and originated credit-impaired financial 
assets proposed in the IASB’s most recent exposure draft on impairment of financial assets4.

Observations – Derecognition and presentation of a reinsurance contract

ED 51 The purchase of reinsurance would not generally result in derecognition of the direct insurance 
contracts liability – even if all of the risks are ceded. However, a cedant would derecognise an insurance 
contract liability if the obligation is discharged or cancelled or expires (see Chapter 5.2).

ED 41(b), 63, BCA226 Reinsurance balances would not be offset against related direct insurance balances, either in the 
statement of financial position or the statement of profit or loss and OCI (see Chapters 11.1 and 11.2). 
Similarly, ceding commissions on reinsurance contracts would not be offset against acquisition costs 
on the underlying reinsured contracts in the statement of profit or loss and OCI – as noted above, they 
would be treated as adjustments to premiums or claims on the reinsurance contract.

4 For more information on the exposure draft on impairment of financial assets, see our publication New on the Horizon: Financial Instruments – 
Expected credit losses.

http://www.kpmg.com/Global/en/IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/New-on-the-Horizon/Documents/NOH-credit-losses.pdf
http://www.kpmg.com/Global/en/IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/New-on-the-Horizon/Documents/NOH-credit-losses.pdf
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10 Business combinations and portfolio 
transfers

ED 43–44 Under the proposals, contracts acquired in a business combination or portfolio transfer would be initially 
recognised at the date of the business combination or portfolio transfer. The consideration received for 
such an insurance contract would be treated as a pre-coverage cash flow – i.e. the contractual service 
margin would be determined in accordance with the general requirements of the proposals. 

 An entity would: 

1. determine the fulfilment cash flows;

2. adjust the consideration for these insurance contracts for any other assets and liabilities acquired in 
the same transaction; and 

3. compare the amounts in (1) and (2).

ED BCA145–BCA150 This difference would be treated differently, depending on whether the consideration received exceeds 
or is less than the fulfilment cash flows.

Consideration received > Fulfilment 
cash flows

Fulfilment cash flows > 
Consideration received

Business 
combinations

Recognise the difference as contractual 
service margin at that date

Recognise the difference as an 
adjustment to the initial measurement 
of goodwill (or of a gain if there is no 
goodwill) under IFRS 3

Portfolio 
transfers

Recognise the difference as contractual 
service margin at that date

Recognise the difference as a loss

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-30-36 In accounting for a business combination, any excess of the fulfilment cash flows related to insurance 
contracts and measured in accordance with the proposed insurance standard above the fair value of 
those contracts would be recognised as a loss at the acquisition date, rather than as an adjustment to 
the initial measurement of goodwill (or of a gain if there is no goodwill) for a business combination.

Observations – Recognition and measurement of contracts

The proposal for business combinations to initially recognise some contracts at an amount in excess 
of fair value would be an exception to the use of fair values in accounting for a business combination 
under IFRS 3. This exception would avoid a loss being recognised immediately after the acquisition 
when the entity applies the proposed measurement model.

The proposed measurement of contracts acquired in a business combination would eliminate 
intangible assets currently recognised under IFRS 3 for existing contracts. These intangible assets are 
often described as the present value of in-force business (PVIF), present value of future profits (PVFP) 
or value of business acquired (VOBA). However, any separate customer relationship intangible assets 
would continue to be recognised.
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The proposals do not provide any guidance on how to subsequently recognise in profit or loss the 
contractual service margin that would arise if the fair value exceeds the fulfilment cash flows and a 
contractual service margin is recognised at the date of the business combination or portfolio transfer. 
This would be of particular concern for portfolios when the contracts assumed may be in run-off and 
may not have an unexpired coverage period.

Example – Measuring insurance contracts acquired in a business combination

ED IE22 Fact pattern

An entity acquires a portfolio of insurance contracts in a business combination. The fair value of the 
portfolio is 30. 

Under Scenario A, the entity estimates that the fulfilment cash flows are 20.

Under Scenario B, the entity estimates that the fulfilment cash flows are 35.

At initial recognition, the entity measures the insurance contract liability as follows.

Scenario A Scenario B

Fulfilment cash flows 20 35

Contractual service margin

Insurance liability at initial recognition

Analysis

10

30

-

35

In Scenario A, the fair value exceeds the fulfilment cash flows. The difference of 10 would establish the 
contractual service margin at initial recognition. The entity would measure the portfolio at its fair value 
of 30. 

In Scenario B, the fulfilment cash flows exceed the fair value. Thus, there is no contractual service 
margin. The portfolio is measured at fulfilment cash flows of 35. 

The excess of the fulfilment cash flows over the contract’s fair value – i.e. 5 (being 35 - 30) – is 
recognised as goodwill.
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11 Presentation 

11.1 Statement of financial position
ED BCA224 Under the proposals, rights and obligations arising from portfolios of insurance contracts would be 

presented as separate assets or liabilities in the statement of financial position. 

ED 54  An entity would present separately: 

●● portfolios of insurance contracts that are in an asset position; and 

●● portfolios of insurance contracts that are in a liability position. 

 The diagram below illustrates the aggregation of portfolios for presentation in the statement of financial 
position.

 

Net inflows 5

Net outflows (10)

Net inflows 2

Net outflows (5)

Net inflows 10

Net outflows (2)

Net outflows (5)

Net inflows 10

Net outflows (2)

Net asset 3

Net liability 3

Asset 6

Liability 3

Net asset 3

Contract level Portfolio level Financial statement level

ED 55 The ED proposes that insurance contracts would be presented separately from reinsurance contracts 
held. Reinsurance assets would not be offset against related liabilities. Accordingly, an entity would 
present separately:

●● portfolios of reinsurance contracts held that are in an asset position; and

●● portfolios of reinsurance contracts held that are in a liability position.
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Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-45-1 For contracts measured under the building-block approach, the statement of financial position would 
to 834-10-45-3 include:

●● receivables for an unconditional right to premiums or other consideration;

●● expected reinsurance recoverables;

●● insurance contract liabilities;

●● insurance contract assets; and

●● the single margin.

Acquisition costs would be reported as part of the single margin – i.e. the single margin would:

●● include the acquisition costs expected to be paid; and

●● be reduced when those acquisition costs are paid.

For contracts measured under the premium-allocation approach, the insurance liability would be 
disaggregated into:

●● the gross premium receivable;

●● expected net reinsurance recoverable/payable;

●● the liability for the remaining coverage; and

●● the liability for incurred claims.

Insurance rights and obligations would be presented separately for contracts measured under the 
premium-allocation approach.

Observations – IASB’s proposed presentation requirements

ED App D IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements does not currently specify that insurance contracts or 
reinsurance contracts should be presented as separate line items in the statement of financial position. 
Therefore, the IASB added presentation requirements in the insurance proposals. The ED does not 
include further specific line-item presentation requirements for the statement of financial position, and 
so the general requirements of IAS 1 would apply.

ED BC49 The 2010 ED proposed a separate presentation of unit-linked contracts in the statement of financial 
position. However, the revised proposals do not propose a separate presentation of unit-linked 
contracts. The IASB believes that the general presentation requirements in IAS 1 and unbundling 
proposals in the insurance standard should address the presentation of unit-linked contracts and other 
insurance contracts with investment components.

In our experience, many insurers present unit-linked assets and unit-linked liabilities separately in the 
statement of financial position. Most respondents to the 2010 ED supported presenting unit-linked 
assets and liabilities on separate lines.
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Observations – FASB’s proposed presentation requirements

FASB ED App A A1 Under US GAAP, Subtopic 944-80 requires an insurer to: 

●● measure the portion of separate account assets representing contract holder funds at fair value; and 

●● report it in the financial statements as a summary total, with an equivalent summary total for the 
liability to the contract holders. 

The investment performance of the separate account assets and the corresponding amounts credited 
to the contract holder are offset to zero in the same line item in the statement of profit or loss and OCI. 

The FASB decided to retain some of the presentation and disclosure requirements that currently exist 
for separate accounts, but with revised eligibility criteria – except that the liabilities for the contracts 
would be included with the insurance contract liabilities and not as a separate single line item (however, 
the separate asset presentation would be retained). Under the FASB’s proposals, to apply the 
specialised accounting for segregated (separate) accounts:

●● the entity would have to invest the policyholder’s funds (as directed by the policyholder) in 
designated investment alternatives or in accordance with specific investment objectives or policies; 
and 

●● all investment performance, net of contract fees and assessments, would have to be passed through 
to the individual policyholder.

Segregated account assets would continue to be measured at FVTPL and the following presentation 
and disclosure requirements would apply.

●● Assets in qualifying segregated fund arrangements would be presented with the appropriate 
category of financial instruments (although these could be identified and shown separately) in the 
statement of financial position, or disclosed in the notes (this would differ from the FASB’s proposals 
to show the assets as a single line item). 

●● Entities would disclose the amount of the assets in the qualifying segregated fund arrangements: 

– that are legally insulated from the general account and those that are not; and 

– that represent the insurer’s proportionate interest.

●● Liabilities directly linked to qualifying segregated fund arrangements would be presented with 
insurance liabilities.
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11.2  Statement of profit or loss and OCI
ED 60, 64 The following components would be recognised in profit or loss and OCI.

Presentation in profit or loss* Presentation in OCI*

●● Losses, if there are any at initial recognition of 
insurance contracts.

●● Differences between actual cash flows that 
occurred during the period and previous 
estimates of those cash flows (experience 
adjustments).

●● Changes in estimates of future cash flows 
that do not adjust the contractual service 
margin.

●● Changes in the risk adjustment. 

●● Changes in the contractual service margin 
that reflects the transfer of services in the 
period.

●● Any changes in the carrying amounts of 
onerous contracts.

●● The effect of changes in the credit standing of 
the issuer of reinsurance contracts held.

The difference between:
●● the carrying amount of insurance contracts 

measured using the current discount rate; 
and 

●● the carrying amount of insurance contracts 
measured using the discount rate applied 
at initial recognition – i.e. locked-in discount 
rate.**

●● Interest on insurance contract liabilities 
determined using the discount rate applied 
at initial recognition – i.e. locked-in discount 
rate.**

●● Any other gains or losses other than those 
recognised in OCI in accordance with the 
proposals.

* Unless different requirements for contracts that 
require an entity to hold underlying items and 
specify a link to the returns on those underlying 
items apply (see 11.2.3).

** For cash flows that are expected to vary directly 
with the returns on underlying items, updated 
discount rates would be used if the entity expects 
any changes in those returns to affect the amount 
of those cash flows – e.g. contractual cash flows 
indexed to interest on floating-rate securities.

11.2.1  Presentation in profit or loss [!]
ED 56, B88 Under the proposals, insurance contract revenue and expense, including interest expenses on an 

amortised cost basis, would be presented in profit or loss. 

11.2.1.1  Insurance contract revenue

 Insurance contract revenue presented in profit or loss would depict the transfer of promised services 
arising from the insurance contract in an amount that the entity expects to be entitled to in exchange 
for those services – i.e. insurance contract revenue would be recognised in each period as the entity 
satisfies the insurance contract’s performance obligation (previously referred to as the ‘earned-
premium’ approach). 
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 The liability for the remaining coverage would be used as a measure of progress towards satisfying an 
obligation. As a result, insurance contract revenue presented in the period would be the change in the 
liability for remaining coverage during the period, excluding changes that do not relate to coverage or 
other services for which the entity expects to receive consideration. 

ED B89  Insurance contract revenue and directly attributable acquisition costs would be presented over the 
coverage period in a systematic way that best reflects the transfer of service provided. By applying this 
allocation approach, an entity would avoid recognising insurance contract revenue before any coverage 
has been provided. 

ED 58, BC90 Investment components that have not been separated would be excluded from insurance contract 
revenue and claims incurred. An investment component would be the amount that the entity is required 
to repay to the policyholder under the insurance contract even if an insured event does not occur. For 
the separation requirements of investment components, see 4.2.1.

11.2.1.2  Claims and other expenses 

ED 57 Under the proposals, insurance claims and other expenses would also be presented in profit or loss. 
These claims and expenses would be recognised in profit or loss as they are actually incurred.

Example statement of profit or loss and OCI

Insurance contract revenue 475

Claims and benefits incurred (320)

Expenses incurred (60)

Amortisation of acquisition costs (20)

Changes in estimates of future cash flows (if not offset against the contractual service margin) (10)

Unwind of previous changes in estimates 5

Underwriting result (Gross margin) 70

Investment income 60

Interest on insurance liability (54)

Profit or loss 76

Other comprehensive income:

 Changes in insurance contract liability due to changes in discount rate 9

 Fair value movements on FVOCI assets (10)

Total comprehensive income 75

ED 63, 67 An entity would not offset income or expense from reinsurance contracts or underlying items against 
the expense or income from insurance contracts. 
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Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-45-4 An entity would present in the statement of profit or loss and OCI: 
to 834-10-45-7

●● insurance contract revenue, benefits and claims from contracts measured under the building-block 
approach, separately from contracts accounted for under the premium-allocation approach; 

●● insurance contract revenue, benefits and claims, and expenses arising from ceded reinsurance 
contracts, separately for the building-block approach and the premium-allocation approach;

●● insurance contract revenue, benefits and claims, and expenses arising from ceded reinsurance 
contracts, separately from other revenue and expenses;

●● interest accreted on the expected cash inflows in the respective revenue line item; and

●● interest accreted on the expected cash outflows in interest expense.

Income generated from assets in qualifying fund arrangements and interest credited to contract 
holders as a pass-through of that investment income would be presented separately in the statement 
of profit or loss and OCI or disclosed in the notes.

Observations – Presentation of insurance contract revenue

ED BC73–BC79 The 2010 ED proposed a ‘summarised margin presentation’ in the statement of profit or loss and OCI 
for contracts accounted for under the building-block approach. Many respondents expressed concerns 
about this presentation approach – in particular:

●● the loss of volume information for key metrics – i.e. premiums and claim expenses; and 

●● inconsistencies between the presentation of life and non-life contracts.

The ED’s proposed presentation approach would:

●● provide a gross performance measure; and

●● be broadly consistent with the general principles of the revenue recognition proposals.

Under the revenue recognition proposals, an entity would recognise revenue when it has satisfied a 
performance obligation by transferring a promised good or service to a customer. Applying this notion 
to the insurance proposals, an entity would measure insurance contract revenue as the consideration 
that it is entitled to for the performance obligation satisfied in the period – i.e. the insurance coverage 
and other services that it has provided to the policyholder. An insurance contract would be seen to 
create a performance obligation that requires the entity to stand ready to pay valid claims. An entity 
would recognise earned premiums over time, measuring them with reference to the initial estimates 
of the pattern of services provided for each period – e.g. with reference to the expected claims and 
expense in each period.

The proposed approach for presenting revenue and expenses would be unlike presentations used 
today for long-duration contracts. Insurance contract revenue would be based on the initial expected 
pattern of claims and benefits, revised to reflect revisions in estimates. This approach for estimating 
insurance contract revenue would be drastically different from presenting premiums when they are 
due. For short-duration contracts using the premium-allocation approach, premiums would be allocated 
over the coverage period in a way that best reflects the transfer of services.
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Although this new form of reporting for insurance would result in greater consistency in reporting 
revenues of multi-line insurers and with other industries, it would also require significant education 
for both entities and users. Reporting premiums and claims in profit or loss would take on a whole 
new meaning for analysts and users. The ‘top line’ revenue number and some of the other line items 
presented in the statement of profit or loss and OCI would not be taken straight from the current chart 
of accounts and may not be straightforward to derive under the proposals.

As a result, the way in which performance is communicated would be likely to change. Traditional 
performance and volume metrics would be less familiar, and multi-line business may become more 
complex to explain. Non-GAAP measures may be used to explain financial performance, while greater 
emphasis would be placed on the entire statement of profit or loss and OCI.

Constituents’ concerns

Some constituents are concerned that insurance contract revenue presented in the statement of profit 
or loss and OCI would not address the requests for volume information. They note that the premiums 
presented would be an allocation of revenue across periods, rather than a metric that provides volume 
information for business sold during the period.

Observations – Operational complexity

ED BC99–BC100 The operational complexities of the approach – e.g. the need to track assumptions and changes in 
assumptions over the life of the contract, and to identify investment components and exclude them 
from insurance contract revenue and incurred claims – would be likely to introduce significant costs for 
preparers. 

11.2.2 Presentation in OCI [!]
ED 64  The effects of changes in discount rates would be presented in OCI, unless different requirements apply 

for contracts that require the entity to hold underlying items and specify a link to the returns on those 
underlying items (see 11.2.3). An entity would recognise in OCI the difference between:

●● the carrying amount of the insurance contract measured using the current discount rate; and 

●● the carrying amount of the insurance contract measured using the locked-in rate at inception (for 
cash flows that are expected to vary directly with the returns on underlying items, updated discount 
rates would be used if the entity expects any changes in those returns to affect the amount of those 
cash flows).

ED 65  When contracts are derecognised, any remaining amounts that relate to those contracts would be 
reclassified from OCI to profit or loss.
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Observations – The use of OCI

ED BC117–BC119 The 2010 ED proposed that all changes in insurance liabilities – e.g. the effects of changes in discount 
rates – would be recognised in profit or loss. Many constituents expressed their concerns that: 

●● gains and losses from underwriting and investing activities would be obscured by more volatile gains 
and losses arising from changes in the current discount rates applied to the cash flows of insurance 
contracts; 

●● changes in the insurance liability that reverse over time would not be presented separately from 
other changes; and

●● accounting mismatches would arise between assets measured at amortised cost and insurance 
liabilities measured at a current value.

The Boards thought that these constituents’ concerns could be addressed if: 

●● changes in insurance contract liabilities arising from changes in discount rates were presented in 
OCI; and 

●● the financial assets that support these liabilities were measured at FVOCI. 

The aim of this presentation would be to clearly segregate the effects of underwriting performance 
from the effects of changes in discount rates, and to include an amortised-cost-based interest expense 
in profit or loss.

Introducing complexity

ED BC128 The proposals to present in OCI the effects of changes in discount rates would introduce more 
complexity and additional costs for preparers, because historical discount rates would need to be 
tracked and different historical rates applied to different cash flows. When cash flows are expected to 
vary with returns on underlying items, historical rates would have to be updated at that time.

ED AV3 Dissenting view of IASB member

One IASB member voted against the publication of the ED. This IASB member did not agree with 
the proposals on the use of OCI because he believes that the use of OCI and reflecting an amortised 
cost-based interest expense in profit or loss would be inconsistent with a measurement approach 
based on current estimates and would add complexity to the model.

 Observations – Reducing accounting mismatches

ED BC118, BC127 Entities frequently hold investments in debt instruments to fund their insurance contract liabilities. 
In the proposed limited amendments to IFRS 9 on classification and measurement5 (C&M ED), the 
IASB introduced a new FVOCI category for financial assets. Most IASB members believe that the new 
measurement category may improve consistency between the accounting for insurance contracts 
under the insurance project and the accounting for financial instruments. If an entity holds financial 
assets measured at FVOCI, then it would present in OCI any changes in both: 

●● the fair value of the financial assets that the entity holds; and 

●● the carrying amount of the entity’s insurance contract liabilities arising from changes in the 
discount rate. 

5 For more information on the proposed limited amendments to IFRS 9 on classification and measurement, see our publications New on the 
Horizon: Classification and Measurement – Proposed limited amendments to IFRS 9 and IFRS Newsletter: Financial Instruments. 

http://www.kpmg.com/Global/en/IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/New-on-the-Horizon/Documents/NOH-classification-measurement.pdf
http://www.kpmg.com/Global/en/IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/New-on-the-Horizon/Documents/NOH-classification-measurement.pdf
http://www.kpmg.com/Global/en/IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/ifrs-newsletters/Pages/default.aspx
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However, the debate continues over whether the IASB has found the best overall package to try 
to minimise accounting mismatches and most transparently present economic mismatches. The 
dissenting IASB members on the C&M ED argued that changes in the values of insurance contracts 
and financial assets held by entities may reflect actual mismatches between the expected duration of 
insurance contracts and financial assets. They also state that accounting mismatches would arise if an 
entity sold financial assets classified as FVOCI, because the accumulated gain or loss on the financial 
asset would be presented in profit or loss at that time, whereas the cumulative effect of discount 
rate changes on a related insurance contract liability may not. And they point out that accounting 
mismatches would still arise under the proposals if the assets held to fund insurance contract liabilities 
are not classified as FVOCI – e.g. if the assets do not satisfy the SPPI test6 or business model test. 

The latter point may be of particular concern to entities that have concluded that financial assets are 
managed on a fair value basis, thereby requiring FVTPL classification. There may also be more subtle 
accounting mismatches – e.g. under the insurance contract proposals, the amount included in OCI 
would reflect only changes in the discount rate; however, it might not reflect changes in the amount and 
timing of cash flows that may be affected by changes in assumptions about market interest rates. 

ED AV9 The IASB member who voted against the publication of the ED believes that the combined effect of 
the financial instruments proposals and the ED may create significant accounting mismatches for the 
reasons laid out by the dissenting IASB members on the C&M ED. This IASB member thinks that these 
accounting mismatches would make it impossible for financial statement users to assess the entity’s 
performance based on the amounts recognised in the statement of profit or loss and OCI.

ED BC142–BC145 Alternative approaches to reduce accounting mismatches

The IASB staff had suggested alternative approaches to using OCI to reduce accounting mismatches, 
which would:

●● permit – rather than require – the effects of discount rate changes to be presented in OCI; or

●● require the effects of discount rate changes to be presented in OCI, unless presenting those 
changes in profit or loss would eliminate or significantly reduce an accounting mismatch.

The Boards rejected the staff proposals, because they thought that:

●● requiring the use of OCI would add comparability; and 

●● tracking additional allocations over time would add further complexity to the proposals.

Observations – Discount rate volatility for long-duration contracts

ED BC117 Under the 2010 ED, many constituents were concerned about the potential volatility in profit or loss due 
to short-term market movements in interest rates. There was a particular focus on the limited supply of 
long-duration assets with which entities can match their liabilities to policyholders over long durations 
(the durations of insurance contract liabilities may well be rising, because most of the world is living 
longer). Volatility in profit or loss would potentially have been exacerbated for these long-duration 
products beyond because the discount rates used to measure these liabilities might be extrapolated 
beyond observable yield curves.

Some constituents argued that reporting in profit or loss any changes in the value of the insurance 
liability arising from changing discount rates may not be particularly meaningful for these types of 
products. Under the revised proposals, the resulting volatility in the insurance liability measurement 
would be presented in OCI rather than in profit or loss.

6 The ‘SPPI test’ would be met if the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and 
interest (SPPI).
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 Observations – Systems and data

Entities would be required to retain large amounts of historic and current data to track discount rates 
determined at initial contract recognition and compute and present the effects from those rates each 
reporting period in OCI.

11.2.3  Contracts that require the entity to hold underlying items and specify a link to 
the returns on those underlying items 

ED 66  Exceptional presentation requirements would apply for changes in fulfilment cash flows on contracts that 
require the entity to hold underlying items and specify a link to the returns on those underlying items.

 For these contracts, the entity would present changes in fulfilment cash flows that are expected to vary 
directly with the returns on underlying items – i.e. those cash flows to which the ‘mirroring’ exception 
applies (see Chapter 8.1) – consistently with the changes in the value of the underlying items – i.e. 
either in profit or loss or in OCI. 

 If they are not adjusted against the contractual service margin, changes in fulfilment cash flows that are 
not expected to vary with the returns on underlying items – e.g. fixed payments or cash flows that vary 
with other factors – would be presented in profit or loss or OCI consistent with the general presentation 
requirements for other contracts. 

 Changes in fulfilment cash flows that vary indirectly with the returns on underlying items would be 
presented in profit or loss.

 The presentation of contracts that require the entity to hold underlying items and specify a link to the 
return of those underlying items can be illustrated as follows.

 

 For a further discussion of contracts that require the entity to hold underlying items and specify a link to 
the returns on those underlying items, see Chapter 8.1.
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12 Disclosures
ED 69–95  The proposed disclosures are intended to enable users of financial statements to understand the 

amount, timing and uncertainty of future cash flows arising from insurance contracts. An entity would 
disclose quantitative and qualitative information about:

●● the amounts recognised in the financial statements arising from insurance contracts; 

●● significant judgements and changes in judgements made in applying the standard; and

●● the nature and extent of risks arising from insurance contracts.

 An entity would be required to consider the level of detail necessary to satisfy the disclosure 
requirements, including how information would be aggregated or disaggregated (the aggregation 
principle). Aggregation levels that may be appropriate for disclosures include:

●● type of contract;

●● geography; or 

●● reportable segment as defined in IFRS 8 Operating Segments.

 The entity would provide sufficient information to enable reconciliation to the line items in the 
statement of financial position and statement of profit or loss and OCI. 

 The proposals retain the disclosure requirements of IFRS 4 – including most of the disclosure 
requirements in IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures that are incorporated in IFRS 4 by reference – 
and include additional disclosure requirements.

Proposed disclosure Observations

Explanation 
of recognised 
amounts [X]

Reconciliations that show how the carrying amounts 
of insurance contracts in a liability position and in an 
asset position are affected by cash flows and income 
and expenses. They would reconcile separately from 
opening to closing balances of:

1. liabilities for remaining coverage, excluding any 
amounts in (2); 

2. liabilities for remaining coverage that are 
attributable to amounts immediately recognised in 
profit or loss; and

3. liabilities for incurred claims.

The proposed 
measurement model 
would result in additional 
reconciliations being 
disclosed.
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Proposed disclosure Observations

Explanation 
of recognised 
amounts [X]
(continued)

Reconciliations that show how the aggregate carrying 
amounts of reinsurance contracts held in an asset 
position and in a liability position are affected by 
cash flows and income and expenses, reconciling 
separately from opening to closing balances of:

1. the expected value of recoveries that relates to 
remaining coverage, excluding any amounts in (2);

2. the expected value of recoveries that relates to 
remaining coverage that is attributable to changes 
in estimates that are immediately recognised in 
profit or loss; and

3. the expected value of recoveries that relates 
to incurred claims arising from the underlying 
insurance contracts.

For contracts accounted for under the building-block 
approach, a reconciliation that reconciles separately 
from opening to closing balances of:

●● the expected present value of future cash flows;

●● the risk adjustment; and

●● the contractual service margin.

Separate identification of the following items for each 
reconciliation described in the preceding three rows:

●● premiums received for insurance contracts issued 
(or paid for reinsurance contracts held);

●● claims paid for insurance contracts issued (or 
recovered for reinsurance contracts held);

●● each of the amounts recognised in profit or loss in 
accordance with the proposals;

●● gains or losses that arose on modification or 
derecognition of insurance contracts;

●● amounts related to contracts acquired from, or 
transferred to, other entities in portfolio transfers or 
business combinations; and

●● any additional line items needed to understand the 
change in contract assets or liabilities.

A reconciliation from premiums received in the period 
to insurance contract revenue recognised in the 
period.

This is a new disclosure 
requirement.
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Proposed disclosure Observations

Explanation 
of recognised 
amounts [X]
(continued)

For contracts that require the entity to hold underlying 
items and specify a link to the returns on those 
underlying items:

●● amounts arising from cash flows to which the entity 
has applied the measurement and presentation 
exception under the proposals; and

●● if the entity discloses the fair value of underlying 
items that are measured on a basis other than 
fair value, then the extent to which the difference 
between the fair value and the carrying amount 
of the underlying items would be passed on to 
policyholders.

This is a new disclosure 
requirement.

For contracts to which the simplified premium-
allocation approach was not applied:

●● the following inputs used when determining the 
insurance contract revenue: 

– expected cash outflows (excluding investment 
components); 

– acquisition costs allocated to the period; 

– the change in risk adjustment; and 

– the amount of the contractual service margin 
recognised in the period; and

●● the effect of insurance contracts initially recognised 
in the period, showing separately: 

– the effects of those contracts on the expected 
present value of future cash outflows (showing 
separately the amount of acquisition costs); 

– the expected present value of future cash 
inflows; 

– the risk adjustment; and 

– the contractual service margin.

This is a new disclosure 
requirement.

Interest on insurance contracts, in a way that 
highlights the relationship between the interest on the 
insurance contracts and the investment return on the 
related assets that the entity holds.

This is a new disclosure 
requirement.
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Proposed disclosure Observations

Significant 
judgements 
[X]

Methods used in measurement and the processes for 
estimating the inputs to those methods – including: 

●● the risk adjustment; 

●● discount rates; 

●● the recognition pattern of contractual service 
margin; and 

●● investment components. 

If practicable, the entity would also provide 
quantitative information about those inputs.

The proposals would 
require a more detailed 
disclosure of methods and 
processes for estimating 
inputs than is required by 
IFRS 4.

The effect of and the reason for changes in the 
methods and inputs used to measure insurance 
contracts, showing separately the effect of each 
change that has a material effect on the financial 
statements.

IFRS 4 already requires 
the disclosure of changes 
in assumptions used for 
measurement of insurance 
asset and liabilities.

Nevertheless, the 
proposals require the 
disclosure of changes in 
methods and inputs, and an 
explanation of the reason 
for each change.

The confidence level to which the risk adjustment 
corresponds.

This is a new disclosure 
requirement.

The yield curve (or range of yield curves) used to 
discount the cash flows that do not depend on the 
returns from underlying items. If an entity provides 
disclosures in total for a group of portfolios, then 
it would provide such disclosures in the form of 
weighted averages or relatively narrow ranges.

This is a new disclosure 
requirement.

Nature and 
extent of 
risks

Exposures to risks and how they arise as well as 
changes from the previous period.

IFRS 4 already requires 
these disclosures.

An entity’s objectives, policies and processes for 
managing risks arising from insurance contracts and 
the methods used to manage those risks and changes 
from the previous period.

Information about the effect of the regulatory 
frameworks in which the entity operates – e.g. 
minimum capital requirements or required interest 
rate guarantees.

This is a new disclosure 
requirement.

Externally imposed capital 
requirements are currently 
disclosed in accordance 
with IAS 1.
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Proposed disclosure Observations

Nature and 
extent of 
risks

(continued)

Information about insurance risk on a gross and 
net basis, before and after risk mitigation – e.g. 
by reinsurance – including information about the 
following.

●● The sensitivity to insurance risk in relation to its 
effect on profit or loss and equity – i.e. sensitivity to: 

– changes in risk variables at the end of the period; 

– methods and inputs used in the sensitivity 
analysis; and 

– any changes in methods from the previous period 
in the methods and inputs used. 

 If an entity uses an alternative method to manage 
sensitivity to market conditions – e.g. embedded 
value analysis or value-at-risk analysis – then it can 
meet this requirement by disclosing that alternative 
sensitivity analysis.

●● Concentrations of insurance risk, including a 
description of: 

– how management determines concentrations; 
and 

– the shared characteristic that identifies each 
concentration – e.g. type of insured event, 
geographical area or currency.

IFRS 4 already requires 
such disclosures, but 
IFRS 4 includes an option 
to disclose qualitative or 
quantitative information 
about sensitivity. The 
proposals would require 
an entity to disclose 
quantitative information.

●● Actual claims compared with previous estimates 
of the undiscounted amount of the claims – i.e. 
claims development. The disclosure about claims 
development would go back to the period in which 
the earliest material claim arose for which there 
is uncertainty about the amount and timing of the 
claims payments; however; it need not go back 
more than 10 years. 

 An entity would not need to disclose information 
about the development of claims for which 
uncertainty about the amount and timing of claims 
payments is typically resolved within one year. 

 An entity would reconcile the disclosure about 
claims development with the carrying amount of 
the insurance contract liabilities recognised in the 
statement of financial position.

This is a new disclosure 
requirement.
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Proposed disclosure Observations

Nature and 
extent of 
risks

(continued)

For each type of risk arising from insurance contracts – 
other than insurance risk – an entity would provide the 
following.

●● Summary quantitative information about its 
exposure to that risk at the end of the reporting 
period. This disclosure would be based on the 
information provided internally to the entity’s 
key management personnel and would provide 
information about the risk management techniques 
and methodologies applied by the entity.

●● Concentrations of risk, if they are not apparent 
from other disclosures. Such concentrations can 
arise from, for example, interest rate guarantees 
that come into effect at the same level for an entire 
portfolio of contracts.

IFRS 4 and IFRS 7 already 
include these disclosures 
related to market, credit 
and liquidity risks.

With regard to credit risk arising from insurance 
contracts issued, reinsurance contracts held and, if 
applicable, other insurance contracts:

●● the amount that best represents the maximum 
exposure to credit risk at the end of the reporting 
period; and

●● information about the credit quality of reinsurance 
assets.

IFRS 4 and IFRS 7 already 
require such disclosures.

With regard to liquidity risk:

●● a description of how the entity manages the 
liquidity risk resulting from insurance liabilities;

●● the amounts payable on demand, in a way that 
highlights the relationship between these amounts 
and the carrying amount of the related contracts; 
and

●● a maturity analysis that shows, at a minimum, 
the net cash flows that result from recognised 
insurance contracts for each of the next five years 
and in aggregate beyond the next five years. 

This may take the form of an analysis, by estimated 
timing, of the amounts recognised in the statement of 
financial position. 

This disclosure would not be required for the liability 
for the remaining coverage measured in accordance 
with the simplified premium-allocation approach.

IFRS 4 and IFRS 7 already 
require disclosures on 
liquidity risk. 

Nevertheless, the 
proposals expand the 
disclosure requirements 
for amounts payable on 
demand, highlighting the 
relationship to the related 
contracts. 

In addition, IFRS 4 and 
IFRS 7 do not specify the 
time bands for the maturity 
analysis.
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Proposed disclosure Observations

Nature and 
extent of 
risks

(continued)

With regard to market risk arising from embedded 
derivatives that are not separated from insurance 
contracts, an entity would provide the following 
information.

●● A sensitivity analysis for each type of market risk, 
showing how profit or loss, OCI and equity would 
have been affected by changes in the relevant risk 
variable that were reasonably possible at that date. 
If an entity uses an alternative method to manage 
sensitivity to market conditions – e.g. embedded 
value analysis or value-at-risk analysis – that reflects 
interdependencies between the risk variables and 
that can be used to manage financial risks, then it 
can meet this requirement by using that sensitivity 
analysis.

●● An explanation of the methods and main inputs 
used in preparing a sensitivity analysis.

●● Changes in inputs and methods from the previous 
period, and the reasons for these changes.

IFRS 4 and IFRS 7 already 
require these disclosures.

If the quantitative information about the entity’s 
exposure to risk at the end of the reporting period is 
not representative of its exposure to risk during the 
period, then: 

●● that fact;

●● the reasons for this conclusion; and 

●● further information that is representative of the 
exposure during the period.

IFRS 4 and IFRS 7 already 
require these disclosures.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-50-1 The FASB’s proposed disclosure requirements are generally aligned with the IASB’s proposals. 
to 834-10-50-37 However, there are some differences in reconciliations of opening to closing balances. The FASB’s 

proposals also include additional disclosure requirements for:

●● participating contracts;

●● discount rates and future payments; 

●● material transactions;

●● regulatory requirements; 

●● interim disclosures; and

●● segregated fund arrangements.
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Observations – Existing and new disclosures

Disclosures carried forward from 2010 ED and additional disclosures

The Boards carried forward most of the disclosure requirements from the 2010 ED and included 
additional disclosures that reflect changes made to the measurement model. Some preparers were 
concerned about the volume and complexity of the disclosures – in particular, on the disaggregation of 
insurance contract revenue.

ED BCA101 One of the key disclosures retained from the 2010 ED is the requirement to disclose the confidence 
level to which the risk adjustment corresponds, if the entity used a technique other than the 
confidence-level technique for determining the risk adjustment. Some constituents raised concerns 
that this disclosure may result in excessive cost for little benefit when an entity uses a different 
measurement technique for the risk adjustment.

Aggregation principle

Under the aggregation principle for disclosures, the level of aggregation could vary for different types 
of qualitative and quantitative disclosures. The proposals state that reportable segments might be an 
appropriate aggregation level.

Interaction with other standards

The additional disclosures for insurance contracts being considered by the FASB are heavily based on 
the existing disclosure requirements under IFRS 4 and IFRS 7. Several of those disclosure requirements 
would be new for US entities, which typically report the information on some risks associated with 
financial instruments and insurance contracts in their management discussion and analysis.

The Boards agreed to align the wording of the disclosure objectives of their active joint projects 
(revenue recognition, leases and insurance).
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13 Effective date and transition

13.1 Effective date [!]
ED C1, BC184–BC188 Under the proposals, the effective date of the standard would be about three years after its finalisation. 

 The IASB expects that the earliest possible mandatory effective date would be for accounting periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 2017. However, given the potential publication of a final standard in 
late 2014 or early 2015, an effective date for reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018 is 
more likely.

 Early application would be allowed.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-65-1 The FASB proposals do not specify an effective date, but include a question about the key drivers 
affecting the timing of implementation. 

Early application would not be allowed. 

Observations – Effective date

ED BC184–BC186 The IASB considered the responses to the 2010 ED and the results of recent outreach to users and 
preparers. Feedback received from this outreach supported a period of at least three years between the 
publication of the final insurance standard and the mandatory effective date. Although the IASB generally 
allows at least 12–18 months between the publication of a new standard and its mandatory effective date,
it proposes to allow a longer period because the proposed insurance standard would be a fundamental 
change to current practices, and implementing the new requirements would be an extensive task.

Although the IASB tentatively decided in July 2013 to defer and leave open the effective date of 
IFRS 9 pending the finalisation of its impairment and classification and measurement requirements7, 
IFRS 9 might still come into effect before the insurance proposals – potentially requiring two major 
programmes of change. To mitigate some of the implementation difficulties, the proposals provide 
a limited redesignation option for some financial assets. For the proposals on the redesignation of 
financial assets, see Chapter 13.3.

Some constituents suggested aligning the effective date of the proposed insurance standard and 
IFRS 9. The IASB had previously indicated that it will aim at avoiding a further delay to the mandatory 
effective date of IFRS 9. However, following the IASB’s tentative decision to defer IFRS 9’s effective 
date and the views of many preparers that they would require three years to implement its proposed 
impairment requirements, it is possible that the effective dates of IFRS 9 and a new insurance 
contracts standard might come into alignment. 

The IASB has stated that it will reconsider the interaction of the effective date of the ED with the 
mandatory effective date of IFRS 9 before it issues the final insurance standard. 

Early adoption of the insurance standard may reduce comparability of the financial statements of 
entities adopting the new guidance at different times. However, early adoption of the insurance standard
may allow the implementation dates for new insurance contracts and financial instruments guidance to 
be aligned before the final insurance standard.

 

 

7

7 For more information on the IASB’s decision about the effective date of IFRS 9, see our publication IFRS Newsletter: Financial Instruments. 
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13.2 Retrospective application [!]
 Under the proposals, the new insurance standard would be applied retrospectively in accordance with 

IAS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors. However, practical expedients 
are provided if a fully retrospective application would be impracticable.

 

Transition approach

Determining the
discount rate at

initial recognition 

Determining the 
contractual service

margin at 
transition

Retrospective application Modified retrospective 
           approach

Practical expedients if retrospective 
       application is impracticable

13.2.1  Full retrospective application

ED C2–C3  Under the proposals, an entity would be required to apply the standard retrospectively to measure 
existing insurance contracts at the beginning of the earliest period presented. At that date, an entity 
would, with corresponding adjustments to equity:

●● derecognise any existing balances of deferred acquisition costs; 

●● derecognise any intangible assets that: 

 – arise from insurance contracts that were assumed in previously recognised business 
combinations; and 

 – do not meet the definition of an intangible asset; 

●● reallocate the purchase price attributed to insurance liabilities assumed and assets acquired in 
previously recognised business combinations to determine the margin on the acquired business; 

●● measure each portfolio of insurance contracts at the sum of the fulfilment cash flows and the 
contractual service margin; and 

●● recognise, in a separate component of equity, the cumulative effect of the difference between the 
expected present values of the cash flows, discounted using: 

 – current discount rates, as determined in accordance with the proposals; and

 – discount rates that were applied when the portfolios were initially recognised.
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13.2.2  Modified retrospective approach – Practical expedients

ED C5–C6  If retrospective application of the standard is impracticable, then the entity could elect to apply the 
proposed practical expedients for determining:

●● the discount rate at initial recognition; and 

●● the contractual service margin at transition. 

 Under the proposals, an entity would not need to undertake exhaustive efforts to obtain objective 
information when applying the practical expedients. However, it would take into account all objective 
information that is reasonably available.

Modified retrospective approach: Practical expedients if retrospective application is 
impracticable

Determining 
the contractual 
service margin at 
transition

●● Estimate the expected cash flows at the date of initial recognition at the 
amount of the expected cash flows at the beginning of the earliest period 
presented, adjusted by cash flows that are known to have occurred between 
the date of initial recognition and the beginning of the earliest period 
presented.

●● Estimate the risk adjustment at the date of initial recognition at the same 
amount as the risk adjustment that is measured at the beginning of the earliest 
period presented.

●● Estimate the amount of the resulting contractual service margin at initial 
recognition that would have been recognised in profit or loss before transition.

Determining the 
discount rate at 
initial recognition

●● If there is an observable yield curve that approximates the yield curve as 
determined in accordance with the standard for at least three years before the 
date of transition, then the entity would use that observable yield curve.

●● If such an observable yield curve does not exist, then the entity would apply a 
spread (averaged over at least three years before the date of transition) to an 
observable yield curve.

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-65-1(d), Under the FASB model, when determining the single margin at contract inception, an entity would be 
834-10-65-1(f) able to measure the insurance contract liability and the single margin using the entity’s determination 

of the portfolio immediately before transition. Contracts written or substantially modified after the date 
of transition would be grouped into portfolios in accordance with the proposed guidance; this may 
require separate portfolios.

In addition, when determining the single margin at transition under the FASB model, if no objective 
information is reasonably available to estimate the margin using practical expedients, then an entity 
would record the single margin at zero.
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 Observations – Data collection issues

ED BC174 The FASB’s practical expedient to determine the margin based on the previous definition of portfolios 
used in an entity’s existing accounting model during the retrospective period might reduce some of the
costs and efforts associated with data collection.

 

Example – Measurement of insurance contracts at transition

ED IE29 Fact pattern

An entity concludes that a full retrospective application of the insurance standard at transition would 
be impracticable. 

The estimates of fulfilment cash flows at the beginning of the earliest period presented are as follows.

Net expected present value of cash outflows 280

Risk adjustment 100

Fulfilment cash flows 380

In accordance with the modified retrospective transition requirements, the entity estimated the 
following amounts at the date of initial recognition.

Net expected cash inflowsa 200

Time value of money (using discount rate at initial recognition) (50)

Risk adjustment (assumed to equal risk adjustment at transition) 100

Contractual service margin (at initial recognition) 250

Note

a. Equals actual cash inflows before transition (500) less net expected cash outflows at transition (300).

Analysis

To estimate the contractual service margin at transition, the entity would estimate the contractual 
service margin that would have been recognised as income in profit or loss before transition.

Contractual service margin (at initial recognition) 250

Estimate of contractual service margin that would have been recognised as income in 
profit or loss before transition (150)

Contractual service margin at transition 100

The carrying amount of the insurance liability at transition would be as follows.

Fulfilment cash flows estimated at transition 380

Contractual service margin at transition 100

Insurance liability at transition 480
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Observations – Concerns expressed about transition requirements in 2010 ED

ED BC168 Most respondents to the 2010 ED did not support the transition proposals, which required the 
measurement of insurance contracts at the date of transition to be equal to the fulfilment cash flows 
with no contractual service margin. Respondents thought that this would result in a significant lack of 
comparability between contracts in force at the date of transition and contracts initially recognised after 
the date of transition.

Observations – Full retrospective application

ED BC165–BC166 A fully retrospective application of the proposals would be a difficult exercise, involving hindsight, and 
therefore a high degree of risk to determine:

●● the expected cash flows at initial recognition;

●● the risk adjustment at initial recognition; 

●● the discount rate at initial recognition; and 

●● changes in estimates that would have been recognised in profit or loss in previous reporting periods. 

These difficulties would be exacerbated for longer duration contracts to which the full building-block 
approach would be applied; however, they might be less challenging for shorter duration contracts to 
which the simplified premium-allocation approach would be applied. For example, a contractual service 
margin would need to be determined only for contracts that are accounted for under the building-block 
approach – i.e. it would not be needed for those applying the simplified premium-allocation approach, 
because the margin is implicit in the measurement of the liability for remaining coverage.

A retrospective approach might also be particularly difficult to apply for those contracts to which 
specialised insurance accounting or actuarial techniques were not applied under previous accounting 
standards, but which would be in the scope of the new insurance standard.

Some constituents suggested that the Boards specify the retrospective period for which the guidance 
should be applied – e.g. 10 years – to provide additional comparability among entities at transition. 
However, the Boards rejected this, because it may limit the consistency in measurement of margins 
and therefore of profitability.

Observations – Practical expedients

ED BC170(b)(ii) During the Boards’ deliberations, one IASB member was concerned that the practical expedient 
for determining the contractual service margin might result in an overstatement of the contractual 
service margin on transition. This is because the risk adjustment on transition would probably be 
lower than what the risk adjustment would have been at inception, because the entity would often be 
released from risk over time. The premium used to calibrate the liability would not be adjusted for this 
revised estimate of risk, and therefore the contractual service margin as the balancing figure would 
be overstated. However, the IASB believes that the risk adjustment at the date of transition could be 
more objectively determined compared to applying a different approach for estimating what the risk 
adjustment would have been at the date of initial recognition.

In addition, the practical expedient for determining the discount rate may result in scenarios in which 
the calculated, or ‘proxy’, rate is lower than the risk-free rate.
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13.3  Redesignation of financial assets [!]
ED C11 The insurance proposals include a limited redesignation option for financial assets on initial application 

of the insurance standard. 

 When an entity adopts the proposed insurance standard, it would be: 

●● permitted to designate eligible financial assets under the fair value option if this would eliminate or 
significantly reduce an accounting mismatch; 

●● required to revoke previous designations of financial assets under the fair value option if the 
accounting mismatch that led to the previous designation would no longer exist as a result of 
applying the proposed insurance standard; and

●● if it has previously applied IFRS 9, permitted to elect to present in OCI any changes in the fair value 
of investments in equity instruments that are not held for trading, or revoke previous elections to 
that effect. 

Difference under FASB proposals

FASB ED 834-10-65-1(l) On adopting the FASB’s insurance standard, an entity would be permitted to redesignate and reclassify 
financial assets that are identified as relating to its insurance contracts, by either: 

●● legal entity; or 

●● internal designation – including designations relating to the funding of insurance contracts that are 
newly determined to be insurance contracts,

as if it had adopted on that date the relevant current classification and measurement guidance for 
financial instruments.

Observations – Interaction with financial instruments proposals

The interaction between the financial instruments proposals and the insurance contracts proposals 
may result in accounting mismatches when the insurance standard is applied if: 

●● changes in conditions have offsetting effects on the economic values of assets and liabilities; but 

●● gains and losses are not recognised symmetrically.

ED BC177–BC179 If the final insurance standard does not include specific transition relief for the redesignation of 
financial assets, then an entity would be able to reclassify financial assets only in accordance with 
the requirements in IAS 39 or IFRS 9 – i.e. under IFRS 9, only in response to significant changes in its 
business model for managing financial assets.

13.4 Comparative financial information
ED C4  Under the proposals, an entity would be required to restate comparative financial information on first 

applying the standard, to apply the standard retrospectively from the beginning of the earliest period 
presented.
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Observations – Prior-period restatement

The current and proposed transition requirements of IFRS 9 do not require restatement of comparative 
financial information, but rather a cumulative effect adjustment at the start of the year in which it is 
adopted. Therefore, if an entity adopted the proposed insurance standard and the financial instruments 
guidance at the same time, then a prior-period restatement would be required only for insurance 
contracts.

13.5  Disclosures
ED C8 In addition to the disclosures required by IAS 8, an entity would disclose: 

●● the earliest date of initial recognition of portfolios for which the entity applied the proposed standard 
retrospectively; and 

●● significant judgements applied in measuring insurance contracts existing at transition – at a 
minimum, for the practical expedients for estimating: 

 – the contractual service margin – including the extent to which non-objective information was used; 
and 

 – discount rates.

ED C9  The proposals include an exemption from disclosing previously unpublished information about claims 
development that occurred earlier than five years before the end of the first financial year in which the 
entity first applies the new insurance standard. However, if an entity does not disclose this information, 
then it would disclose that fact. 

ED C10, BC181 Paragraph 28(f) of IAS 8 usually requires, for the current period and for each prior period presented, the 
disclosure of the amount of the adjustment for each financial statement line item that is affected by the 
initial application of an IFRS. Under the ED, such disclosure would not be required at initial application of 
the new insurance standard.

13.6  First-time adopters
ED App D  The ED amends IFRS 1 First-time adopters of International Financial Reporting Standards to include the 

modified retrospective approach proposed in the ED as an exemption from the general requirements of 
IFRS 1 for retrospective application.

13 Effective date and transition  111
13.6 First-time adopters  
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14 FASB proposals and convergence
ED BC App D, The IASB developed the proposals jointly with the FASB, and therefore the Boards reached the same 
FASB ED App B conclusions in many areas. However, they reached different conclusions, most notably on some aspects 

of the scope and the measurement model. A summary of differences between the IASB’s and FASB’s 
proposals is given below.

Topic IASB proposals FASB proposals 

Scope – 
Investment 
contracts with a 
DPF 

(4.1.2)

Financial instruments that contain 
a DPF would be in the scope of the 
proposed standard on insurance 
contracts, provided that the issuer also 
issues insurance contracts.

Any financial instrument with a DPF 
would be scoped into the FASB’s 
proposed financial instruments 
standard.

Scope – Financial 
guarantees 

(4.1.3)

Financial guarantees would not be 
in the scope of the IASB proposals, 
unless the issuer: 

●● has previously asserted explicitly 
that it regards such contracts as 
insurance contracts; and

●● has used accounting applicable to 
insurance contracts. 

In this case, the issuer may elect to 
apply either the standards for financial 
instruments or the insurance contracts. 
The issuer may make that election on 
a contract-by-contract basis, but the 
election for each contract would be 
irrevocable.

All guarantees that meet the definition 
of an insurance contract – including 
those guarantees currently in the 
scope of FASB ASC Topic 460 – would 
be in scope. However, the current 
scope exclusions in FASB ASC 
Topic 460 would be retained and 
certain other exclusions would be 
added.

Scope – 
Charitable gift 
annuities 

(4.1.4)

Charitable gift annuities are not 
explicitly addressed in the IASB 
proposals.

The FASB proposals include an explicit 
scope exemption for charitable gift 
annuities. 

Recognition 
of insurance 
contracts 

(Chapter 5.1)

An entity would recognise an 
insurance contract that it issues from 
the earliest of:

●● the beginning of the coverage 
period; 

●● the date on which the first payment 
from the policyholder becomes due; 
and 

●● if applicable, the date on which facts 
and circumstances indicate that 
the portfolio of insurance contracts 
to which the contract belongs is 
onerous. 

An insurance contract would be 
recognised when the coverage period 
begins. Before the beginning of the 
coverage period, a liability would be 
recognised if facts and circumstances 
indicate that a portfolio of insurance 
contracts is onerous and the entity can 
no longer withdraw from its obligation 
to provide insurance coverage.
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Topic IASB proposals FASB proposals 

Contract 
modifications 

(Chapter 5.3)

An existing contract would be 
derecognised and a new contract 
would be recognised – under the 
applicable guidance for the new 
contract – if the contract is amended 
in a way that would have resulted in a 
different assessment of the following 
items at the inception of the contract:

●● whether the contract is in the scope 
of the standard; 

●● whether to use the premium-
allocation approach to account for 
the insurance contract; or

●● whether the modified contract 
would be included in a different 
portfolio.

The FASB proposals exclude the 
criteria relating to whether the 
modified contract would be included 
in a different portfolio. In addition, its 
proposals include additional criteria 
for substantial contract modifications 
under which an existing contract would 
be derecognised and a new contract 
would be recognised. These additional 
criteria have been carried forward from 
existing US GAAP guidance.

Measurement 
model – Three 
vs four building 
blocks 

(Section 6; 
Chapter 6.4)

IASB proposed model FASB proposed model

Building block 1

Explicit, unbiased and probability-weighted future cash outflows less future cash 
inflows.

Building block 2

Discounted using current rates to reflect the time value of money.

Building block 3

Risk adjustment, to adjust for the 
effects of uncertainty about the 
amount and timing of future cash 
flows.

Building block 3

Single margin, to remove any profit on 
inception; released over coverage and 
claims handling period.

Interest would be accreted on the 
single margin.Building block 4

Contractual service margin, to remove 
any profit on inception; released over 
coverage period.

Interest would be accreted on the 
contractual service margin.
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Topic IASB proposals FASB proposals 

Measurement 
model – Three 
vs four building 
blocks

(continued)

Four building-block approach 

At initial recognition, an entity would 
measure a contract as the sum of: 

●● the fulfilment cash flows, 
discounted at a rate that adjusts 
those cash flows for the time 
value of money and including a risk 
adjustment; and 

●● a contractual service margin that 
eliminates any gain at inception of 
the contract.

Three building-block approach 

At initial recognition, an entity would 
measure a contract as the sum of: 

●● the fulfilment cash flows, 
discounted at a rate that adjusts 
those cash flows for the time value 
of money but not including a risk 
adjustment; and 

●● a single margin that eliminates any 
gain at inception of the contract.

Measurement 
model – 
Definition of a 
portfolio

(6.2.6)

The IASB proposals define a portfolio 
of insurance contracts as “a group of 
insurance contracts that:

●● provide coverage for similar risks 
and are priced similarly relative to 
the risk taken on; and 

●● are managed together as a single 
pool.”

The FASB proposals define a portfolio 
of insurance contracts as “a group of 
insurance contracts that both:

●● are subject to similar risks and 
priced similarly, relative to the risk 
assumed; and 

●● have a similar duration and similar 
expected patterns of release from 
risk – i.e. reduction in the variability 
of cash flows.”

Measurement – 
Acquisition costs

(6.2.6.1)

Both successful and unsuccessful 
acquisition costs that are directly 
attributable to a portfolio of contracts 
would be included in the cash flows of 
insurance contracts.

Acquisition costs included in the cash 
flows of insurance contracts would 
be limited to those costs related to 
successful acquisition efforts.

Measurement 
model – 
Unconditional 
rights to 
premiums

(6.2.6)

Rights to premiums would be treated 
consistently with other expected cash 
flows, including the policyholder’s 
credit risk. 

Unconditional rights to premiums 
or other consideration would be 
separately recognised as a financial 
instrument in the statement of 
financial position – the policyholder’s 
credit risk is accounted for on an 
expected-value basis in accordance 
with US GAAP guidance on credit 
losses.
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Topic IASB proposals FASB proposals 

Measurement 
model – 
Fulfilment cash 
outflows

(6.2.6)

An entity would include all cash 
outflows that:

●● will arise as it fulfils the portfolio of 
contracts, including commissions, 
transaction-based taxes (e.g. 
value-added taxes) and levies (e.g. 
regulatory assessments) that arise 
directly from existing insurance 
contracts; or

●● can be attributed on a reasonable 
and consistent basis,

to measure the insurance contract.

An entity would include all cash 
outflows that:

●● will be incurred to directly fulfil 
its obligations to the portfolio of 
policyholders; or 

●● can be attributed on a reasonable 
and consistent basis.

Other expenses unrelated to or 
only indirectly related to satisfying 
the specific obligations – e.g. 
commissions, transaction-based taxes 
or levies – would not be included 
(although some commissions and 
premium taxes would be included in 
acquisition costs). 

Measurement 
model – Risk 
adjustment/
single margin 

(Chapters 6.4–6.5)

The risk adjustment would be 
remeasured each reporting period 
and released over the coverage and 
settlement periods.

The single margin would not be 
remeasured at all and would not 
reflect increases in risk, uncertainty or 
changes in the price for bearing risk.

Measurement 
model – 
Contractual 
service margin 
and single 
margin

(6.5.4)

The contractual service margin would 
be:

●● adjusted prospectively for 
differences between current and 
previous estimates of cash flows 
relating to future coverage or other 
future services – i.e. unlocked; and

●● allocated over the coverage 
period on a systematic basis that 
is consistent with the pattern of 
transfer of services provided under 
the contract. 

The single margin would not be 
unlocked for differences between 
current and previous estimates of cash 
flows relating to future coverage or 
other future services – such changes 
would instead be reported in profit or 
loss immediately. 

The single margin would be released 
as an entity satisfies its performance 
obligation – i.e. as the entity is released 
from the exposure to risk. The release 
from risk would be evidenced by a 
reduction in the variability of cash 
outflows. This would result in the single 
margin being recognised over both the 
coverage and settlement periods.
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Topic IASB proposals FASB proposals 

Simplified 
premium-
allocation 
approach 
– Eligibility/
optionality

(Chapter 7.1)

An entity would be permitted to apply 
the simplified premium-allocation 
approach to measure the liability for 
remaining coverage if:

●● the coverage period of the insurance 
contract at initial recognition is one 
year or less; or

●● doing so would produce 
measurements that are a reasonable 
approximation to those that would 
be produced when applying the 
building-block approach – e.g. 
this would not be the case if, 
at inception, the entity expects 
significant variability in the fulfilment 
cash flows before a claim is incurred.

An entity would be required to apply 
the premium-allocation approach to 
contracts if either of the following 
criteria applies:

●● the coverage period of the insurance 
contract is one year or less; or

●● at contract inception, the entity 
determines that it is unlikely that 
there will be significant variability in 
the expected value of the net cash 
flows required to fulfil a contract 
before a claim is incurred.

Simplified 
premium-
allocation 
approach – 
Discounting of 
the liability for 
incurred claims

(7.2.4)

An entity would not need to discount 
the liability for incurred claims if the 
incurred claims are expected to be paid 
within one year or less.

An entity would not need to discount 
the liability for incurred claims, if:

●● the effects of discounting would be 
immaterial; or

●● the incurred claims are expected to 
be paid within one year.

Measurement 
and presentation 
exception for 
contracts that 
require the 
entity to hold 
underlying items 
and specify a link 
to the returns on 
these underlying 
items (‘mirroring’ 
approach)

(Chapter 8.2)

The ‘mirroring’ exception would apply 
to all qualifying cash flows. 

The ‘mirroring’ exception would not 
apply to situations in which:

●● the policyholder’s participation is 
determined on a basis other than 
that used to measure the underlying 
item in the GAAP financial 
statements and does not reflect a 
timing difference; or 

●● the entity has discretion over the 
amounts of cash flows to the 
policyholder participation. 

The FASB also includes additional 
guidance on the accounting and 
presentation of segregated fund 
arrangements. 
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Topic IASB proposals FASB proposals 

Contracts 
that provide 
policyholders 
with the right 
to participate in 
the whole of any 
surplus of the 
issuing entity 
– e.g. a mutual 
entity

(Chapter 8.5)

If the policyholder is entitled to 
participate in the whole of any surplus 
of the issuing entity – e.g. in a mutual 
entity – then no equity would remain 
and the entity would report no profit.

A mutual entity would treat as equity 
any appropriate amount of surplus 
that it does not have the obligation, 
or intention, to pay out in fulfilling 
insurance contract obligations.

Reinsurance – 
Measurement 
approach

(9.2.1)

The cedant and reinsurer would 
each evaluate whether to account 
for the reinsurance contract under 
the building-block approach or the 
simplified premium-allocation approach 
in the same manner in which an entity 
would evaluate a direct insurance 
contract.

The FASB views the premium-
allocation approach as a separate 
model that is required to be applied if 
contracts do not meet the conditions 
for the building-block approach.

The cedant would account for a 
reinsurance contract under the same 
approach – i.e. building-block or 
premium-allocation approach – that 
the cedant uses to account for the 
underlying direct insurance contracts.

Reinsurance – 
Measurement

(9.2.3)

The cedant would estimate the 
fulfilment cash flows, including a 
risk adjustment, for a reinsurance 
contract that the entity holds, using 
assumptions that are consistent 
with those used to measure the 
corresponding part of the fulfilment 
cash flows for the underlying insurance 
contracts. The ceded portion of the 
risk adjustment would represent the 
risk being removed through the use of 
reinsurance.

The contractual service margin would 
be amortised over the coverage 
period and adjusted for changes (both 
favourable and unfavourable) in future 
cash flows if those changes relate to 
future coverage and services. 

Changes in expected credit losses 
would be recognised in profit or loss 
because they do not relate to future 
services.

The fulfilment cash flows of the 
reinsurance contract would not include 
a risk adjustment. 

The remaining single margin on 
reinsurance contracts that provide 
coverage for future events would 
be recognised consistently with 
the margin on underlying contracts 
covered by the contract – i.e. locked 
in at inception and amortised over the 
coverage and settlement periods for 
those reinsurance contracts that apply 
the building-block approach.

The cedant would account for the 
credit risk of the reinsurer on an 
expected-value basis in accordance 
with US GAAP guidance on credit 
losses.
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Topic IASB proposals FASB proposals 

Business 
combinations

(Section 10)

If the fulfilment cash flows for 
an issued contract exceed the 
consideration received in a business 
combination – i.e. the fair value of 
the contracts – then the entity would 
recognise the difference in determining 
the goodwill or bargain purchase gain 
arising from the business combination 
in accordance with IFRS 3.

In accounting for a business 
combination, any excess of fulfilment 
cash flows related to insurance 
contracts and measured in accordance 
with the proposed insurance standard 
above the fair value of those contracts 
would be recognised as a loss at the 
acquisition date, rather than as an 
adjustment to the initial measurement 
of goodwill or the gain on a business 
combination.

Presentation – 
Statement of 
financial position

(Chapter 11.1)

An entity would present separately: 

●● portfolios of insurance contracts that 
are in an asset position; and 

●● portfolios of insurance contracts that 
are in a liability position. 

Reinsurance assets would not be 
offset against related liabilities. An 
entity would present separately:

●● portfolios of reinsurance contracts 
held that are in an asset position; 
and

●● portfolios of reinsurance contracts 
held that are in a liability position.

In addition, the ED proposes that 
insurance contracts would be 
presented separately from reinsurance 
contracts. 

The ED does not include specific line-
item presentation requirements for 
the statement of financial position. The 
general requirements of IAS 1 would 
apply.

For contracts measured under the 
building-block approach, the statement 
of financial position would include:

●● receivables for a unconditional right 
to premiums or other consideration;

●● expected reinsurance recoverables;

●● insurance contract liabilities;

●● insurance contract assets; and

●● the single margin.

Acquisition costs would be reported 
as part of the single margin – i.e. the 
single margin would:

●● include the acquisition costs 
expected to be paid; and

●● be reduced when those acquisition 
costs are paid.

For contracts measured under 
the premium-allocation approach, 
the insurance liability would be 
disaggregated into:

●● the gross premium receivable;

●● expected net reinsurance 
recoverable/payable;

●● the liability for the remaining 
coverage; and

●● the liability for incurred claims.

In addition, insurance rights and 
obligations would be presented 
separately for contracts measured 
under the premium-allocation 
approach.
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Topic IASB proposals FASB proposals 

Presentation – 
Discount rate 
used to measure 
interest expense 
in profit or loss

(Chapter 8.2; 
Chapter 11.2)

For cash flows that are expected 
to vary directly with the returns on 
underlying items, an entity would 
update the discount rates when it 
expects any changes in the returns on 
underlying items to affect the amount 
of the cash flows to the policyholder.

The discount rate would be the rate 
that reflects the characteristics of the 
insurance liability at contract inception 
or when the rate is updated.

For contracts with DPFs in which the 
amounts expected to be paid to the 
policyholder are dependent on the 
expected crediting rate, on any change 
in expectations of the crediting rates 
and related ultimate cash flows, an 
entity would reset the discount rates 
in way that recognises any changes 
in estimated interest crediting and 
related ultimate expected cash flows 
of a level-yield basis over the remaining 
life of the contracts.

Presentation – 
Statement of 
profit or loss and 
OCI

(11.2.1)

An entity would not offset:

●● income or expense from reinsurance 
contracts against the expense or 
income from insurance contracts; or

●● income or expense from underlying 
items against expense or income 
from insurance contracts. 

The ED does not include specific line-
item presentation requirements for the 
statement of profit or loss and OCI. The 
general requirements of IAS 1 would 
apply.

An entity would present in the 
statement of profit or loss and OCI: 

●● insurance contract revenue, benefits 
and claims from contracts measured 
under the building-block approach 
separately from contracts accounted 
for under the premium-allocation 
approach; 

●● insurance contract revenue, benefits 
and claims, and expenses arising 
from ceded reinsurance contracts, 
separately for the building-block 
approach and the premium-
allocation approach;

●● insurance contract revenue, benefits 
and claims, and expenses arising 
from ceded reinsurance contracts, 
separately from other revenue and 
expenses;

●● interest accreted on the expected 
cash inflows in the respective 
revenue line item; and 

●● interest accreted on the expected 
cash outflows in interest expense.

In addition, income generated 
from assets in qualifying fund 
arrangements and interest credited 
to contract holders as a pass-through 
of that investment income would be 
presented separately in the statement 
of profit or loss and OCI or disclosed in 
the notes.
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Topic IASB proposals FASB proposals 

Disclosures

(Section 12)

An entity would disclose quantitative 
and qualitative information about:

●● the amounts recognised in the 
financial statements arising from 
insurance contracts; 

●● significant judgements and changes 
in judgements made in applying the 
standard; and

●● the nature and extent of risks arising 
from insurance contracts.

The disclosure requirements proposed 
by the Boards are generally aligned. 

Although the disclosure requirements 
proposed by the Boards are generally 
aligned, there are some differences 
for reconciliations of opening to 
closing balances. In addition, the FASB 
proposals include additional disclosure 
requirements for:

●● participating contracts;

●● discount rates and future payments; 

●● material transactions;

●● regulatory requirements; and 

●● interim disclosures.

The FASB proposals include 
additional disclosure requirements for 
segregated fund arrangements. The 
following would be disclosed in the 
notes.

●● The amount of assets in qualifying 
segregated fund arrangements that: 

– are legally insulated from the 
general account and those that 
are not; and

– represent the entity’s 
proportionate interest. 

●● The liabilities directly linked 
to qualifying segregated fund 
arrangements.

Transition – 
Effective date 
and early 
application

(Chapter 13.1)

The IASB proposes to allow 
approximately three years between 
the finalisation and the effective date 
of the standard. The IASB has said 
that it expects the earliest possible 
mandatory effective date to be for 
accounting periods beginning on or 
after 1 January 2017.

Early application would be allowed.

The FASB proposals do not specify an 
effective date, but include a question 
about the key drivers affecting the 
timing of implementation. 

Early application would not be allowed.
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Topic IASB proposals FASB proposals 

Transition 
– Practical 
expedients for 
determining 
the contractual 
service margin/ 
single margin

(Chapter 13.2)

When determining the contractual 
service margin at contract inception, 
an entity would use the portfolio 
definition as proposed in the ED.

When determining the single margin 
at contract inception, an entity would 
be able to measure the insurance 
contract liability and the single margin 
using the entity’s determination of 
the portfolio immediately before 
transition. Contracts written or 
substantially modified after the date 
of transition would be grouped into 
portfolios in accordance with the 
proposed guidance, which may require 
separate portfolios.

If no objective information is 
reasonably available for estimating the 
single margin at contract inception, 
then an entity would record the single 
margin at zero.

Transition – 
Redesignation of 
financial assets

(Chapter 13.3)

When an entity adopts the proposed 
insurance standard, it would be: 

●● permitted to designate eligible 
financial assets under the fair value 
option, if this would eliminate or 
significantly reduce an accounting 
mismatch; 

●● required to revoke previous 
designations of financial assets 
under the fair value option if the 
accounting mismatch that led to the 
designation would no longer exist 
as a result of applying the proposed 
insurance standard; and

●● permitted to elect to use OCI for 
the presentation of changes in the 
fair value of investments in equity 
instruments that are not held for 
trading, or revoke previous elections 
to that effect.

On initial adoption of the FASB’s 
insurance standard, an entity would be 
permitted to designate and classify its 
financial assets that are designated to 
its insurance business, by either: 

●● legal entity; or 

●● internal designation (including 
designations relating to the funding 
of insurance contracts that are 
newly determined to be insurance),

as if it had adopted on that date the 
relevant current classification and 
measurement guidance for financial 
instruments.
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15 Next steps
 The comment period for the ED ends on 25 October 2013. The IASB plans to undertake field testing 

during the comment period and begin redeliberations based on the feedback received in the fourth 
quarter of 2013. The IASB currently expects that the proposed standard would be published no earlier 
than late 2014.

 The effective date of the future standard has not been determined. The IASB proposes to allow 
approximately three years between the finalisation and the effective date of the standard. The IASB 
states that it expects the earliest possible mandatory effective date for the proposed standard to be 
for reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017. However, given the potential publication of 
a final standard in late 2014 or early 2015, an effective date for reporting periods beginning on or after 
1 January 2018 is more likely.

 The comment period for the FASB’s ED also ends on 25 October 2013. The FASB proposals do not 
specify an effective date for the final standard. Instead, the FASB’s proposals include a question about 
the key drivers affecting the timing of implementation.

 IASB’s timeline FASB’s timeline

 20 June 2013: 27 June 2013:
 IASB’s re-exposure draft published FASB’s exposure draft published

 25 October 2013: 25 October 2013:
 Comment period ends Comment period ends

 1 January 2017: Effective date not determined
 Earliest possible effective date 
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IFRS: An overview provide a high-level briefing for audit committees and boards.

User need Publication series Purpose

Briefing In the Headlines Provides a high-level summary of significant accounting, auditing 
and governance changes together with their impact on entities. 

IFRS Newsletters Highlights recent IASB and FASB discussions on the financial 
instruments, insurance, leases and revenue projects. Includes an 
overview, an analysis of the potential impact of decisions, current 
status and anticipated timeline for completion. 

The Balancing Items Focuses on narrow-scope amendments to IFRS. 

New on the Horizon Considers the requirements of consultation documents such as 
exposure drafts and provides KPMG’s insight. Also available for 
specific sectors.

First Impressions Considers the requirements of new pronouncements and 
highlights the areas that may result in a change in practice. Also 
available for specific sectors. 
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User need Publication series Purpose

Application 
issues

Insights into IFRS Emphasises the application of IFRS in practice and explains the 
conclusions that we have reached on many interpretive issues. 
The overview version provides a high-level briefing for audit 
committees and boards.

IFRS Practice Issues Addresses practical application issues that an entity may 
encounter when applying IFRS. Also available for specific sectors. 

IFRS Handbooks Includes extensive interpretative guidance and illustrative 
examples to elaborate or clarify the practical application of a 
standard. 

Interim and 
annual reporting

Guide to financial statements – 
Illustrative disclosures

Illustrates one possible format for financial statements prepared 
under IFRS, based on a fictitious multinational corporation. 
Available for annual and interim periods, and for specific sectors. 

Guide to financial statements – 
Disclosure checklist

Identifies the disclosures required for currently effective 
requirements for both annual and interim periods. 

GAAP 
comparison

IFRS compared to US GAAP Highlights significant differences between IFRS and US GAAP. 
The overview version provides a high-level briefing for audit 
committees and boards.

Sector-specific 
issues

IFRS Sector Newsletters Provides a regular update on accounting and regulatory 
developments that directly impact specific sectors. 

Application of IFRS Illustrates how entities account for and disclose sector-specific 
issues in their financial statements. 

Impact of IFRS Provides a high-level introduction to the key IFRS accounting 
issues for specific sectors and discusses how the transition to 
IFRS will affect an entity operating in that sector. 

For access to an extensive range of accounting, auditing and financial reporting guidance and literature, visit KPMG’s 
Accounting Research Online. This web-based subscription service can be a valuable tool for anyone who wants to stay informed 
in today’s dynamic environment. For a free 15-day trial, go to aro.kpmg.com and register today.
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